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CALCULATION OF REGISTRATION FEE
Title of Each Class of
Proposed Maximum Aggregate
Amount of
Securities to be Registered(1)
Offering Price(2)
Registration Fee(3)
Common Shares, par value $0.000037453 per share
Preference Shares, par value $0.000037453 per share
Debt Securities
Warrants
Total
$200,000,000
$25,960
(1)
There are being registered hereunder such indeterminate number of common shares and preference shares, such indeterminate principal amount of debt securities and such
indeterminate number of warrants to purchase common shares, preference shares or debt securities as shall have an aggregate initial offering price not to exceed $200,000,000. If any
debt securities are issued at an original issue discount, then the principal amount of such debt securities shall be in such greater amount as shall result in an aggregate initial offering
price not to exceed $200,000,000, less the aggregate dollar amount of all securities previously issued hereunder. Any securities registered hereunder may be sold separately or as units
with other securities registered hereunder. The securities registered also include such indeterminate number of common shares and preference shares and amount of debt securities as
may be issued upon conversion of or exchange for preference shares or debt securities that provide for conversion or exchange, upon the exercise of warrants or pursuant to the antidilution provisions of any such securities. In addition, pursuant to Rule 416 under the Securities Act, the securities being registered hereunder include such indeterminate number of
common shares and preference shares as may be issuable with respect to the securities being registered hereunder as a result of share splits, share dividends or similar transactions.
(2)
The proposed maximum aggregate offering price per class of security will be determined from time to time by the registrant in connection with the issuance by the registrant of the
securities registered hereunder and is not specified as to each class of security pursuant to General Instruction II.D. of Form S-3 under the Securities Act.
(3)
Calculated pursuant to Rule 457(o) under the Securities Act.
The Registrant hereby amends this registration statement on such date or dates as may be necessary to delay its effective date until the Registrant shall file a further
amendment which specifically states that this registration statement shall thereafter become effective in accordance with Section 8(a) of the Securities Act or until the registration
statement shall become effective on such date as the Securities and Exchange Commission, acting pursuant to said Section 8(a), may determine.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
This registration statement contains the following documents:
•

a base prospectus which covers the offering, issuance and sale by us of up to $200,000,000 of our common shares, preference shares, debt
securities and warrants; and

•

a sales agreement prospectus supplement covering the offering, issuance and sale by us of up to a maximum aggregate offering price of
$50,000,000 of our common shares that may be issued and sold under the Open Market Sale AgreementSM (the “Sales Agreement”), with
Jefferies LLC.

The base prospectus immediately follows this explanatory note. The specific terms of any securities to be offered pursuant to the base prospectus will be
specified in a prospectus supplement to the base prospectus. The sales agreement prospectus supplement immediately follows the base prospectus. The
$50,000,000 of common shares that may be offered, issued and sold under the sales agreement prospectus supplement is included in the $200,000,000 of
securities that may be offered, issued and sold by the registrant under the base prospectus. Upon termination of the Sales Agreement with Jefferies LLC,
any portion of the $50,000,000 included in the sales agreement prospectus supplement that is not sold pursuant to the Sales Agreement will be available
for sale in other offerings pursuant to the base prospectus, and if no common shares are sold under the Sales Agreement, the full $200,000,000 of
securities may be sold in other offerings pursuant to the base prospectus and a corresponding prospectus supplement.
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The information in this prospectus is not complete and may be changed. We may not sell these securities or accept an offer to buy these
securities until the registration statement filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission is effective. This prospectus is not an offer to sell
these securities, and it is not soliciting offers to buy these securities in any state where such offer or sale is not permitted.
SUBJECT TO COMPLETION, DATED NOVEMBER 8, 2019
PROSPECTUS

COMMON SHARES
PREFERENCE SHARES
DEBT SECURITIES
WARRANTS
From time to time, we may offer up to $200,000,000 of any combination of the securities described in this prospectus in one or more
offerings. We may also offer securities as may be issuable upon conversion, redemption, repurchase, exchange or exercise of any securities registered
hereunder, including any applicable anti-dilution provisions.
This prospectus provides a general description of the securities we may offer. Each time we offer securities, we will provide specific terms
of the securities offered in a supplement to this prospectus. We may also authorize one or more free writing prospectuses to be provided to you in
connection with these offerings. The prospectus supplement and any related free writing prospectus may also add, update or change information
contained in this prospectus. You should carefully read this prospectus, the applicable prospectus supplement and any related free writing prospectus, as
well as any documents incorporated by reference, before you invest in any of the securities being offered.
Our common shares are listed on the Nasdaq Global Select Market under the symbol “UROV”.

Investing in our securities involves risks. You should read carefully and consider the risks referenced under
“Risk Factors” beginning on page 7 of this prospectus, as well as the other information contained in or incorporated by
reference in this prospectus or in any accompanying prospectus supplement before making a decision to invest in our
securities.
Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of these securities or
passed upon the accuracy or adequacy of this prospectus. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.
We may sell these securities on a continuous or delayed basis directly, through agents, dealers or underwriters as designated from time to
time, or through a combination of these methods. We reserve the sole right to accept, and together with any agents, dealers and underwriters, reserve the
right to reject, in whole or in part, any proposed purchase of securities. If any agents, dealers or underwriters are involved in the sale of any securities,
the applicable prospectus supplement will set forth any applicable commissions or discounts. Our net proceeds from the sale of securities also will be set
forth in the applicable prospectus supplement.

Prospectus dated November , 2019
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ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS
This prospectus is part of a registration statement we filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC” or the
“Commission”) using a “shelf” registration process. Under this shelf registration process, we may sell any combination of the securities described in this
prospectus in one or more offerings up to a total dollar amount of $200,000,000. This prospectus provides you with a general description of the
securities we may offer.
The types of securities that we may offer and sell from time to time by this prospectus are:
•

common shares;

•

preference shares;

•

debt securities, which may be senior or subordinated and secured or unsecured; and

•

warrants entitling the holders to purchase common shares, preference shares or debt securities.

We may sell these securities either separately or in units. We may issue debt securities convertible into our common shares or preference
shares. The preference shares also may be convertible into our common shares or another series of preference shares. This prospectus provides a general
description of the securities that may be offered. Each time we sell securities, we will provide a supplement to this prospectus that contains specific
information about the offering and the specific terms of the securities offered. That prospectus supplement may include a discussion of any risk factors
or other special considerations applicable to those securities. In each prospectus supplement we will include the following information:
•

the type and amount of securities that we propose to sell;

•

the initial public offering price of the securities;

•

the names of any underwriters or agents through or to which we will sell the securities;

•

any compensation of those underwriters or agents;

•

information about any securities exchanges or automated quotation systems on which the securities will be listed or traded; and

•

important Bermuda and United Stated federal income tax considerations.

In addition, the prospectus supplement also may add, update or change the information contained in this prospectus. If there is any
inconsistency between the information in this prospectus and any prospectus supplement, you should rely on the information in the prospectus
supplement. You should read both this prospectus and any prospectus supplement together with the additional information described under the headings
“Where You Can Find More Information” and “Incorporation of Certain Information by Reference.”
Neither we nor any dealer or salesperson has authorized anyone to provide you with information in addition to or different from that
contained in or incorporated by reference into this prospectus or any accompanying prospectus supplement. We take no responsibility for, and can
provide no assurances as to the reliability of, any information not contained in or incorporated by reference into this prospectus or any accompanying
prospectus supplement. This prospectus or any accompanying prospectus supplement does not offer to sell or ask for offers to buy any securities other
than those to which it relates and it does not constitute an offer to sell or ask for offers to buy any of the securities in any jurisdiction where it is
unlawful, where the person making the offer is not qualified to do so, or to any person who cannot legally be offered the securities. The information
contained in this prospectus, any accompanying prospectus supplement or any document incorporated by reference herein or therein is current only as of
its date. Our business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows and prospects may have changed since those dates.
In this prospectus, except as otherwise indicated or as the context otherwise requires, the words “Urovant Sciences Ltd.” refer to Urovant
Sciences Ltd. on an unconsolidated basis and the words “Urovant,” “we,” “us,” “our,” the “Company” and “ours” refer to Urovant Sciences Ltd. and its
consolidated subsidiaries.
1
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WHERE YOU CAN FIND MORE INFORMATION
We file annual, quarterly and special reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC, and we have filed with the SEC a
registration statement on Form S-3 under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) with respect to the securities offered by this
prospectus. This prospectus, which forms part of the registration statement, does not contain all of the information included in the registration statement,
including its exhibits and schedules. For further information about us and the securities described in this prospectus, you should refer to the registration
statement, its exhibits and schedules and our reports, proxies, information statements and other information filed with the SEC. Our filings are available
to the public on the Internet, through a database maintained by the SEC at http://www.sec.gov. Our filings are also available, free of charge, on our
website at https://ir.urovant.com. We have included our website address for the information of prospective investors and do not intend it to be an active
link to our website. Information contained on our website does not constitute a part of this prospectus or any applicable prospectus supplement (or any
document incorporated by reference herein or therein).
2
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INCORPORATION OF CERTAIN INFORMATION BY REFERENCE
The SEC allows us to “incorporate by reference” information into this prospectus. This means that we can disclose important information
about us and our financial condition to you by referring you to another document filed separately with the SEC. The information incorporated by
reference is considered to be a part of this prospectus, except any information that is superseded by information that is included in a document
subsequently filed with the SEC.
This prospectus incorporates by reference the documents listed below that we have previously filed with the SEC and any future filings we
make with the SEC under Sections 13(a), 13(c), 14 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), from the date of
this prospectus until the termination of an offering of securities, except that we are not incorporating by reference any information furnished (and not
filed) with the SEC, including any information furnished pursuant to Items 2.02 or 7.01 of Form 8-K or related exhibits furnished pursuant to Item 9.01
of Form 8-K:
•

our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended March 31, 2019 (including the portions of our Proxy Statement for our 2019 Annual
General Meeting of Shareholders incorporated by reference therein);

•

our Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q for the Quarters ended June 30, 2019 and September 30, 2019;

•

our Current Reports on Form 8-K filed on February 22, 2019, March 6, 2019, March 20, 2019, September 17, 2019, September 25, 2019
and October 31, 2019; and

•

the description of our common shares contained in our Registration Statement on Form 8-A filed pursuant to Section 12(b) of the
Exchange Act, including any amendment or report updating such description.

Any statement contained in a document, all or a portion of which is incorporated or deemed to be incorporated by reference herein, will be
deemed to be modified or superseded to the extent that a statement contained herein or in any other subsequently filed document which also is or is
deemed to be incorporated by reference herein modifies or supersedes such statement. Any statement so modified will not be deemed to constitute a part
hereof, except as so modified, and any statement so superseded will not be deemed to constitute a part hereof.
A copy of any document incorporated by reference in this prospectus may be obtained at no cost by writing or telephoning us at the
following address and telephone number:
Urovant Sciences, Inc.
5281 California Avenue, Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92617
(949) 226-6029
We maintain a website at www.urovant.com. Information about us, including our reports filed with the SEC, is available through that site.
Such reports are accessible at no charge through our website and are made available as soon as reasonably practicable after such material is filed with or
furnished to the SEC. Our website and the information contained on that website, or connected to that website, are not incorporated by reference in this
prospectus.
You may read and copy any materials we file with the SEC at the SEC’s website mentioned under the heading “Where You Can Find More
Information.” The information on the SEC’s website is not incorporated by reference in this prospectus.
3
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT CONCERNING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This prospectus, any accompanying prospectus supplement, information incorporated by reference herein or therein, and any related freewriting prospectus contain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 21E of the Exchange Act.
The forward-looking statements involve substantial risks and uncertainties. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by the words
“anticipate,” “believe,” “can,” “continue,” “could,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “likely ,” “may,” “might,” “objective,” “ongoing,” “plan,”
“potential,” “predict,” “project,” “should,” “to be,” “will,” “would,” or the negative or plural of these words or similar expressions or variations,
although not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying words. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors that may cause our actual results, levels of activity, performance or achievements to be materially different from the information expressed
or implied by these forward-looking statements. Although we believe that we have a reasonable basis for each forward-looking statement contained in
this prospectus, any accompanying prospectus supplement, information incorporated by reference herein or therein, and any related free-writing
prospectus, we caution you that these statements are based on a combination of facts and factors currently known by us and our expectations of the
future, about which we cannot be certain.
The forward-looking statements appearing in a number of places throughout this prospectus, any accompanying prospectus supplement,
information incorporated by reference herein or therein, and any related free-writing prospectus include, but are not limited to, statements regarding our
intentions, beliefs, projections, outlook, analyses or current expectations concerning, among other things:
•

the Company’s limited operating history and the fact that it has never generated any product revenue;

•

the Company’s ability to achieve or maintain profitability in the future;

•

the Company’s dependence on the success of its lead product candidate, vibegron;

•

the Company’s reliance on its key scientific, medical or management personnel and on certain affiliates to provide certain services to the
Company;

•

risks related to clinical trials, including uncertainties relating to the success of the Company’s clinical trials for vibegron and URO-902 and
any future therapy or product candidates;

•

uncertainties surrounding the regulatory landscape that governs gene therapy products; the Company’s dependence on Merck Sharp &
Dohme Corp. and Ion Channel Innovations, LLC to have accurately reported results and collected and interpreted data related to vibegron
and URO-902 prior to the Company’s acquisition of the rights related to these product candidates;

•

reliance on third parties to conduct, supervise and monitor the Company’s clinical trials;

•

reliance on a single supplier for the enzyme used to manufacture vibegron; the ability to obtain, maintain and enforce intellectual property
protection for the Company’s technology and products;

•

risks related to significant competition from other biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies; the failure to achieve the market
acceptance necessary for commercial success for a product candidate;

•

the Company’s ability to satisfy future funding needs on commercially reasonable terms and conditions if at all; and

•

and other risks and uncertainties listed in the Company’s filings with the SEC, including under the heading “Risk Factors” in the
Company’s most recently filed Annual Report on Form 10-K and any subsequent Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q filed with the SEC, as
such risk factors may be amended, supplemented or superseded from time to time by other filings with the SEC.

Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors known and unknown that could
cause actual results and the timing of certain events to differ materially
4
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from future results expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include, but are
not limited to, those identified this prospectus, any accompanying prospectus supplement, information incorporated by reference herein or therein, and
any related free-writing prospectus. These risks are not exhaustive. New risk factors emerge from time to time and it is not possible for our management
to predict all risk factors, nor can we assess the impact of all factors on our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may
cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements. In addition, statements that “we believe” and similar
statements reflect our beliefs and opinions on the relevant subject. These statements are based upon information available to us as of the respective dates
of this prospectus, any accompanying prospectus supplement, information incorporated by reference herein or therein, and any related free-writing
prospectus, and while we believe such information forms a reasonable basis for such statements, such information may be limited or incomplete, and our
statements should not be read to indicate that we have conducted an exhaustive inquiry into, or review of, all potentially available relevant information.
These statements are inherently uncertain and investors are cautioned not to unduly rely upon these statements. Except as required by law, we undertake
no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of such statements.
5
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THE COMPANY
We are a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company focused on developing and commercializing innovative therapies for urologic
conditions. Our lead product candidate, vibegron, is an oral, once-daily, small molecule beta-3 agonist. We are currently developing vibegron for the
treatment of overactive bladder (“OAB”). We are also developing vibegron for the treatment of two additional potential indications: OAB in men with
benign prostatic hyperplasia (“BPH”) and abdominal pain due to irritable bowel syndrome. Our second product candidate, URO-902, is a gene therapy
that we are developing for patients with OAB who have failed oral pharmacological therapy. There are no currently available U.S. Food and Drug
Administration-approved gene therapy treatments for OAB. Vibegron was licensed from Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp., a subsidiary of Merck & Co., in
February 2017 and URO-902 was licensed from Ion Channel Innovations, LLC in August 2018.
We were founded on January 27, 2016 as a Bermuda Exempted Limited Company and a wholly owned subsidiary of Roivant Sciences
Ltd. In November 2016, we incorporated as our wholly owned subsidiaries (1) Urovant Holdings Ltd., a private limited company incorporated under the
laws of England and Wales, (2) Urovant Sciences GmbH, a company with limited liability formed under the laws of Switzerland, (3) Urovant Sciences,
Inc., a Delaware corporation based in the United States of America, and in March 2019 incorporated as our wholly owned subsidiaries, (4) Urovant
Treasury Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation based in the United States of America, and (5) Urovant Sciences Treasury, Inc., a Delaware corporation
based in the United States of America.
Since its inception, we have devoted substantially all of our efforts to organizing and staffing the Company, identifying and acquiring our
product candidates, vibegron and URO-902, preparing for and advancing the clinical development of our product candidates, and preparing for the
potential commercialization of vibegron.
Corporate Information
We are an exempted limited company incorporated under the laws of Bermuda on January 27, 2016 under the name Roivant PPS Holdings
Ltd. We changed our name to Thalavant Sciences Ltd. on November 14, 2016 and to Urovant Sciences Ltd. on January 13, 2017, when we commenced
operations. Our principal office is located at Suite 1, 3rd Floor, 11-12 St. James’s Square, London SW1Y 4LB, United Kingdom, and our registered
office is located in Bermuda at Clarendon House, 2 Church Street, Hamilton HM11, Bermuda. We also have business operations at 5281 California
Avenue, Suite 100, Irvine, California 92617. Our telephone number is +44 207 400 3347. Our website address is www.urovant.com. The information
contained on our website is not incorporated by reference into this prospectus or any accompanying prospectus supplement, and you should not consider
any information contained on, or that can be accessed through, our website as part of this prospectus or any accompanying prospectus supplement in
deciding whether to purchase our common shares.
6
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RISK FACTORS
Investing in our securities involves risks. You should carefully consider the risks, uncertainties and other factors described in our most
recent Annual Report on Form 10-K, as supplemented and updated by subsequent Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K
that we have filed or will file with the SEC, and in other documents which are incorporated by reference into this prospectus, as well as the risk factors
and other information contained in or incorporated by reference into any accompanying prospectus supplement before investing in any of our securities.
Our business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows or prospects could be materially and adversely affected by any of these risks. The
risks and uncertainties described in the documents incorporated by reference herein are not the only risks and uncertainties that you may face.
For more information about our SEC filings, please see “Where You Can Find More Information” and “Incorporation of Certain
Information by Reference.”
7
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USE OF PROCEEDS
We will retain broad discretion over the use of the net proceeds from the sale of the securities offered hereby. Unless otherwise specified in
a prospectus supplement accompanying this prospectus, the net proceeds from the sale by us of the securities to which this prospectus relates will be
used to fund our clinical development programs, including the clinical development programs for vibegron and URO-902, commercial readiness costs
for the launch of vibegron, and for working capital and other general corporate purposes. We may also use a portion of the net proceeds to invest in or
acquire businesses or technologies that we believe are complementary to our own, although we have no current plans, commitments or agreements with
respect to any material acquisitions as of the date of this prospectus.
In addition, net proceeds may be temporarily invested prior to use in investment grade, short-term interest-bearing obligations, such as
money-market funds, certificates of deposit, or direct or guaranteed obligations of the United States government, or hold the net proceeds as cash. When
we offer and sell the securities to which this prospectus relates, the prospectus supplement related to such offering will set forth our intended use of the
proceeds, if any, received from the sale of such securities.
8
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DESCRIPTION OF SHARE CAPITAL
The following description of our share capital and provisions of our memorandum of association and amended and restated bye-laws is a
summary and is qualified entirely by reference to the applicable provisions of our memorandum of association, amended and restated bye-laws and the
Bermuda Companies Act 1981, as amended (the “Companies Act”). For information on how to obtain copies of our memorandum of association and
amended and restated bye-laws, which are exhibits to the registration statement of which this prospectus is a part, see “Where You Can Find Additional
Information.”
General
We are an exempted company incorporated under the laws of Bermuda. We are registered with the Registrar of Companies in Bermuda
under registration number 51141. We were incorporated on January 27, 2016 under the name Roivant PPS Holdings Ltd. We changed our name to
Thalavant Sciences Ltd. in November 2016 and Urovant Sciences Ltd. in January 2017. Our principal office is located at Suite 1, 3rd Floor, 11-12 St.
James’s Square, London SW1Y 4LB, United Kingdom, and our registered office is located in Bermuda at Clarendon House, 2 Church Street, Hamilton
HM11, Bermuda. We also have business operations at 5281 California Avenue, Suite 100, Irvine, California 92617.
Since our incorporation, other than a subdivision of our authorized and issued share capital, there have been no material changes to our
share capital, mergers, amalgamations or consolidations of us or any of our subsidiaries, no material changes in the mode of conducting our business, no
material changes in the types of products produced or services rendered. There have been no bankruptcy, receivership or similar proceedings with
respect to us or our subsidiaries.
Share Capital
Our authorized share capital consists of 267,001,308 common shares, $0.000037453 par value per common share. As of November 7,
2019, we had 30,381,433 common shares issued and outstanding. All of our issued and outstanding common shares are fully paid. Pursuant to our
amended and restated bye-laws, subject to the requirements of the Nasdaq Global Select Market and to any resolution of the shareholders to the contrary,
our board of directors is authorized to issue any of our authorized but unissued shares. There are no limitations on the right of non-Bermudians or
non-residents of Bermuda to hold or vote our shares provided our common shares remain listed on an appointed stock exchange, which includes the
Nasdaq Global Select Market.
Common Shares
Holders of common shares have no pre-emptive, redemption, conversion or sinking fund rights. Holders of common shares are entitled to
one vote per share on all matters submitted to a vote of holders of common shares, subject to the limitations described below. Unless a different majority
is required by law or by our amended and restated bye-laws, resolutions to be approved by holders of common shares require approval by a simple
majority of the votes cast at a meeting at which a quorum is present.
Other than as set forth in our amended and restated bye-laws, shareholder voting rights may only be altered with the consent of our
shareholders as set forth under “—Variation of Rights” below.
In the event of our liquidation, dissolution or winding up, the holders of common shares are entitled to share equally and ratably in our
assets, if any, remaining after the payment of all of our debts and liabilities, subject to any liquidation preference on any issued and outstanding
preference shares.
Preference Shares
Pursuant to Bermuda law and our amended and restated bye-laws, our board of directors may, by resolution, establish one or more series
of preference shares having such number of shares, designations,
9
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dividend rates, relative voting rights, conversion or exchange rights, redemption rights, liquidation rights and other relative participation, optional or
other special rights, qualifications, limitations or restrictions as may be fixed by the board of directors without any further shareholder approval. Such
rights, preferences, powers and limitations, as may be established, could have the effect of discouraging an attempt to obtain control of our company.
Dividend Rights
Under Bermuda law, a company may not declare or pay dividends, or make distributions out of contributed surplus, if there are reasonable
grounds for believing that (1) the company is, or would after the payment be, unable to pay its liabilities as they become due; or (2) the realizable value
of its assets would thereby be less than its liabilities. “Contributed surplus” is defined for purposes of section 54 of the Companies Act to include the
proceeds arising from donated shares, credits resulting from the redemption or conversion of shares at less than the amount set up as nominal capital and
donations of cash and other assets to the company. Under our amended and restated bye-laws, each common share is entitled to dividends if, as and
when dividends are declared by our board of directors, subject to any preferred dividend right of the holders of any preference shares. We do not
anticipate paying cash dividends in the foreseeable future.
Variation of Rights
If at any time we have more than one class of shares, the rights attaching to any class, unless otherwise provided for by the terms of issue
of the relevant class, may be varied either: (1) with the consent in writing of the holders of 75% of the issued shares of that class; or (2) with the sanction
of a resolution passed by a simple majority of the votes cast at a general meeting of the relevant class of shareholders at which a quorum is present. Our
amended and restated bye-laws specify that the creation or issue of shares ranking equally with existing preference shares will not, unless expressly
provided by the terms of issue of existing preference shares, vary the rights attached to existing preference shares. In addition, the creation or issue of
preference shares ranking prior to common shares will not be deemed to vary the rights attached to common shares or, subject to the terms of any other
class or series of preference shares, to vary the rights attached to any other class or series of preference shares.
Transfer of Shares
Our board of directors may, in its absolute discretion and without assigning any reason, refuse to register the transfer of a share on the
basis that it is not fully paid. Our board of directors may also refuse to recognize an instrument of transfer of a share unless it is accompanied by the
relevant share certificate and such other evidence of the transferor’s right to make the transfer as our board of directors shall reasonably require and must
refuse to register the transfer unless all applicable consents, authorizations and permissions of any governmental agency or body in Bermuda have been
obtained. Subject to these restrictions, a holder of common shares may transfer the title to all or any of his common shares by completing a form of
transfer in the form set out in our amended and restated bye-laws (or as near thereto as circumstances admit) or in such other common form as our board
of directors may accept or in accordance with the rules of the exchange on which the common shares are listed. If required, the instrument of transfer
must be signed by the transferor and transferee, although in the case of a fully paid share our board of directors may accept the instrument signed only
by the transferor.
Meetings of Shareholders
Under Bermuda law, a company is required to convene at least one general meeting of shareholders each calendar year, which we refer to
as the annual general meeting. However, the shareholders may by resolution waive this requirement, either for a specific year or period of time, or
indefinitely. When the requirement has been so waived, any shareholder may, on notice to the company, terminate the waiver, in which case an annual
general meeting must be called. We have chosen not to waive the convening of an annual general meeting.
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Bermuda law provides that a special general meeting of shareholders may be called by the board of directors of a company and must be
called upon the request of shareholders holding not less than 10% of the paid-up capital of the company carrying the right to vote at general meetings.
Bermuda law also requires that shareholders be given at least five days’ advance notice of a general meeting, but the accidental omission to give notice
to any person does not invalidate the proceedings at a meeting. Our amended and restated bye-laws provide that our principal executive officer or the
chairperson or any two directors or any director and the secretary or board of directors may convene an annual general meeting and our principal
executive officer or the chairperson or any two directors or any director and the secretary or our board of directors may convene a special general
meeting. Under our amended and restated bye-laws, at least 14 days’ notice of an annual general meeting or ten days’ notice of a special general
meeting must be given to each shareholder entitled to vote at such meeting. This notice requirement is subject to the ability to hold such meetings on
shorter notice if such notice is agreed: (1) in the case of an annual general meeting by all of the shareholders entitled to attend and vote at such meeting;
or (2) in the case of a special general meeting by a majority in number of the shareholders entitled to attend and vote at the meeting holding not less than
95% in nominal value of the shares entitled to vote at such meeting. A quorum will be present at any general meeting of shareholders if holders of a
majority of the aggregate voting power of our issued and outstanding shares entitled to vote at the meeting are present, in person or by proxy.
The chairperson of our board of directors chairs all general meetings at which such individual is present.
Access to Books and Records and Dissemination of Information
Members of the general public have a right to inspect the public documents of a company available at the office of the Registrar of
Companies in Bermuda. These documents include a company’s amended and restated memorandum of association, including its objects and powers, and
certain alterations to the amended and restated memorandum of association. The shareholders have the additional right to inspect the bye-laws of the
company, minutes of general meetings and the company’s audited financial statements, which must be presented in the annual general meeting. The
register of members of a company is also open to inspection by shareholders and by members of the general public without charge. The register of
members is required to be open for inspection for not less than two hours in any business day (subject to the ability of a company to close the register of
members for not more than thirty days in a year). A company is required to maintain its share register in Bermuda but may, subject to the provisions of
the Companies Act establish a branch register outside of Bermuda. A company is required to keep at its registered office a register of directors and
officers that is open for inspection for not less than two hours in any business day by members of the public without charge. Bermuda law does not,
however, provide a general right for shareholders to inspect or obtain copies of any other corporate records.
Election and Removal of Directors
Our amended and restated bye-laws provide that our board of directors shall consist of such number of directors (not being less than five
directors or more than seven directors) as the board of directors may determine. In accordance with our amended and restated bye-laws, our board of
directors consists of a single class of five directors. Prior to the first date on which RSL ceases to hold at least 25% of the aggregate voting power of our
issued and outstanding shares, RSL is entitled to appoint two directors (the “RSL Directors”), by notice to us, each of whom will have three votes for
each matter presented to the board of directors or any duly authorized committee thereof, other than our audit committee. Each member of our audit
committee will have one vote on all matters presented. All other duly executed directors will have one vote for each matter presented to the board of
directors or any duly authorized committee thereof. Each member of our board of directors (other than an RSL Director), will serve a term as determined
by our shareholders and each RSL Director will serve a term as determined by RSL. In either case, if no such determination is made, each such director
will serve a one-year term expiring at our next annual meeting of shareholders, subject to his or her office being vacated sooner pursuant to our amended
and restated bye-laws.
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A shareholder holding at least 3% of the common shares in issue, or a group of not more than 20 shareholders holding at least an aggregate
3% of the common shares in issue, who in each case have held such shares for at least three years, may propose for election as a director (other than an
RSL Director) someone who is not an existing director or is not proposed by our board of directors. Where a director is to be elected at an annual
general meeting, notice of any such proposal for election must be given not less than 90 days nor more than 120 days before the anniversary of the last
annual general meeting prior to the giving of the notice or, in the event the annual general meeting is called for a date that is not less than 30 days before
or after such anniversary the notice must be given not later than ten days following the earlier of the date on which notice of the annual general meeting
was posted to shareholders or the date on which public disclosure of the date of the annual general meeting was made. Where a director is to be elected
at a special general meeting, that notice must be given not later than seven days following the earlier of the date on which notice of the special general
meeting was posted to shareholders or the date on which public disclosure of the date of the special general meeting was made; or, alternatively, if the
special general meeting is held upon the request of shareholders holding not less than 10% of the paid-up capital of the company carrying the right to
vote at general meetings, must be given in the requisition of special general meeting.
A director (other than an RSL Director) may be removed, with or without cause, by the shareholders, either by a notice to that effect
signed by the holders of a majority of the aggregate voting rights of the issued and outstanding shares, and delivered to us, or by a resolution passed in a
shareholders meeting convened on notice to remove the director given to the director. The notice must contain a statement of the intention to remove the
director and a summary of the facts justifying the removal and must be served on the director not less than 14 days before the meeting. The director is
entitled to attend the meeting and be heard on the motion for his removal. Prior to the first date on which RSL ceases to hold at least 25% of the
aggregate voting power of our issued and outstanding shares, directors appointed by RSL may be removed, with or without cause, by RSL upon written
notice to us. On or after the date on which RSL ceases to hold at least 25% of the aggregate voting power of our issued and outstanding shares, any
director may be removed, with or without cause, by the shareholders, either by a joint written notice to us to that effect signed by the holders of a
majority of the aggregate voting power of our issued and outstanding shares or by a resolution passed in a shareholders meeting convened on notice to
remove the director and given to the director, as set out above.
Amendment of Memorandum of Association and Bye-laws
Bermuda law provides that the memorandum of association of a company may be amended by a resolution passed at a general meeting of
shareholders. Our amended and restated bye-laws provide that no bye-law shall be rescinded, altered or amended, and no new bye-law shall be made,
unless it shall have been approved by a resolution of our board of directors and by a resolution of our shareholders.
Under Bermuda law, the holders of an aggregate of not less than 20% in par value of a company’s issued share capital or any class thereof
have the right to apply to the Supreme Court of Bermuda for an annulment of any amendment of the memorandum of association adopted by
shareholders at any general meeting, other than an amendment that alters or reduces a company’s share capital as provided in the Companies Act. Where
such an application is made, the amendment becomes effective only to the extent that it is confirmed by the Supreme Court of Bermuda. An application
for an annulment of an amendment of the memorandum of association must be made within 21 days after the date on which the resolution altering the
company’s memorandum of association is passed and may be made on behalf of persons entitled to make the application by one or more of their number
as they may appoint in writing for the purpose. No application may be made by shareholders voting in favor of the amendment.
Amalgamations and Mergers
The amalgamation or merger of a Bermuda company with another company or corporation (other than certain affiliated companies)
requires the amalgamation or merger agreement to be approved by the company’s
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board of directors and by its shareholders. Unless the company’s bye-laws provide otherwise, the approval of 75% of the shareholders voting at such
meeting is required to approve the amalgamation or merger agreement, and the quorum for such meeting must be two or more persons holding or
representing more than one-third of the issued shares of the company. Our amended and restated bye-laws provide that the approval of the amalgamation
or merger agreement by 75% of the voting power of holders of common shares voting at a meeting shall be sufficient (other than in respect of any
amalgamation or merger constituting a “business combination”), and the quorum for such meeting shall be persons holding or representing more than
50% of the issued voting shares.
Under Bermuda law, in the event of an amalgamation or merger of a Bermuda company with another company or corporation, a
shareholder of the Bermuda company who did not vote in favor of the amalgamation or merger and who is not satisfied that fair value has been offered
for such shareholder’s shares may, within one month of notice of the shareholders meeting, apply to the Supreme Court of Bermuda to appraise the fair
value of those shares.
Business Combinations
Although the Companies Act does not contain specific provisions regarding “business combinations” between companies organized under
the laws of Bermuda and “interested shareholders,” we have included these provisions in our bye-laws. Specifically, our bye-laws contain provisions
which prohibit us from engaging in a business combination with an interested shareholder for a period of three years after the date of the transaction in
which the person became an interested shareholder, unless, in addition to any other approval that may be required by applicable law:
•

prior to the date of the transaction that resulted in the shareholder becoming an interested shareholder, our board of directors approved
either the business combination or the transaction that resulted in the shareholder becoming an interested shareholder;

•

upon consummation of the transaction that resulted in the shareholder becoming an interested shareholder, the interested shareholder
owned at least 85% of our issued and voting shares outstanding at the time the transaction commenced; or

•

after the date of the transaction that resulted in the shareholder becoming an interested shareholder, the business combination is approved
by our board of directors and authorized at an annual general meeting or special general meeting of shareholders by the affirmative vote of
at least 66 2/3% of our issued and outstanding voting shares voted at the general meeting that are not owned by the interested shareholder.

For purposes of these provisions, a “business combination” includes recapitalizations, mergers, amalgamations, consolidations, exchanges,
asset sales, leases, certain issues or transfers of shares or other securities and other transactions resulting in a financial benefit to the interested
shareholder. An “interested shareholder” is any person or entity that beneficially owns 15% or more of our issued and outstanding voting shares and any
person or entity affiliated with or controlling or controlled by that person or entity.
Shareholder Suits
Class actions and derivative actions are generally not available to shareholders under Bermuda law. The Bermuda courts, however, would
ordinarily be expected to permit a shareholder to commence an action in the name of a company to remedy a wrong to the company where the act
complained of is alleged to be beyond the corporate power of the company or illegal, or would result in the violation of the company’s memorandum of
association or bye-laws. Furthermore, consideration would be given by a Bermuda court to acts that are alleged to constitute a fraud against the minority
shareholders or, for instance, where an act requires the approval of a greater percentage of the company’s shareholders than that which actually approved
it.
When the affairs of a company are being conducted in a manner that is oppressive or prejudicial to the interests of some part of the
shareholders, one or more shareholders may apply to the Supreme Court of
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Bermuda, which may make such order as it sees fit, including an order regulating the conduct of the company’s affairs in the future or ordering the
purchase of the shares of any shareholders by other shareholders or by the company.
Our amended and restated bye-laws contain a provision by virtue of which our shareholders waive any claim or right of action that they
have, both individually and on our behalf, against any director or officer in relation to any action or failure to take action by such director or officer,
except in respect of any fraud or dishonesty of such director or officer. Shareholders cannot waive compliance with the federal securities laws and the
rules and regulations thereunder and, accordingly, we have been advised by the SEC that in the opinion of the SEC, the operation of this provision as a
waiver of the right to sue for violations of federal securities laws would likely be unenforceable in U.S. courts.
Capitalization of Profits and Reserves
Pursuant to our amended and restated bye-laws, our board of directors may (1) capitalize any part of the amount of our share premium or
other reserve accounts or any amount credited to our profit and loss account or otherwise available for distribution by applying such sum in paying up
unissued shares to be allotted as fully paid bonus shares pro rata (except in connection with the conversion of shares) to the shareholders; or
(2) capitalize any sum standing to the credit of a reserve account or sums otherwise available for dividend or distribution by paying up in full, partly
paid or nil paid shares of those shareholders who would have been entitled to such sums if they were distributed by way of dividend or distribution.
Untraced Shareholders
Our amended and restated bye-laws provide that our board of directors may forfeit any dividend or other monies payable in respect of any
shares that remain unclaimed for six years from the date when such monies became due for payment. In addition, we are entitled to cease sending
dividend warrants and checks by post or otherwise to a shareholder if such instruments have been returned undelivered to, or left uncashed by, such
shareholder on at least two consecutive occasions or, following one such occasion, reasonable enquires have failed to establish the shareholder’s new
address. This entitlement ceases if the shareholder claims a dividend or cashes a dividend check or a warrant.
Certain Provisions of Bermuda Law
We have been designated by the Bermuda Monetary Authority as a non-resident for Bermuda exchange control purposes. This designation
allows us to engage in transactions in currencies other than the Bermudan dollar, and there are no restrictions on our ability to transfer funds (other than
funds denominated in Bermudan dollars) in and out of Bermuda or to pay dividends to U.S. residents who are holders of our common shares.
The Bermuda Monetary Authority has given its consent for the issue and free transferability of all the common shares that are the subject
of this offering to and between residents and non-residents of Bermuda for exchange control purposes, provided our shares remain listed on an appointed
stock exchange, which includes the Nasdaq Global Select Market. Approvals or permissions given by the Bermuda Monetary Authority do not
constitute a guarantee by the Bermuda Monetary Authority as to our performance or our creditworthiness. Accordingly, in giving such consent or
permissions, neither the Bermuda Monetary Authority nor the Registrar of Companies in Bermuda shall be liable for the financial soundness,
performance or default of our business or for the correctness of any opinions or statements expressed in this prospectus. Certain issues and transfers of
common shares involving persons deemed resident in Bermuda for exchange control purposes require the specific consent of the Bermuda Monetary
Authority. We have sought and have obtained a specific permission from the Bermuda Monetary Authority for the issue and transfer of our common
shares up to the amount of our authorized capital from time to time, and options, warrants, depository receipts, rights, loan notes, debt instruments and
our other securities to persons resident and non-resident for exchange control purposes with the need for prior approval of such issue or transfer.
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In accordance with Bermuda law, share certificates are only issued in the names of companies, partnerships or individuals. In the case of a
shareholder acting in a special capacity (for example as a trustee), certificates may, at the request of the shareholder, record the capacity in which the
shareholder is acting. Notwithstanding such recording of any special capacity, we are not bound to investigate or see to the execution of any such trust.
Transfer Agent and Registrar
A register of holders of the common shares will be maintained by Conyers Corporate Services (Bermuda) Limited in Bermuda, and a
branch register will be maintained in the United States by American Stock Transfer & Trust Company, LLC, which will also serve as transfer agent. The
transfer agent’s address is 6201 15th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11219.
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DESCRIPTION OF DEBT SECURITIES
We may issue debt securities from time to time, in one or more series, as either senior or subordinated debt or as senior or subordinated
convertible debt. While the terms we have summarized below will apply generally to any debt securities that we may offer under this prospectus, we
will describe the particular terms of any debt securities that we may offer in more detail in the applicable prospectus supplement. The terms of any debt
securities offered under a prospectus supplement may differ from the terms described below. Unless the context requires otherwise, whenever we refer
to the indenture, we also are referring to any supplemental indentures that specify the terms of a particular series of debt securities.
We will issue the debt securities under an indenture to be entered into between us and a trustee to be named in a prospectus supplement.
The indenture will be qualified under the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, as amended (the “Trust Indenture Act”). We have filed the form of indenture as an
exhibit to the registration statement of which this prospectus is a part, and supplemental indentures and forms of debt securities containing the terms of
the debt securities being offered will be filed as exhibits to the registration statement of which this prospectus is a part or will be incorporated by
reference from reports that we file with the SEC.
The following summary of material provisions of the debt securities and the indentures is subject to, and qualified in its entirety by
reference to, all of the provisions of the indenture applicable to a particular series of debt securities. We urge you to read the applicable prospectus
supplements and any related free writing prospectuses related to the debt securities that we may offer under this prospectus, as well as the complete
indenture that contains the terms of the debt securities.
General
The indenture does not limit the amount of debt securities that we may issue. It provides that we may issue debt securities up to the
principal amount that we may authorize and may be in any currency or currency unit that we may designate. Except for the limitations on consolidation,
merger and sale of all or substantially all of our assets contained in the indenture, the terms of the indenture do not contain any covenants or other
provisions designed to give holders of any debt securities protection against changes in our operations, financial condition or transactions involving us.
We may issue the debt securities issued under the indenture as “discount securities,” which means they may be sold at a discount below
their stated principal amount. These debt securities, as well as other debt securities that are not issued at a discount, may be issued with “original issue
discount,” or OID, for U.S. federal income tax purposes because of interest payment and other characteristics or terms of the debt securities. Material
U.S. federal income tax considerations applicable to debt securities issued with OID will be described in more detail in any applicable prospectus
supplement.
We will describe in the applicable prospectus supplement the terms of the series of debt securities being offered, including:
•

the title of the series of debt securities;

•

any limit upon the aggregate principal amount that may be issued;

•

the maturity date or dates;

•

the form of the debt securities of the series;

•

the applicability of any guarantees;

•

whether or not the debt securities will be secured or unsecured, and the terms of any secured debt;

•

whether the debt securities rank as senior debt, senior subordinated debt, subordinated debt or any combination thereof, and the terms of
any subordination;
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•

if the price (expressed as a percentage of the aggregate principal amount thereof) at which such debt securities will be issued is a price
other than the principal amount thereof, the portion of the principal amount thereof payable upon declaration of acceleration of the
maturity thereof, or if applicable, the portion of the principal amount of such debt securities that is convertible into another security or the
method by which any such portion shall be determined;

•

the interest rate or rates, which may be fixed or variable, or the method for determining the rate and the date interest will begin to accrue,
the dates interest will be payable and the regular record dates for interest payment dates or the method for determining such dates;

•

our right, if any, to defer payment of interest and the maximum length of any such deferral period;

•

if applicable, the date or dates after which, or the period or periods during which, and the price or prices at which, we may, at our option,
redeem the series of debt securities pursuant to any optional or provisional redemption provisions and the terms of those redemption
provisions;

•

the date or dates, if any, on which, and the price or prices at which we are obligated, pursuant to any mandatory sinking fund or analogous
fund provisions or otherwise, to redeem, or at the holder’s option to purchase, the series of debt securities and the currency or currency unit
in which the debt securities are payable;

•

the denominations in which we will issue the series of debt securities, if other than denominations of $1,000 and any integral multiple
thereof;

•

any and all terms, if applicable, relating to any auction or remarketing of the debt securities of that series and any security for our
obligations with respect to such debt securities and any other terms which may be advisable in connection with the marketing of debt
securities of that series;

•

whether the debt securities of the series shall be issued in whole or in part in the form of a global security or securities; the terms and
conditions, if any, upon which such global security or securities may be exchanged in whole or in part for other individual securities; and
the depositary for such global security or securities;

•

if applicable, the provisions relating to conversion or exchange of any debt securities of the series and the terms and conditions upon which
such debt securities will be so convertible or exchangeable, including the conversion or exchange price, as applicable, or how it will be
calculated and may be adjusted, any mandatory or optional (at our option or the holders’ option) conversion or exchange features, the
applicable conversion or exchange period and the manner of settlement for any conversion or exchange;

•

if other than the full principal amount thereof, the portion of the principal amount of debt securities of the series which shall be payable
upon declaration of acceleration of the maturity thereof;

•

additions to or changes in the covenants applicable to the particular debt securities being issued, including, among others, the
consolidation, merger or sale covenant;

•

additions to or changes in the events of default with respect to the securities and any change in the right of the trustee or the holders to
declare the principal, premium, if any, and interest, if any, with respect to such securities to be due and payable;

•

additions to or changes in or deletions of the provisions relating to covenant defeasance and legal defeasance;

•

additions to or changes in the provisions relating to satisfaction and discharge of the indenture;

•

additions to or changes in the provisions relating to the modification of the indenture both with and without the consent of holders of debt
securities issued under the indenture;

•

the currency of payment of debt securities if other than U.S. dollars and the manner of determining the equivalent amount in U.S. dollars;
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•

whether interest will be payable in cash or additional debt securities at our or the holders’ option and the terms and conditions upon which
the election may be made;

•

the terms and conditions, if any, upon which we will pay amounts in addition to the stated interest, premium, if any and principal amounts
of the debt securities of the series to any holder that is not a “United States person” for federal tax purposes;

•

any restrictions on transfer, sale or assignment of the debt securities of the series; and

•

any other specific terms, preferences, rights or limitations of, or restrictions on, the debt securities, any other additions or changes in the
provisions of the indenture, and any terms that may be required by us or advisable under applicable laws or regulations.

Events of Default and Remedies
Unless otherwise described in the applicable prospectus supplement, an event of default with respect to any series of debt securities will be
defined in the indenture or applicable supplemental indenture or authorizing resolution as being:
•

our failure to pay interest on any debt security of such series when the same becomes due and payable and the continuance of any such
failure for a period of 30 days;

•

our failure to pay the principal or premium of any debt security of such series when the same becomes due and payable at maturity, upon
acceleration, redemption or otherwise;

•

our failure or the failure of any restricted subsidiary to comply with any of its agreements or covenants in, or provisions of, the debt
securities of such series or the indenture (as they relate thereto) and such failure continues for a period of 60 days after our receipt of notice
of the default from the trustee or from the holders of at least 25% in aggregate principal amount of the then outstanding debt securities of
that series (except in the case of a default with respect to the provisions of the indenture regarding the consolidation, merger, sale, lease,
conveyance or other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets of us (or any other provision specified in the applicable supplemental
indenture or authorizing resolution), which will constitute an event of default with notice but without passage of time);

•

default under any mortgage, indenture or instrument under which there may be issued or by which there may be secured or evidenced any
indebtedness (other than non-recourse indebtedness, as defined in the indenture) for money borrowed by us or any of our restricted
subsidiaries (or the payment of which is guaranteed by us or any of our restricted subsidiaries), whether such indebtedness or guarantee
now exists or is created after the date we issue debt securities, if that default: (a) is caused by a failure to pay at final stated maturity the
principal amount of such indebtedness prior to the expiration of the grace period provided in such indebtedness on the date of such default
(a “Payment Default”); or (b) results in the acceleration of such indebtedness prior to its express maturity without such indebtedness
having been discharged or such acceleration having been cured, waived, rescinded or annulled for the period and after the notice had been
provided, and, in each case, the principal amount of any such indebtedness, together with the principal amount of any other such
indebtedness under which there has been a Payment Default or the maturity of which has been so accelerated, aggregates $50 million or
more; or

•

certain events of bankruptcy, insolvency or reorganization occur with respect to us or any restricted subsidiary that is a significant
subsidiary (as defined in the indenture).

The indenture will provide that the trustee may withhold notice to the holders of any series of debt securities of any default, except a
default in payment of principal or interest, if any, with respect to such series of debt securities, if the trustee considers it in the interest of the holders of
such series of debt securities to do so.
The indenture will provide that if any event of default has occurred and is continuing with respect to any series of debt securities, the
trustee or the holders of not less than 25% in principal amount of such series of
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debt securities then outstanding may declare the principal of all the debt securities of such series to be due and payable immediately. However, the
holders of a majority in principal amount of the debt securities of such series then outstanding by notice to the trustee may waive any existing default
and its consequences with respect to such series of debt securities, other than any event of default in payment of principal or interest. Holders of a
majority in principal amount of the then outstanding debt securities of any series may rescind an acceleration with respect to such series and its
consequences, except an acceleration due to nonpayment of principal or interest on such series, if the rescission would not conflict with any judgment or
decree and if all existing events of default with respect to such series have been cured or waived.
The holders of a majority of the outstanding principal amount of the debt securities of any series will have the right to direct the time,
method and place of conducting any proceedings for any remedy available to the trustee with respect to such series, subject to limitations specified in
the indenture.
Defeasance
The indenture will permit us to terminate all our respective obligations under the indenture as they relate to any particular series of debt
securities, other than the obligation to pay interest, if any, on and the principal of the debt securities of such series and certain other obligations, at any
time by:
•

depositing in trust with the trustee, under an irrevocable trust agreement, money or government obligations in an amount sufficient to pay
principal of and interest, if any, on the debt securities of such series to their maturity or redemption; and

•

complying with other conditions, including delivery to the trustee of an opinion of counsel to the effect that holders will not recognize
income, gain or loss for federal income tax purposes as a result of our exercise of such right and will be subject to federal income tax on
the same amount and in the same manner and at the same times as would have been the case otherwise.

The indenture will also permit us to terminate all of our respective obligations under the indenture as they relate to any particular series of
debt securities, including the obligations to pay interest, if any, on and the principal of the debt securities of such series and certain other obligations, at
any time by:
•

depositing in trust with the trustee, under an irrevocable trust agreement, money or government obligations in an amount sufficient to pay
principal and interest, if any, on the debt securities of such series to their maturity or redemption; and

•

complying with other conditions, including delivery to the trustee of an opinion of counsel to the effect that (A) we have received from, or
there has been published by, the Internal Revenue Service a ruling, or (B) since the date such series of debt securities were originally
issued, there has been a change in the applicable federal income tax law, in either case to the effect that, and based thereon such opinion of
counsel shall state that, holders will not recognize income, gain or loss for federal income tax purposes as a result of our exercise of such
right and will be subject to federal income tax on the same amount and in the same manner and at the same times as would have been the
case otherwise.

In addition, the indenture will permit us to terminate substantially all our respective obligations under the indenture as they relate to a
particular series of debt securities by depositing with the trustee money or government obligations sufficient to pay all principal and interest on such
series at its maturity or redemption date if the debt securities of such series will become due and payable at maturity within one year or are to be called
for redemption within one year of the deposit.
Transfer and Exchange Rights
A holder will be able to transfer or exchange debt securities only in accordance with the indenture. The registrar may require a holder,
among other things, to furnish appropriate endorsements and transfer documents, and to pay any taxes and fees required by law or permitted by the
indenture.
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Consolidation, Merger or Sale
Unless we provide otherwise in the prospectus supplement applicable to a particular series of debt securities, the indenture will not contain
any covenant that restricts our ability to merge or consolidate, or sell, convey, transfer or otherwise dispose of our assets as an entirety or substantially as
an entirety. However, any successor to or acquirer of such assets (other than a subsidiary of ours) must assume all of our obligations under the indenture
or the debt securities, as appropriate.
Amendment, Supplement and Waiver
Without notice to or the consent of any holder, we and the trustee may amend or supplement the indenture or the debt securities of a series
to:
•

cure any ambiguity, omission, defect or inconsistency;

•

comply with the provisions of the indenture regarding the consolidation, merger, sale, lease, conveyance or other disposition of all or
substantially all of our assets;

•

provide that specific provisions of the indenture shall not apply to a series of debt securities not previously issued or to make a change to
specific provisions of the indenture that only applies to any series of debt securities not previously issued or to additional debt securities of
a series not previously issued;

•

create a series and establish its terms;

•

provide for uncertificated debt securities in addition to or in place of certificated debt securities;

•

add a guarantor subsidiary in respect of any series of debt securities;

•

secure any series of debt securities;

•

comply with requirements of the SEC in order to effect or maintain the qualification of the indenture under the Trust Indenture Act;

•

make any change that does not adversely affect the rights of any holder; or

•

conform the provisions of the indenture to the final offering document in respect of any series of debt securities.

With the exceptions discussed below, we and the trustee may amend or supplement the indenture or the debt securities of a particular series
with the written consent of the holders of at least a majority in principal amount of the debt securities of such series then outstanding. In addition, the
holders of a majority in principal amount of the debt securities of such series then outstanding may waive any existing default under, or compliance
with, any provision of the debt securities of a particular series or of the indenture relating to a particular series of debt securities, other than any event of
default in payment of interest or principal. These consents and waivers may be obtained in connection with a purchase of, or tender offer or exchange
offer for, debt securities.
Without the consent of each holder affected, we and the trustee may not:
•

reduce the amount of debt securities of such series whose holders must consent to an amendment, supplement or waiver;

•

reduce the rate of or extend the time for payment of interest, including defaulted interest;

•

reduce the principal of or extend the fixed maturity of any debt security or alter the provisions with respect to redemptions or mandatory
offers to repurchase debt securities;

•

make any change that adversely affects any right of a holder to convert or exchange any debt security into or for shares of our common
shares or other securities, cash or other property in accordance with the terms of such security;
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•

modify the ranking or priority of the debt securities;

•

make any change to any provision of the indenture relating to the waiver of existing defaults, the rights of holders to receive payment of
principal and interest on the debt securities, or to the provisions regarding amending or supplementing the indenture or the debt securities
of a particular series with the written consent of the holders of such series;

•

waive a continuing default or event of default in the payment of principal of or interest on the debt securities; or

•

make any debt security payable at a place or in money other than that stated in the debt security, or impair the right of any holder of a debt
security to bring suit as permitted by the indenture.

The right of any holder to participate in any consent required or sought pursuant to any provision of the indenture, and our obligation to
obtain any such consent otherwise required from such holder, may be subject to the requirement that such holder shall have been the holder of record of
debt securities with respect to which such consent is required or sought as of a record date fixed by us in accordance with the indenture.
Governing Law
The laws of the State of New York will govern the indenture and the debt securities.
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DESCRIPTION OF WARRANTS
The following description, together with the additional information we may include in any applicable prospectus supplements and free
writing prospectuses, summarizes the material terms and provisions of the warrants that we may issue under this prospectus, which may consist of
warrants to purchase common shares, preference shares or debt securities and may be issued in one or more series. Warrants may be issued
independently or together with common shares, preference shares or debt securities offered by any prospectus supplement, and may be attached to or
separate from those securities. While the terms we have summarized below will apply generally to any warrants that we may offer under this prospectus,
we will describe the particular terms of any series of warrants that we may offer in more detail in the applicable prospectus supplement and any
applicable free writing prospectus. The terms of any warrants offered under a prospectus supplement may differ from the terms described below.
However, no prospectus supplement will fundamentally change the terms that are set forth in this prospectus or offer a security that is not registered and
described in this prospectus at the time of its effectiveness.
We will file as exhibits to the registration statement of which this prospectus is a part, or will incorporate by reference from reports that we
file with the SEC, the form of warrant agreement, if any, including a form of warrant certificate, that describes the terms of the particular series of
warrants we are offering before the issuance of the related series of warrants. The following summaries of material provisions of the warrants and the
warrant agreements are subject to, and qualified in their entirety by reference to, all the provisions of the warrant agreement and warrant certificate
applicable to the particular series of warrants that we may offer under this prospectus. We urge you to read the applicable prospectus supplements related
to the particular series of warrants that we may offer under this prospectus, as well as any related free writing prospectuses, and the complete warrant
agreements and warrant certificates that contain the terms of the warrants.
General
We will describe in the applicable prospectus supplement the terms relating to a series of warrants being offered, including:
•

the offering price and aggregate number of warrants offered;

•

the currency for which the warrants may be purchased;

•

if applicable, the designation and terms of the securities with which the warrants are issued and the number of warrants issued with each
such security or each principal amount of such security;

•

if applicable, the date on and after which the warrants and the related securities will be separately transferable;

•

in the case of warrants to purchase debt securities, the principal amount of debt securities purchasable upon exercise of one warrant and the
price at which, and currency in which, this principal amount of debt securities may be purchased upon such exercise;

•

in the case of warrants to purchase common shares or preference shares, the number of common shares or preference shares, as the case
may be, purchasable upon the exercise of one warrant and the price at which, and the currency in which, these shares may be purchased
upon such exercise;

•

the effect of any merger, consolidation, sale or other disposition of our business on the warrant agreements and the warrants;

•

the terms of any rights to redeem or call the warrants;

•

the terms of any rights to force the exercise of the warrants;

•

any provisions for changes to or adjustments in the exercise price or number of securities issuable upon exercise of the warrants;
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•

the dates on which the right to exercise the warrants will commence and expire;

•

the manner in which the warrant agreements and warrants may be modified;

•

a discussion of any material or special Bermuda or United States federal income tax consequences of holding or exercising the warrants;

•

the terms of the securities issuable upon exercise of the warrants; and

•

any other specific terms, preferences, rights or limitations of or restrictions on the warrants.

Before exercising their warrants, holders of warrants will not have any of the rights of holders of the securities purchasable upon such
exercise, including:
•

in the case of warrants to purchase debt securities, the right to receive payments of principal of, or premium, if any, or interest on, the debt
securities purchasable upon exercise or to enforce covenants in the applicable indenture; or

•

in the case of warrants to purchase common shares or preference shares, the right to receive dividends, if any, or, payments upon our
liquidation, dissolution or winding up or to exercise voting rights, if any.

Exercise of Warrants
Each warrant will entitle the holder to purchase the securities that we specify in the applicable prospectus supplement at the exercise price
that we describe in the applicable prospectus supplement. Unless we otherwise specify in the applicable prospectus supplement, holders of the warrants
may exercise the warrants at any time up to the specified time on the expiration date that we set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement. After the
close of business on the expiration date, unexercised warrants will become void.
Unless we otherwise specify in the applicable prospectus supplement, holders of the warrants may exercise the warrants by delivering the
warrant certificate representing the warrants to be exercised together with specified information, and paying the required amount to the warrant agent in
immediately available funds, as provided in the applicable prospectus supplement. We will set forth on the reverse side of the warrant certificate and in
the applicable prospectus supplement the information that the holder of the warrant will be required to deliver to the warrant agent in connection with
the exercise of the warrant.
Upon receipt of the required payment and the warrant certificate properly completed and duly executed at the corporate trust office of the
warrant agent or any other office indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, we will issue and deliver the securities purchasable upon such
exercise. If fewer than all of the warrants represented by the warrant certificate are exercised, then we will issue a new warrant certificate for the
remaining amount of warrants. If we so indicate in the applicable prospectus supplement, holders of the warrants may surrender securities as all or part
of the exercise price for warrants.
Upon any purchase of common shares pursuant to the exercise of a warrant, the holder of such common shares will be subject to the
provisions of our amended and restated bye-laws which provide that any U.S. person, other than any excluded person, whose controlled shares would
constitute 9.5% or more of the total voting power of our issued share capital, will have their aggregate votes reduced by our board of directors to the
extent necessary such that the controlled shares of such U.S. person will constitute less than 9.5% of the voting power of all issued and outstanding
shares, all as further described above under “Description of Share Capital—Common Shares.”
Governing Law
Unless we provide otherwise in the applicable prospectus supplement, the warrants and warrant agreements will be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York.
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PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION
We may sell the securities from time to time pursuant to underwritten public offerings, negotiated transactions, block trades or a
combination of these methods. We may sell the securities to or through underwriters or dealers, through agents, or directly to one or more purchasers.
We may distribute securities from time to time in one or more transactions:
•

at a fixed price or prices, which may be changed;

•

at market prices prevailing at the time of sale;

•

at prices related to such prevailing market prices; or

•

at negotiated prices.

We may also sell equity securities covered by this registration statement in an “at the market offering” as defined in Rule 415 under the
Securities Act. Such offering may be made into an existing trading market for such securities in transactions at other than a fixed price, either:
•

on or through the facilities of the Nasdaq Global Select Market or any other securities exchange or quotation or trading service on which
such securities may be listed, quoted or traded at the time of sale; and/or

•

to or through a market maker otherwise than on the Nasdaq Global Select Market or such other securities exchanges or quotation or trading
services.

Such at-the-market offerings, if any, may be conducted by underwriters acting as principal or agent.
A prospectus supplement or supplements (and any related free writing prospectus that we may authorize to be provided to you) will
describe the terms of the offering of the securities, including, to the extent applicable:
•

the name or names of any underwriters, if any;

•

the purchase price of the securities and the proceeds we will receive from the sale;

•

any over-allotment options under which underwriters may purchase additional securities from us;

•

any agency fees or underwriting discounts and other items constituting agents’ or underwriters’ compensation;

•

any public offering price;

•

any discounts or concessions allowed or reallowed or paid to dealers; and

•

any securities exchange or market on which the securities may be listed.
Only underwriters named in the prospectus supplement are underwriters of the securities offered by the prospectus supplement.

If underwriters are used in the sale, they will acquire the securities for their own account and may resell the securities from time to time in
one or more transactions at a fixed public offering price or at varying prices determined at the time of sale. The obligations of the underwriters to
purchase the securities will be subject to the conditions set forth in the applicable underwriting agreement. We may offer the securities to the public
through underwriting syndicates represented by managing underwriters or by underwriters without a syndicate. Subject to certain conditions, the
underwriters will be obligated to purchase all of the securities offered by the prospectus supplement. Any public offering price and any discounts or
concessions allowed or reallowed or paid to dealers may change from time to time. We may use underwriters with whom we have a material
relationship. We will describe in the prospectus supplement, naming the underwriter, the nature of any such relationship.
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We may sell securities directly or through agents we designate from time to time. We will name any agent involved in the offering and sale
of securities, and we will describe any commissions we will pay the agent in the prospectus supplement. Unless the prospectus supplement states
otherwise, our agent will act on a best-efforts basis for the period of its appointment.
We may authorize agents or underwriters to solicit offers by certain types of institutional investors to purchase securities from us at the
public offering price set forth in the prospectus supplement pursuant to delayed delivery contracts providing for payment and delivery on a specified
date in the future. We will describe the conditions to these contracts and the commissions we must pay for solicitation of these contracts in the
prospectus supplement.
We may provide agents and underwriters with indemnification against civil liabilities related to offerings pursuant to this prospectus,
including liabilities under the Securities Act, or contribution with respect to payments that the agents or underwriters may make with respect to these
liabilities. Agents and underwriters may engage in transactions with, or perform services for, us in the ordinary course of business.
All securities we offer, other than common shares, will be new issues of securities with no established trading market. Any underwriters
may make a market in these securities, but will not be obligated to do so and may discontinue any market making at any time without notice. We cannot
guarantee the liquidity of the trading markets for any securities.
Any underwriter may engage in overallotment, stabilizing transactions, short covering transactions and penalty bids in accordance with
Regulation M under the Exchange Act. Overallotment involves sales in excess of the offering size, which create a short position. Stabilizing transactions
permit bids to purchase the underlying security so long as the stabilizing bids do not exceed a specified maximum. Short covering transactions involve
purchases of the securities in the open market after the distribution is completed to cover short positions. Penalty bids permit the underwriters to reclaim
a selling concession from a dealer when the securities originally sold by the dealer are purchased in a stabilizing or covering transaction to cover short
positions. Those activities may cause the price of the securities to be higher than it would otherwise be. If commenced, the underwriters may discontinue
any of the activities at any time.
Any underwriters who are qualified market makers on the Nasdaq Global Select Market may engage in passive market making
transactions in the securities on the Nasdaq Global Select Market in accordance with Rule 103 of Regulation M, during the business day prior to the
pricing of the offering, before the commencement of offers or sales of the securities. Passive market makers must comply with applicable volume and
price limitations and must be identified as passive market makers. In general, a passive market maker must display its bid at a price not in excess of the
highest independent bid for such security; if all independent bids are lowered below the passive market maker’s bid, however, the passive market
maker’s bid must then be lowered when certain purchase limits are exceeded. Passive market making may stabilize the market price of the securities at a
level above that which might otherwise prevail in the open market and, if commenced, may be discontinued at any time.
In compliance with guidelines of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”), the maximum consideration or discount to be
received by any FINRA member or independent broker dealer may not exceed 8% of the aggregate amount of the securities offered pursuant to this
prospectus and any applicable prospectus supplement.
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LEGAL MATTERS
Unless otherwise specified in the prospectus supplement accompanying this prospectus, the validity of the common shares and preference
shares being offered hereby will be passed upon for us by Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited, our special Bermuda counsel, and the validity of the debt
securities and warrants being offered hereby will be passed upon for us by Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP.
EXPERTS
Ernst & Young LLP, independent registered public accounting firm, has audited our consolidated financial statements included in our
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended March 31, 2019, as set forth in their report, which is incorporated by reference in this prospectus and
elsewhere in the registration statement. Our financial statements are incorporated by reference in reliance on Ernst & Young LLP’s report, given on their
authority as experts in accounting and auditing.
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The information in this prospectus supplement is not complete and may be changed. We may not sell these securities until the registration
statement filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission is effective. This prospectus supplement is not an offer to sell these securities and
is not soliciting an offer to buy these securities in any state where the offer or sale is not permitted.
SUBJECT TO COMPLETION, DATED NOVEMBER 8, 2019
PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT

Up to $50,000,000

COMMON SHARES
We have entered into an Open Market Sales AgreementSM with Jefferies LLC (“Jefferies”), dated November 8, 2019 (the “Sales
Agreement”), relating to the sale of our common shares offered by this prospectus supplement. In accordance with the terms of the Sales Agreement,
under this prospectus supplement we may offer and sell our common shares, $0.000037453 par value per share, having an aggregate offering price of up
to $50,000,000 from time to time through Jefferies, acting as our agent.
Sales of our common shares, if any, under this prospectus supplement will be made by any method permitted that is deemed an “at the
market offering” as defined in Rule 415(a)(4) under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”). Jefferies is not required to sell any
specific amount, but will act as our sales agent using commercially reasonable efforts consistent with its normal trading and sales practices. There is no
arrangement for funds to be received in any escrow, trust or similar arrangement.
Jefferies will be entitled to compensation at a commission rate of 3.0% of the gross sales price per share sold under the Sales Agreement.
See “Plan of Distribution” beginning on page S-8 for additional information regarding the compensation to be paid to Jefferies. In connection with the
sale of the common shares on our behalf, Jefferies will be deemed to be an “underwriter” within the meaning of the Securities Act and the compensation
of Jefferies will be deemed to be underwriting commissions or discounts. We have also agreed to provide indemnification and contribution to Jefferies
with respect to certain liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act.
Our common shares are listed on the Nasdaq Global Select Market under the symbol “UROV”.

Investing in our securities involves risks. You should read carefully and consider the risks referenced under
“Risk Factors” beginning on page S-4 of this prospectus supplement, as well as the other information contained in or
incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement before making a decision to invest in our securities.
Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of these
securities or passed upon the accuracy or adequacy of this prospectus supplement. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.

Jefferies

Prospectus Supplement dated

, 2019
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ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT
This prospectus supplement relates to the offering of our common shares. Before buying any of the common shares that we are offering,
we urge you to carefully read this prospectus supplement, together with the information incorporated by reference as described under the headings
“Where You Can Find Additional Information” and “Incorporation of Certain Information by Reference” in the accompanying prospectus, and any free
writing prospectus that we have authorized for use in connection with this offering. These documents contain important information that you should
consider when making your investment decision.
This prospectus supplement describes the terms of this offering of common shares and also adds to and updates information contained in
the documents incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement. To the extent there is a conflict between the information contained in this
prospectus supplement, on the one hand, and the information contained in any document incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement that
was filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), before the date of this prospectus supplement, on the other hand, you should rely on
the information in this prospectus supplement. If any statement in one of these documents is inconsistent with a statement in another document having a
later date—for example, a document incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement—the statement in the document having the later date
modifies or supersedes the earlier statement.
In this prospectus supplement, except as otherwise indicated or as the context otherwise requires, the words “Urovant Sciences Ltd.” refer
to Urovant Sciences Ltd., Inc. on an unconsolidated basis and the words “Urovant,” “we,” “us,” “our,” the “Company” and “ours” refer to Urovant
Sciences Ltd. and its consolidated subsidiaries.
S-1
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PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT SUMMARY
This summary highlights certain information about us, this offering and selected information contained elsewhere in or incorporated by reference
into this prospectus supplement. This summary is not complete and does not contain all of the information that you should consider before deciding
whether to invest in our common shares. For a more complete understanding of our company and this offering, we encourage you to read and
consider carefully the more detailed information in this prospectus supplement, including the information incorporated by reference in this
prospectus supplement, and the information included in any free writing prospectus that we have authorized for use in connection with this
offering, including the information under the heading “Risk Factors” in this prospectus supplement on page S-4 and in the documents
incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement.
Company Overview
We are a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company focused on developing and commercializing innovative therapies for urologic
conditions. Our lead product candidate, vibegron, is an oral, once-daily, small molecule beta-3 agonist. We are currently developing vibegron for
the treatment of overactive bladder (“OAB”). We are also developing vibegron for the treatment of two additional potential indications: OAB in
men with benign prostatic hyperplasia (“BPH”) and abdominal pain due to irritable bowel syndrome. Our second product candidate, URO-902, is a
gene therapy that we are developing for patients with OAB who have failed oral pharmacological therapy. There are no currently available U.S.
Food and Drug Administration-approved gene therapy treatments for OAB. Vibegron was licensed from Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp., a
subsidiary of Merck & Co., in February 2017 and URO-902 was licensed from Ion Channel Innovations, LLC in August 2018.
We were founded on January 27, 2016 as a Bermuda Exempted Limited Company and a wholly owned subsidiary of Roivant
Sciences Ltd. In November 2016, we incorporated as our wholly owned subsidiaries (1) Urovant Holdings Ltd., a private limited company
incorporated under the laws of England and Wales, (2) Urovant Sciences GmbH, a company with limited liability formed under the laws of
Switzerland, (3) Urovant Sciences, Inc., a Delaware corporation based in the United States of America, and in March 2019 incorporated as our
wholly owned subsidiaries, (4) Urovant Treasury Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation based in the United States of America, and (5) Urovant
Sciences Treasury, Inc., a Delaware corporation based in the United States of America.
Since its inception, we have devoted substantially all of our efforts to organizing and staffing the Company, identifying and acquiring
our product candidates, vibegron and URO-902, preparing for and advancing the clinical development of our product candidates, and preparing for
the potential commercialization of vibegron.
Corporate Information
We are an exempted limited company incorporated under the laws of Bermuda on January 27, 2016 under the name Roivant PPS
Holdings Ltd. We changed our name to Thalavant Sciences Ltd. on November 14, 2016 and to Urovant Sciences Ltd. on January 13, 2017, when
we commenced operations. Our principal office is located at Suite 1, 3rd Floor, 11-12 St. James’s Square, London SW1Y 4LB, United Kingdom,
and our registered office is located in Bermuda at Clarendon House, 2 Church Street, Hamilton HM11, Bermuda. We also have business operations
at 5281 California Avenue, Suite 100, Irvine, California 92617. Our telephone number is +44 207 400 3347. Our website address is
www.urovant.com. The information contained on our website is not incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement, and you should not
consider any information contained on, or that can be accessed through, our website as part of this prospectus supplement or in deciding whether to
purchase our common shares.
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THE OFFERING
Common shares offered by us

Common shares having an aggregated offering price of up to $50,000,000.

Common shares to be outstanding following the
offering

Up to 35,401,513 shares, assuming sales of 5,020,080 common shares in this offering at an
offering price of $9.96 per share, which was the last reported sale price of our common
shares on the Nasdaq Global Select Market on November 7, 2019. The actual number of
shares issued will vary depending on the sale price under this offering.

Manner of offering

“At the market offering” that may be made from time to time on the Nasdaq Global Select
Market or other existing trading market for our common shares through our agent, Jefferies
LLC. See the section entitled “Plan of Distribution” on page S-8 of this prospectus
supplement.

Use of proceeds

We intend to use net proceeds of this offering primarily to fund our clinical development
programs, including the clinical development programs for vibegron and URO-902,
commercial readiness costs for the launch of vibegron, and for working capital and other
general corporate purposes. See the section entitled “Use of Proceeds” on page S-6 of this
prospectus supplement.

Risk factors

See “Risk Factors” beginning on page S-4 of this prospectus supplement and the other
information included in, or incorporated by reference into, this prospectus supplement for a
discussion of certain factors you should carefully consider before deciding to invest in our
common shares.

Nasdaq Global Select Market symbol

UROV

The number of common shares that will be outstanding immediately after this offering is based on 30,381,433 common shares
outstanding as of September 30, 2019, and excludes:
•

4,169,654 common shares issuable upon the exercise of stock options outstanding as of September 30, 2019, with a weighted-average
exercise price of $6.29 per share;

•

15,000 common shares issuable upon the vesting of restricted stock units outstanding as of September 30, 2019;

•

3,040,255 common shares reserved for future issuance under our 2017 Equity Incentive Plan, as amended and restated, as of September 30,
2019, as well as any automatic increases in the number of common shares reserved for future issuance under this plan;

•

450,000 common shares reserved for future issuance under our 2019 Employee Stock Purchase Plan as of September 30, 2019; and

•

99,777 common shares issuable upon the exercise of warrants outstanding as of September 30, 2019 pursuant to a secured debt financing
agreement we entered into with Hercules Capital, Inc. with an exercise price of $9.02 per share.
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RISK FACTORS
Investing in our securities involves risks. You should carefully consider the risks, uncertainties and other factors described in our most recent Annual
Report on Form 10-K, as supplemented and updated by subsequent Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K that we have
filed or will file with the SEC, and in other documents which are incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement, as well as the risk factors
and other information contained in or incorporated by reference into any accompanying prospectus supplement before investing in any of our securities.
Our business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows or prospects could be materially adversely affected by any of these risks. The risks
and uncertainties described in the documents incorporated by reference herein are not the only risks and uncertainties that you may face.
Risks Relating to this Offering
If you purchase our common shares sold in this offering, you may experience immediate and substantial dilution in the net tangible book value of
your common shares. In addition, we may issue additional equity or convertible debt securities in the future, which may result in additional dilution
to you.
The price per common share being offered may be higher than the net tangible book value per common share of our outstanding common
shares prior to this offering. Assuming that an aggregate of 5,020,080 common shares are sold at a price of $9.96 per share, the last reported sale price of
our common shares on the Nasdaq Global Select Market on November 7, 2019, for aggregate gross proceeds of approximately $50.0 million, and after
deducting commissions and estimated offering expenses payable by us, new investors in this offering would incur immediate dilution of $7.93 per share.
For a more detailed discussion of the foregoing, see the section entitled “Dilution” below. To the extent outstanding stock options or warrants are
exercised, there would be further dilution to new investors. In addition, to the extent we need to raise additional capital in the future and we issue
additional shares of common shares or securities convertible or exchangeable for our common shares, our then existing shareholders may experience
dilution and the new securities may have rights senior to those of our common shares offered in this offering.
We have broad discretion in the use of the net proceeds from this offering and may not use them effectively.
Our management will have broad discretion in the application of the net proceeds from this offering, including for any of the purposes
described in the section entitled “Use of Proceeds,” and you will not have the opportunity as part of your investment decision to assess whether the net
proceeds are being used appropriately. Because of the number and variability of factors that will determine our use of the net proceeds from this
offering, their ultimate use may vary substantially from their currently intended use. Our management might not apply our net proceeds in ways that
ultimately increase the value of your investment. We expect to use the net proceeds from this offering primarily to fund our clinical development
programs, including the clinical development programs for vibegron and URO-902, commercial readiness costs for the launch of vibegron, and for
working capital and other general corporate purposes. The failure by our management to apply these funds effectively could harm our business. If we do
not invest or apply the net proceeds from this offering in ways that enhance shareholder value, we may fail to achieve expected financial results, which
could cause our stock price to decline.
The actual number of common shares we will issue under the Sales Agreement, at any one time or in total, is uncertain.
Subject to certain limitations in the Sales Agreement and compliance with applicable law, we have the discretion to deliver a placement
notice to Jefferies at any time throughout the term of the Sales Agreement. The number of common shares that are sold by Jefferies after delivering a
placement notice will fluctuate based on the market price of the common shares during the sales period and limits we set with Jefferies. Because the
price per share of each common share sold will fluctuate based on the market price of our common shares during the sales period, it is not possible at
this stage to predict the number of common shares that will be ultimately issued.
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The common shares offered hereby will be sold in “at the market offerings,” and investors who buy common shares at different times will likely pay
different prices.
Investors who purchase common shares in this offering at different times will likely pay different prices, and so may experience different
outcomes in their investment results. We will have discretion, subject to market demand, to vary the timing, prices, and numbers of common shares sold,
and there is no minimum or maximum sales price. Investors may experience a decline in the value of their common shares as a result of common share
sales made at prices lower than the prices they paid.
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USE OF PROCEEDS
We will retain broad discretion over the use of the net proceeds from the sale of the securities offered hereby. We may issue and sell
common shares having aggregate sales proceeds of up to $50,000,000 from time to time. Because there is no minimum offering amount required as a
condition to close this offering, the actual total public offering amount, commissions and proceeds to us, if any, are not determinable at this time.
We intend to use the net proceeds from the sale by us of the securities to which this prospectus supplement relates to fund our clinical
development programs, including the clinical development programs for vibegron and URO-902, commercial readiness costs for the launch of vibegron,
and for working capital and other general corporate purposes. We may also use a portion of the net proceeds to invest in or acquire businesses or
technologies that we believe are complementary to our own, although we have no current plans, commitments or agreements with respect to any
material acquisitions as of the date of this prospectus supplement.
In addition, net proceeds may be temporarily invested prior to use in investment grade, short-term interest-bearing obligations, such as
money-market funds, certificates of deposit, or direct or guaranteed obligations of the United States government, or hold the net proceeds as cash.
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DILUTION
If you invest in our common shares, your interest will be diluted to the extent of the difference between the price per share you pay in this
offering and the net tangible book value per common shares immediately after this offering. Our net tangible book value of our common shares as of
September 30, 2019 was approximately $23.8 million, or approximately $0.78 per common share based upon 30,381,433 shares outstanding. Net
tangible book value per share is equal to our total tangible assets, less our total liabilities, divided by the total number of shares outstanding as of
September 30, 2019.
After giving effect to the sale of our common shares in the aggregate amount of $50.0 million at an assumed offering price of $9.96 per
share, the last reported sale price of our common shares on the Nasdaq Global Select Market on November 7, 2019, and after deducting commissions
and estimated offering expenses payable by us, our as adjusted net tangible book value as of September 30, 2019 would have been $72.0 million, or
$2.03 per common share. This represents an immediate increase in net tangible book value of $1.25 per share to our existing shareholders and an
immediate dilution in net tangible book value of $7.93 per share to new investors in this offering.
The following table illustrates this calculation on a per share basis. The as adjusted information is illustrative only and will adjust based on
the actual price to the public, the actual number of shares sold and other terms of the offering determined at the time our common shares are sold
pursuant to this prospectus supplement. The as adjusted information assumes that all of our common shares in the aggregate amount of $50.0 million is
sold at the assumed offering price of $9.96 per share, the last reported sale price of our common shares on the Nasdaq Global Select Market on
November 7, 2019. The shares sold in this offering, if any, will be sold from time to time at various prices.
Assumed public offering price per share
Net tangible book value per share as of September 30, 2019
Increase per share attributable to the offering
As adjusted net tangible book value per share after giving effect to this offering
Dilution per share to new investors participating in the offering

$9.96
$0.78
$1.25
$2.03
$7.93

The number of common shares that will be outstanding immediately after this offering is based on 30,381,433 common shares outstanding
as of September 30, 2019, and excludes:
•

4,169,654 common shares issuable upon the exercise of stock options outstanding as of September 30, 2019, with a weighted-average exercise
price of $6.29 per share;

•

15,000 common shares issuable upon the vesting of restricted stock units outstanding as of September 30, 2019;

•

3,040,255 common shares reserved for future issuance under our 2017 Equity Incentive Plan, as amended and restated, as of September 30, 2019,
as well as any automatic increases in the number of common shares reserved for future issuance under this plan;

•

450,000 common shares reserved for future issuance under our 2019 Employee Stock Purchase Plan as of September 30, 2019; and

•

99,777 common shares issuable upon the exercise of warrants outstanding as of September 30, 2019 pursuant to a secured debt financing
agreement we entered into with Hercules Capital, Inc. with an exercise price of $9.02 per share.

Unless otherwise indicated, this prospectus supplement reflects and assumes no exercise of the outstanding options and warrants or vesting
and settlement of the restricted stock units described above. To the extent options or warrants are exercised or restricted stock units vest and settle, there
may be further dilution to new investors.
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PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION
We have entered into a Sales Agreement with Jefferies under which we may offer and sell up to $50,000,000 of our common shares from
time to time through Jefferies, acting as agent. Sales of our common shares, if any, under this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus
will be made by any method that is deemed to be an “at the market offering” as defined in Rule 415(a)(4) under the Securities Act.
Each time we wish to issue and sell our common shares under the Sales Agreement, we will notify Jefferies of the number of shares to be
issued, the dates on which such sales are anticipated to be made, any limitation on the number of shares to be sold in any one day and any minimum
price below which sales may not be made. Once we have so instructed Jefferies, unless Jefferies declines to accept the terms of such notice, Jefferies has
agreed to use its commercially reasonable efforts consistent with its normal trading and sales practices to sell such shares up to the amount specified on
such terms. The obligations of Jefferies under the Sales Agreement to sell our common shares are subject to a number of conditions that we must meet.
The settlement of sales of shares between us and Jefferies is generally anticipated to occur on the second trading day following the date on
which the sale was made. Sales of our common shares as contemplated in this prospectus supplement will be settled through the facilities of The
Depository Trust Company or by such other means as we and Jefferies may agree upon. There is no arrangement for funds to be received in an escrow,
trust or similar arrangement.
We will pay Jefferies a commission equal to 3.0% of the aggregate gross proceeds we receive from each sale of our common shares.
Because there is no minimum offering amount required as a condition to close this offering, the actual total public offering amount, commissions and
proceeds to us, if any, are not determinable at this time. In addition, we have agreed to reimburse Jefferies for the fees and disbursements of its counsel,
payable upon execution of the Sales Agreement, in an amount not to exceed $50,000, in addition to certain ongoing disbursements of its legal counsel.
We estimate that the total expenses for the offering, excluding any commissions or expense reimbursement payable to Jefferies under the terms of the
Sales Agreement, will be approximately $0.3 million. The remaining sale proceeds, after deducting any other transaction fees, will equal our net
proceeds from the sale of such shares.
Jefferies will provide written confirmation to us before the open on the Nasdaq Global Select Market on the day following each day on
which our common shares are sold under the Sales Agreement. Each confirmation will include the number of shares sold on that day, the aggregate
gross proceeds of such sales and the proceeds to us.
In connection with the sale of our common shares on our behalf, Jefferies will be deemed to be an “underwriter” within the meaning of the
Securities Act, and the compensation of Jefferies will be deemed to be underwriting commissions or discounts. We have agreed to indemnify Jefferies
against certain civil liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act. We have also agreed to contribute to payments Jefferies may be required to
make in respect of such liabilities.
The offering of our common shares pursuant to the Sales Agreement will terminate upon the earlier of (i) the sale of all common shares
subject to the Sales Agreement and (ii) the termination of the Sales Agreement as permitted therein. We and Jefferies may each terminate the Sales
Agreement at any time upon ten trading days’ prior notice.
This summary of the material provisions of the Sales Agreement does not purport to be a complete statement of its terms and conditions. A
copy of the Sales Agreement is filed as an exhibit to the registration statement of which this prospectus supplement forms a part.
Jefferies and its affiliates may in the future provide various investment banking, commercial banking, financial advisory and other
financial services for us and our affiliates, for which services they may in the future
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receive customary fees. In the course of its business, Jefferies may actively trade our securities for its own account or for the accounts of customers, and,
accordingly, Jefferies may at any time hold long or short positions in such securities.
A prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus in electronic format may be made available on a website maintained by
Jefferies, and Jefferies may distribute the prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus electronically.
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LEGAL MATTERS
The validity of the common shares being offered hereby will be passed upon for us by Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited, our special
Bermuda counsel. Jefferies LLC is being represented in connection with this offering by Latham & Watkins LLP.
EXPERTS
Ernst & Young LLP, independent registered public accounting firm, has audited our consolidated financial statements included in our
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended March 31, 2019, as set forth in their report, which is incorporated by reference in this prospectus
supplement. Our financial statements are incorporated by reference in reliance on Ernst & Young LLP’s report, given on their authority as experts in
accounting and auditing.
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PART II
INFORMATION NOT REQUIRED IN PROSPECTUS
Item 14.

Other Expenses of Issuance and Distribution.

The following table shows the costs and expenses, other than underwriting discounts and commissions, payable in connection with the sale
and distribution of the securities being registered. All amounts are estimated.
Type

Amount

SEC registration fee
Printing expenses
Legal fees and expenses
Accounting fees and expenses
Transfer agent fees and expenses
Rating agency fees
Trustee’s and depositary’s fees and expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
Total
(1)

$24,240
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
$
(1)

These fees are calculated based on the securities offered and the number of issuances and accordingly cannot be estimated at this time.

Item 15.

Indemnification of Directors and Officers.

Section 98 of the Companies Act provides generally that a Bermuda company may indemnify its directors, officers and auditors against
any liability which by virtue of any rule of law would otherwise be imposed on them in respect of any negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of
trust, except in cases where such liability arises from fraud or dishonesty of which such director, officer or auditor may be guilty in relation to the
company. Section 98 further provides that a Bermuda company may indemnify its directors, officers and auditors against any liability incurred by them
in defending any proceedings, whether civil or criminal, in which judgment is awarded in their favor or in which they are acquitted or granted relief by
the Supreme Court of Bermuda pursuant to section 281 of the Companies Act.
We have adopted provisions in our bye-laws that provide that we shall indemnify our officers and directors in respect of their actions and
omissions, except in respect of their fraud or dishonesty. Our bye-laws provide that the shareholders waive all claims or rights of action that they might
have, individually or in right of the company, against any of the company’s directors or officers for any act or failure to act in the performance of such
director’s or officer’s duties, except in respect of any fraud or dishonesty of such director or officer. Section 98A of the Companies Act permits us to
purchase and maintain insurance for the benefit of any officer or director in respect of any loss or liability attaching to him in respect of any negligence,
default, breach of duty or breach of trust, whether or not we may otherwise indemnify such officer or director. We have purchased and maintain a
directors’ and officers’ liability policy for such a purpose.
We have entered into indemnification agreements with each of our directors and executive officers. These indemnification agreements
provide the directors and executive officers with contractual rights to indemnification and expense advancement that are, in some cases, broader than the
specific indemnification provisions contained under Bermuda law. These indemnification agreements may require us, among other things, to indemnify
our directors against liabilities that may arise by reason of their status or service as directors, other than liabilities arising from willful misconduct. These
indemnification agreements also may require us to advance any expenses incurred by the directors as a result of any proceeding against them as to which
they could be indemnified. These indemnification provisions and the indemnification agreements may be sufficiently broad to permit indemnification of
our officers and directors for liabilities, including reimbursement of expenses incurred, arising under the Securities Act.
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Item 16.

Exhibits.
A list of exhibits filed with this registration statement is set forth in the Exhibit Index, and such exhibits are incorporated into this Item 16

by reference.
Exhibit
No.

Description

Incorporation by Reference

1.1

Form of Underwriting Agreement*

1.2

Open Market Sale Agreement, dated November 8, 2019, by and
between the Company and Jefferies LLC

3.1

Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1 to Form S-1 (Registration
No. 333-226169) filed with the SEC on July 13, 2018

3.2

Memorandum of Association

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.2 to Form S-1 (Registration
No. 333-226169) filed with the SEC on July 13, 2018

3.3

Amended and Restated Bye-Laws

Incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.3 to Form S-1 (Registration
No. 333-226169) filed with the SEC on July 13, 2018

4.1

Form of Debt Indenture

4.2

Form of Certificate of Designation, Powers and Preferences of
Preference Shares.*

4.3

Form of Warrant*

5.1

Opinion of Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited, relating to base
prospectus

5.2

Opinion of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, relating to base
prospectus

5.3

Opinion of Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited, relating to sales
agreement prospectus supplement

23.1

Consent of Ernst & Young LLP, independent registered public
accounting firm.

23.2

Consent of Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited (included in Exhibit
5.1)

23.3

Consent of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP (included in Exhibit 5.2)

23.4

Consent of Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited (included in Exhibit
5.3)

24.1

Power of Attorney (included on signature page)

*

To be filed by amendment or as an exhibit to a document to be incorporated by reference herein.
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Item 17.

Undertakings.

The undersigned registrant hereby undertakes:
(1)

To file, during any period in which offers or sales are being made, a post-effective amendment to this registration statement:
(i)

To include any prospectus required by Section 10(a)(3) of the Securities Act of 1933;

(ii)

To reflect in the prospectus any facts or events arising after the effective date of the registration statement (or the most recent post-effective
amendment thereof) which, individually or in the aggregate, represent a fundamental change in the information set forth in the registration
statement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any increase or decrease in volume of securities offered (if the total dollar value of securities
offered would not exceed that which was registered) and any deviation from the low or high end of the estimated maximum offering range
may be reflected in the form of prospectus filed with the Commission pursuant to Rule 424(b) if, in the aggregate, the changes in volume
and price represent no more than 20% change in the maximum aggregate offering price set forth in the “Calculation of Registration Fee”
table in the effective registration statement; and

(iii)

To include any material information with respect to the plan of distribution not previously disclosed in the registration statement or any
material change to such information in the registration statement;

provided, however, that paragraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) do not apply if the information required to be included in a post-effective amendment by those
paragraphs is contained in reports filed with or furnished to the Commission by the registrant pursuant to Section 13 or Section 15(d) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 that are incorporated by reference in the registration statement, or is contained in a form of prospectus filed
pursuant to Rule 424(b) that is part of the registration statement.
(2)

That, for the purpose of determining any liability under the Securities Act of 1933, each such post-effective amendment shall be deemed to be a
new registration statement relating to the securities offered therein, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial
bona fide offering thereof.

(3)

To remove from registration by means of a post-effective amendment any of the securities being registered which remain unsold at the termination
of the offering.

(4)

That, for the purpose of determining liability under the Securities Act of 1933 to any purchaser:
(i)

Each prospectus filed by the registrant pursuant to Rule 424(b)(3) shall be deemed to be part of the registration statement as of the date the
filed prospectus was deemed part of and included in the registration statement; and

(ii)

Each prospectus required to be filed pursuant to Rule 424(b)(2), (b)(5) or (b)(7) as part of a registration statement in reliance on Rule 430B
relating to an offering made pursuant to Rule 415(a)(1)(i), (vii) or (x) for the purpose of providing the information required by
Section 10(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 shall be deemed to be part of and included in the registration statement as of the earlier of the
date such form of prospectus is first used after effectiveness or the date of the first contract of sale of securities in the offering described in
the prospectus. As provided in Rule 430B, for liability purposes of the issuer and any person that is at that date an underwriter, such date
shall be deemed to be a new effective date of the registration statement relating to the securities in the registration statement to which that
prospectus relates, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide offering thereof. Provided,
however, that no statement made in a registration statement or prospectus that is part of the registration statement or made in a document
incorporated or deemed incorporated by reference into the registration statement or prospectus that is part of the registration statement will,
as to a purchaser with a time of contract of sale prior to such effective date, supersede or modify any statement that was made in the
registration statement or prospectus that was part of the registration statement or made in any such document immediately prior to such
effective date.
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(5)

That, for the purpose of determining liability of the registrant under the Securities Act of 1933 to any purchaser in the initial distribution of the
securities, the undersigned registrant undertakes that in a primary offering of securities of the undersigned registrant pursuant to this registration
statement, regardless of the underwriting method used to sell the securities to the purchaser, if the securities are offered or sold to such purchaser
by means of any of the following communications, the undersigned registrant will be a seller to the purchaser and will be considered to offer or
sell such securities to such purchaser:
(i)

Any preliminary prospectus or prospectus of the undersigned registrant relating to the offering required to be filed pursuant to Rule 424;

(ii)

Any free writing prospectus relating to the offering prepared by or on behalf of the undersigned registrant or used or referred to by the
undersigned registrant;

(iii)

The portion of any other free writing prospectus relating to the offering containing material information about the undersigned registrant or
its securities provided by or on behalf of the undersigned registrant; and

(iv)

Any other communication that is an offer in the offering made by the undersigned registrant to the purchaser.

(6)

That, for purposes of determining any liability under the Securities Act of 1933, each filing of the registrant’s annual report pursuant to
Section 13(a) or Section 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (and, where applicable, each filing of an employee benefit plan’s annual
report pursuant to Section 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934) that is incorporated by reference in the registration statement shall be
deemed to be a new registration statement relating to the securities offered therein, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed
to be the initial bona fide offering thereof.

(7)

That, for purposes of determining any liability under the Securities Act of 1933, (i) the information omitted from the form of prospectus filed as
part of this registration statement in reliance upon Rule 430A and contained in a form of prospectus filed by the registrant pursuant to Rule 424(b)
(1) or (4) or II- 4 497(h) under the Securities Act shall be deemed to be part of this registration statement as of the time it was declared effective
and (ii) each post-effective amendment that contains a form of prospectus shall be deemed to be a new registration statement relating to the
securities offered therein, and the offering of such securities at that time shall be deemed to be the initial bona fide offering thereof.

(8)

Insofar as indemnification for liabilities arising under the Securities Act of 1933 may be permitted to directors, officers and controlling persons of
the registrant pursuant to the foregoing provisions, or otherwise, the registrant has been advised that in the opinion of the Securities and Exchange
Commission such indemnification is against public policy as expressed in the Securities Act of 1933 and is, therefore, unenforceable. In the event
that a claim for indemnification against such liabilities (other than the payment by the registrant of expenses incurred or paid by a director, officer
or controlling person of the registrant in the successful defense of any action, suit or proceeding) is asserted by such director, officer or controlling
person in connection with the securities being registered, the registrant will, unless in the opinion of its counsel the matter has been settled by
controlling precedent, submit to a court of appropriate jurisdiction the question whether such indemnification by it is against public policy as
expressed in the Securities Act of 1933 and will be governed by the final adjudication of such issue.

(9)

To file an application for the purpose of determining the eligibility of the trustee to act under subsection (a) of Section 310 of the Trust Indenture
Act in accordance with the rules and regulations prescribed by the Commission under Section 305(b)(2) of the Trust Indenture Act.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, Urovant Sciences Ltd. certifies that it has reasonable grounds to believe that it
meets all of the requirements for filing on Form S-3 and has duly caused this registration statement to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned,
thereunto duly authorized, in Irvine, California on November 8, 2019.
UROVANT SCIENCES LTD.
By:
/s/ Keith A. Katkin
Name: Keith A. Katkin
Title: Principal Executive Officer
POWER OF ATTORNEY
KNOW ALL PERSONS BY THESE PRESENTS, that the undersigned do hereby constitute and appoint Keith A. Katkin and Ajay
Bansal, and each of them, the lawful attorneys-in-fact and agents with full power and authority to do any and all acts and things and to execute any and
all instruments which said attorneys and agents, and any one of them, determine may be necessary or advisable or required to enable said corporation to
comply with the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and any rules or regulations or requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission in
connection with this registration statement. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing power and authority, the powers granted include the power
and authority to sign the names of the undersigned officers and directors in the capacities indicated below to this registration statement, to any and all
amendments, both pre-effective and post-effective, supplements to this registration statement and subsequent registration statements relating to the
offering to which this registration statement relates (including pursuant to Rule 462(b)), and to any and all instruments or documents filed as part of or in
conjunction with this registration statement or amendments or supplements thereof, and each of the undersigned hereby ratifies and confirms that all said
attorneys and agents, or any one of them, shall do or cause to be done by virtue hereof. This Power of Attorney may be signed in several counterparts.
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, this registration statement has been signed by the following persons in the
capacities and on the date indicated.
Signature

Title

Date

/s/ Keith A. Katkin
Keith A. Katkin

Principal Executive Officer and Director

November 8, 2019

/s/ Ajay Bansal
Ajay Bansal

Principal Financial Officer
(Urovant’s authorized representative in the United States)

November 8, 2019

/s/ Christine G. Ocampo
Christine G. Ocampo

Principal Accounting Officer

November 8, 2019

/s/ Myrtle S. Potter
Myrtle S. Potter

Director

November 8, 2019

/s/ Sef P. Kurstjens
Sef P. Kurstjens, M.D., Ph.D.

Director

November 8, 2019
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/s/ Pierre Legault
Pierre Legault

Director

November 8, 2019

/s/ James Robinson
James Robinson

Director

November 8, 2019

/s/ Frank M. Torti
Frank M. Torti, M.D.

Director

November 8, 2019
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Exhibit 1.2
OPEN MARKET SALE AGREEMENTSM
November 8, 2019
JEFFERIES LLC
520 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Urovant Sciences Ltd., an exempted limited company incorporated under the laws of Bermuda (the “Company”), proposes, subject to the terms
and conditions stated herein, to issue and sell from time to time through Jefferies LLC, as sales agent and/or principal (the “Agent”), shares of the
Company’s common stock, par value $0.000037453 per share (the “Common Shares”), having an aggregate offering price of up to $50,000,000 on the
terms set forth in this agreement (this “Agreement”).
Section 1. DEFINITIONS
(a) Certain Definitions. For purposes of this Agreement, capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined shall have the following
respective meanings:
“Agency Period” means the period commencing on the date of this Agreement and expiring on the earliest to occur of (x) the date on which the
Agent shall have placed the Maximum Program Amount pursuant to this Agreement and (y) the date this Agreement is terminated pursuant to Section 7.
“Commission” means the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
“Exchange Act” means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the rules and regulations of the Commission thereunder.
“Floor Price” means the minimum price set by the Company in the Issuance Notice below which the Agent shall not sell Shares during the
applicable period set forth in the Issuance Notice, which may be adjusted by the Company at any time during the period set forth in the Issuance Notice
by delivering written notice of such change to the Agent and which in no event shall be less than $1.00 without the prior written consent of the Agent,
which may be withheld in the Agent’s sole discretion.
“Issuance Amount” means the aggregate Sales Price of the Shares to be sold by the Agent pursuant to any Issuance Notice.
SM “Open Market Sale Agreement” is a service mark of Jefferies LLC

“Issuance Notice” means a written notice delivered to the Agent by the Company in accordance with this Agreement in the form attached hereto
as Exhibit A that is executed by its Chief Executive Officer, President or Chief Financial Officer.
“Issuance Notice Date” means any Trading Day during the Agency Period that an Issuance Notice is delivered pursuant to Section 3(b)(i).
“Issuance Price” means the Sales Price less the Selling Commission.
“Maximum Program Amount” means Common Shares with an aggregate Sales Price of the lesser of (a) the number or dollar amount of
Common Shares registered under the effective Registration Statement (as defined below) pursuant to which the offering is being made, (b) the number
of authorized but unissued Common Shares (less Common Shares issuable upon exercise, conversion or exchange of any outstanding securities of the
Company or otherwise reserved from the Company’s authorized capital stock), (c) the number or dollar amount of Common Shares permitted to be sold
under Form S-3 (including General Instruction I.B.6 thereof, if applicable), or (d) the number or dollar amount of Common Shares for which the
Company has filed a Prospectus (as defined below).
“Person” means an individual or a corporation, partnership, limited liability company, trust, incorporated or unincorporated association, joint
venture, joint stock company, governmental authority or other entity of any kind.
“Principal Market” means the Nasdaq Global Select Market or such other national securities exchange on which the Common Shares, including
any Shares, are then listed.
“Rule 462(b) Registration Statement” means any registration statement filed by the Company pursuant to Rule 462(b) under the Securities Act
in connection with the offer and sale of Shares.
“Sales Price” means the actual sale execution price of each Share placed by the Agent pursuant to this Agreement.
“Securities Act” means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and regulations of the Commission thereunder.
“Selling Commission” means three percent (3.0%) of the gross proceeds of Shares sold pursuant to this Agreement, or as otherwise agreed
between the Company and the Agent with respect to any Shares sold pursuant to this Agreement.
“Settlement Date” means the second business day following each Trading Day during the period set forth in the Issuance Notice on which Shares
are sold pursuant to this Agreement, when the Company shall deliver to the Agent the amount of Shares sold on such Trading Day and the Agent shall
deliver to the Company the Issuance Price received on such sales.
“Shares” shall mean the Company’s Common Shares issued or issuable pursuant to this Agreement.
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“Trading Day” means any day on which the Principal Market is open for trading.
Section 2. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF THE COMPANY
The Company represents and warrants to, and agrees with, the Agent that as of (1) the date of this Agreement, (2) each Issuance Notice Date,
(3) each Settlement Date, (4) each Triggering Event Date (as defined below) with respect to which the Company is required to deliver a certificate
pursuant to Section 4(o) and (5) as of each Time of Sale (as defined below) (each of the times referenced above is referred to herein as a
“Representation Date”), except as may be disclosed in the Prospectus (as defined below) (including any documents incorporated by reference therein
and any supplements thereto) on or before a Representation Date:
(a) Registration Statement. The Company has prepared and filed or will file with the Commission a shelf registration statement on Form S-3 that
contains a base prospectus. Such registration statement registers the issuance and sale by the Company of the Shares under the Securities Act. The
Company may file one or more additional registration statements from time to time that will contain a base prospectus and related prospectus or
prospectus supplement, if applicable, with respect to the Shares. Except where the context otherwise requires, such registration statement(s), including
any information deemed to be a part thereof pursuant to Rule 430B under the Securities Act, including all financial statements, exhibits and schedules
thereto and all documents incorporated or deemed to be incorporated therein by reference pursuant to Item 12 of Form S-3 under the Securities Act as
from time to time amended or supplemented, is herein referred to as the “Registration Statement,” and the prospectus constituting a part of such
registration statement(s), together with any prospectus supplement filed with the Commission pursuant to Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act relating
to a particular issuance of the Shares, including all documents incorporated or deemed to be incorporated therein by reference pursuant to Item 12 of
Form S-3 under the Securities Act, in each case, as from time to time amended or supplemented, is referred to herein as the “Prospectus,” except that if
any revised prospectus is provided to the Agent by the Company for use in connection with the offering of the Shares that is not required to be filed by
the Company pursuant to Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act, the term “Prospectus” shall refer to such revised prospectus from and after the time it is
first provided to the Agent for such use. The Registration Statement at the time it originally becomes effective is herein called the “Original
Registration Statement.” As used in this Agreement, the terms “amendment” or “supplement” when applied to the Registration Statement or the
Prospectus shall be deemed to include the filing by the Company with the Commission of any document under the Exchange Act after the date hereof
that is or is deemed to be incorporated therein by reference.
All references in this Agreement to financial statements and schedules and other information which is “contained,” “included” or “stated” in the
Registration Statement or the Prospectus (and all other references of like import) shall be deemed to mean and include all such financial statements and
schedules and other information which is or is deemed to be incorporated by reference in or otherwise deemed under the Securities Act to be a part of or
included in the Registration Statement or the Prospectus, as the case may be, as of any specified date; and all references in this Agreement to
amendments or supplements to the Registration Statement or the Prospectus shall be deemed to mean and include, without limitation, the filing of any
document under the Exchange Act which is or is deemed to be incorporated by reference in or otherwise deemed under the Securities Act to be a part of
or included in the Registration Statement or the Prospectus, as the case may be, as of any
3

specified date. The Company’s obligations under this Agreement to furnish, provide or deliver or make available (and all other reference of like import)
copies of any report or statement shall be deemed satisfied if the same is filed with the Commission through its Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and
Retrieval system (“EDGAR”).
At the time the Registration Statement was or will be originally declared effective and at the time the Company’s most recent annual report on
Form 10-K was filed with the Commission, if later, the Company met the then-applicable requirements for use of Form S-3 under the Securities Act.
During the Agency Period, each time the Company files an annual report on Form 10-K the Company will meet the then-applicable requirements for use
of Form S-3 under the Securities Act.
(b) Compliance with Registration Requirements. The Original Registration Statement and any Rule 462(b) Registration Statement have been or
will be declared effective by the Commission under the Securities Act. The Company has complied or will comply with the Commission’s satisfaction
with all requests of the Commission for additional or supplemental information, if any. No stop order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration
Statement or any Rule 462(b) Registration Statement is in effect and no proceedings for such purpose have been instituted or are pending or, to the best
knowledge of the Company, are contemplated or threatened by the Commission.
The Prospectus, when filed, complied or will comply in all material respects with the Securities Act and, if filed with the Commission through
EDGAR (except as may be permitted by Regulation S-T under the Securities Act), was identical to the copy thereof delivered to the Agent for use in
connection with the issuance and sale of the Shares. Each of the Registration Statement, any Rule 462(b) Registration Statement and any post-effective
amendment thereto, at the time it became or becomes effective and at all subsequent times, complied and will comply in all material respects with the
Securities Act and did not and will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated therein or
necessary to make the statements therein not misleading. As of the date of this Agreement, the Prospectus and any Free Writing Prospectus (as defined
below) considered together (collectively, the “Time of Sale Information”) did not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a
material fact necessary to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading. The Prospectus, as
amended or supplemented, as of its date and at all subsequent times, did not and will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a
material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading. The
representations and warranties set forth in the three immediately preceding sentences do not apply to statements in or omissions from the Registration
Statement, any Rule 462(b) Registration Statement, or any post-effective amendment thereto, or the Prospectus, or any amendments or supplements
thereto, made in reliance upon and in conformity with information relating to the Agent furnished to the Company in writing by the Agent expressly for
use therein, it being understood and agreed that the only such information furnished by the Agent to the Company consists of the information described
in Section 6 below. There are no contracts or other documents required to be described in the Prospectus or to be filed as exhibits to the Registration
Statement which have not been described or filed as required. The Registration Statement and the offer and sale of the Shares as contemplated hereby
meet the requirements of Rule 415 under the Securities Act and comply in all material respects with said rule.
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(c) Emerging Growth Company. From the time of initial filing of the Registration Statement with the Commission through the date hereof, the
Company has been and is an “emerging growth company,” as defined in Section 2(a) of the Securities Act (an “Emerging Growth Company”).
(d) Financial Statements. The financial statements (including the related notes thereto) of the Company and its consolidated subsidiaries included
in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, comply in all material respects with the applicable requirements of the Securities Act
and present fairly in all material respects the financial position of the Company and its consolidated subsidiaries as of the dates indicated and the results
of their operations and the changes in their cash flows for the periods specified; such financial statements have been prepared in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles in the United States (“GAAP”) applied on a consistent basis throughout the periods covered thereby (except as
otherwise noted therein); and the other financial information included in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information has been derived
from the accounting records of the Company and its consolidated subsidiaries and presents fairly in all material respects, on the basis stated therein, the
information shown thereby.
(e) No Material Adverse Change. Since the date of the most recent financial statements of the Company included in the Registration Statement
and the Time of Sale Information, (i) there has not been any change in the capital stock (other than the issuance of shares of Common Shares upon
exercise of stock options and warrants described as outstanding in, and the grant of options and awards under existing equity incentive plans described
in, the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information), material change in short-term debt or long-term debt of the Company and its
consolidated subsidiaries, or any dividend or distribution of any kind declared, set aside for payment, paid or made by the Company on any class of
capital stock, or any material adverse change, or any development involving a prospective material adverse change, in or affecting the business,
properties, management, financial position, stockholders’ equity, results of operations or prospects of the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole;
(ii) neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has entered into any transaction or agreement (whether or not in the ordinary course of business) that
is material to the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole or incurred any liability or obligation, direct or contingent, that is material to the
Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole; and (iii) neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has sustained any loss or interference with its
business that is material to the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole and that is either from fire, explosion, flood or other calamity, whether or
not covered by insurance, or from any labor disturbance or dispute or any action, order or decree of any court or arbitrator or governmental or regulatory
authority, except in each case as otherwise disclosed in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information.
(f) Organization and Good Standing. The Company and each of its subsidiaries have been duly organized and are validly existing and in good
standing (or equivalent concept) under the laws of their respective jurisdictions of incorporation or organization, are duly qualified to do business and
are in good standing in each jurisdiction in which their respective ownership or lease of property or the conduct of their respective businesses requires
such qualification, and have all power and authority necessary to own or hold their respective properties and to conduct the businesses in which they are
engaged, except where the failure to be so qualified or in good standing or have such power or authority would not, individually or in the aggregate,
reasonably
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be expected to have a material adverse effect on the business, properties, financial position, management, shareholders’ equity, results of operations or
prospects of the Company and its subsidiaries taken as a whole or on the performance by the Company of its obligations under this Agreement (a
“Material Adverse Effect”). The Company does not own or control, directly or indirectly, any corporation, association or other entity other than the
subsidiaries listed in Exhibit 21 to the Registration Statement.
(g) Capitalization. The Company has an authorized capitalization as set forth in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information under
the heading “Capitalization”; all the outstanding shares of capital stock of the Company have been duly and validly authorized and issued and are fully
paid and non-assessable (to the extent applicable under the laws of the relevant jurisdiction of incorporation or organization) and are not subject to any
pre-emptive or similar rights; except as described in or expressly contemplated by the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, there are
no outstanding rights (including, without limitation, pre-emptive rights), warrants or options to acquire, or instruments convertible into or exchangeable
for, any shares of capital stock or other equity interest in the Company or any of its subsidiaries, or any contract, commitment, agreement, understanding
or arrangement of any kind relating to the issuance of any capital stock of the Company or any such subsidiary, any such convertible or exchangeable
securities or any such rights, warrants or options; the capital stock of the Company conforms in all material respects to the description thereof contained
in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information; and all the outstanding shares of capital stock or other equity interests of each subsidiary
owned, directly or indirectly, by the Company have been duly and validly authorized and issued, are fully paid and non-assessable (except, in the case of
any foreign subsidiary, for directors’ qualifying shares), and are owned directly or indirectly by the Company, free and clear of any lien, charge,
encumbrance, security interest, restriction on voting or transfer or any other claim of any third party, except in each case as described in the Registration
Statement and the Time of Sale Information.
(h) Stock Options. With respect to the stock options (the “Stock Options”) granted pursuant to the stock-based compensation plans of the
Company and its subsidiaries (the “Company Stock Plans”), (i) each Stock Option intended to qualify as an “incentive stock option” under Section 422
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), so qualifies, except where the failure to so qualify would not, individually or in the
aggregate, reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect, (ii) each grant of a Stock Option was duly authorized no later than the date on
which the grant of such Stock Option was by its terms to be effective by all necessary corporate action, including, as applicable, approval by the board
of directors of the Company (or a duly constituted and authorized committee thereof) and any required stockholder approval by the necessary number of
votes or written consents, and, to the knowledge of the Company (other than with respect to the execution and delivery by the Company), the award
agreement governing such grant (if any) was duly executed and delivered by each party thereto, (iii) each such grant was made, in all material respects,
in accordance with the terms of the Company Stock Plans, the Exchange Act and all other applicable laws and regulatory rules or requirements,
including the rules of the Principal Market and (iv) each such grant was properly accounted for in accordance with GAAP in the financial statements
(including the related notes) of the Company.
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(i) Due Authorization. The Company has full right, power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform its obligations
hereunder; and all corporate action required to be taken for the due and proper authorization, execution and delivery by it of this Agreement and the
consummation by it of the transactions contemplated hereby has been duly and validly taken.
(j) Open Market Sales Agreement. This Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by the Company and is a valid and binding
agreement of, the Company, enforceable in accordance with its terms, except as rights to indemnification hereunder may be limited by applicable law
and except as the enforcement hereof may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium or other similar laws relating to or affecting
the rights and remedies of creditors or by general equitable principles.
(k) The Shares. The Shares to be issued and sold by the Company hereunder have been duly authorized by the Company and, when issued and
delivered and paid for as provided herein, will be duly and validly issued, will be fully paid and nonassessable and will conform in all material respects
to the descriptions thereof in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information; and except as otherwise disclosed in the Registration
Statement and the Time of Sale Information, the issuance of the Shares is not subject to any preemptive or similar rights.
(l) Descriptions of the Open Market Sales Agreement. This Agreement conforms in all material respects to the description thereof contained in the
Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information.
(m) No Violation or Default. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries is (i) in violation of its memorandum of association, bye-laws or
similar organizational documents; (ii) in default, and no event has occurred that, with notice or lapse of time or both, would constitute such a default, in
the due performance or observance of any term, covenant or condition contained in any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other
agreement or instrument to which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is a party or by which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is bound or to
which any property or asset of the Company or any of its subsidiaries is subject; or (iii) in violation of any law or statute or any judgment, order, rule or
regulation of any court or arbitrator or governmental or regulatory authority, except, in the case of clauses (ii) and (iii) above, for any such default or
violation that would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
(n) No Conflicts. The execution, delivery and performance by the Company of this Agreement, the issuance and sale of the Shares by the
Company and the consummation by the Company of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or the Time of Sale Information will not
(i) conflict with or result in a breach or violation of any of the terms or provisions of, or constitute a default under, result in the termination, modification
or acceleration of, or result in the creation or imposition of any lien, charge or encumbrance upon any property, right or asset of the Company or any of
its subsidiaries pursuant to, any indenture, mortgage, deed of trust, loan agreement or other agreement or instrument to which the Company or any of its
subsidiaries is a party or by which the Company or any of its subsidiaries is bound or to which any property, right or asset of the Company or any of its
subsidiaries is subject, (ii) result in any violation of the provisions of the charter or by-laws or similar organizational documents of the Company or any
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of its subsidiaries or (iii) result in the violation of any law or statute or any judgment, order, rule or regulation of any court or arbitrator or governmental
or regulatory authority having jurisdiction over the Company or any of its subsidiaries, except, in the case of clauses (i) and (iii) above, for any such
conflict, breach, violation, default, lien, charge or encumbrance that would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect.
(o) No Consents Required. No consent, approval, authorization, order, registration or qualification of or with any court or arbitrator or
governmental or regulatory authority is required for the execution, delivery and performance by the Company of this Agreement, the issuance and sale
of the Shares and the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, except for the registration of the Shares under the Securities
Act and such consents, approvals, authorizations, orders and registrations or qualifications as may be required by the Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority, Inc. (“FINRA”) and under applicable state securities laws in connection with the purchase and distribution of the Shares by the Agent.
(p) Legal Proceedings. Except as described in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, there are no legal, governmental or
regulatory investigations, actions, demands, claims, suits, arbitrations, inquiries or proceedings (“Actions”) pending to which the Company or any of its
subsidiaries is or reasonably expects to be a party or to which any property of the Company or any of its subsidiaries is or is reasonably expected to be
the subject that, individually or in the aggregate, if determined adversely to the Company or any of its subsidiaries, would reasonably be expected to
have a Material Adverse Effect; no such Actions are, to the knowledge of the Company, threatened or contemplated by any governmental or regulatory
authority or threatened by others; and (i) there are no current or pending Actions that are required under the Securities Act to be described in the
Registration Statement or the Time of Sale Information that are not so described in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information and
(ii) there are no contracts or other documents that are required under the Securities Act to be filed as exhibits to the Registration Statement or described
in the Registration Statement or the Time of Sale Information that are not so filed as exhibits to the Registration Statement or described in the
Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information.
(q) Independent Accountants. Ernst & Young LLP, who have certified certain financial statements of the Company and its subsidiaries, is an
independent registered public accounting firm with respect to the Company and its subsidiaries within the applicable rules and regulations adopted by
the Commission and the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) and as required by the Securities Act.
(r) Title to Real and Personal Property. The Company and its subsidiaries do not own any real property. The Company and its subsidiaries have
valid rights to lease or otherwise use, all items of real and personal property that are material to the respective businesses of the Company and its
subsidiaries, taken as a whole, in each case free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, claims and defects and imperfections of title except those that (i) do
not materially interfere with the use made and proposed to be made of such property by the Company and its subsidiaries or (ii) would not reasonably be
expected, individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect.
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(s) Intellectual Property. The Company or its subsidiaries own, or have obtained valid and enforceable licenses for, the inventions, patent
applications, patents, trademarks, trade names, service names, copyrights, trade secrets and other intellectual property described in the Registration
Statement and the Time of Sale Information as being owned or licensed by them or, except as disclosed in the Registration Statement and the Time of
Sale Information, which are necessary for the conduct of their respective businesses as currently conducted or as currently proposed to be conducted,
except where the failure to so own or hold as would not reasonably be expected, individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect
(collectively, “Intellectual Property”). To the Company’s knowledge and, except as disclosed in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale
Information, (i) there are no third parties who have rights to any Intellectual Property, except for customary reversionary rights of third-party licensors
with respect to Intellectual Property that is disclosed in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information as licensed to the Company or its
subsidiaries; (ii) the Company is not obligated to grant an option or license to any third party in connection with any Intellectual Property, and (iii) there
is no infringement by third parties of any Intellectual Property, except as would not reasonably be expected, individually or in the aggregate, to have a
Material Adverse Effect. There is no pending or, to the Company’s knowledge, threatened action, suit, proceeding or claim by others: (A) challenging
the Company’s ownership of, or rights in or to, any Intellectual Property, and the Company is unaware of any facts which would form a reasonable basis
for any such action, suit, proceeding or claim that, if asserted on the date hereof, would reasonably be expected to succeed; (B) challenging the validity,
enforceability or scope of any Intellectual Property, and the Company is unaware of any facts which would form a reasonable basis for any such action,
suit, proceeding or claim that, if asserted on the date hereof, would reasonably be expected to succeed; or (C) asserting that the Company or its
subsidiaries infringe or otherwise violate, or would, upon the commercialization of any product or service described in the Registration Statement and
the Time of Sale Information as under development, infringe or violate, any patent, trademark, trade name, service name, copyright, trade secret or other
proprietary rights of others, and the Company is unaware of any facts which would form a reasonable basis for any such action, suit, proceeding or claim
that, if asserted on the date hereof, would reasonably be expected to succeed. Except as would not reasonably be expected, individually or in the
aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect, the Company and its subsidiaries have complied with the terms of each agreement pursuant to which
Intellectual Property has been licensed to the Company or its subsidiaries, and all such agreements are in full force and effect. To the Company’s
knowledge, the product candidates described in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information as under development by the Company or
its subsidiaries fall within the scope of the claims of one or more patents or patent applications owned by, or exclusively licensed to, the Company or its
subsidiaries and included in the Intellectual Property. To the knowledge of the Company, all patents and patent applications owned by, or exclusively
licensed to, the Company have been duly and properly filed and maintained except as would not reasonably be expected, individually or in the
aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect. To the knowledge of the Company, the parties prosecuting such patents and patent applications have
complied with their duty of candor and disclosure to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, and the Company is not aware of any facts required to be
disclosed to such office that were not disclosed to such office and, as such, which would preclude the grant of a patent in connection with any such
application or would reasonably be expected to form the basis of a finding of invalidity with respect to any patents that have issued from such
applications.
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(t) No Undisclosed Relationships. No relationship, direct or indirect, exists between or among the Company or any of its subsidiaries, on the one
hand, and the directors, officers, stockholders, customers, suppliers or other affiliates of the Company or any of its subsidiaries, on the other, that is
required by the Securities Act to be described in each of the Registration Statement and the Prospectus and that is not so described in such documents
and in the Time of Sale Information.
(u) Investment Company Act. The Company is not and, after giving effect to the offering and sale of the Shares and the application of the
proceeds thereof as described in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, will not be required to register as an “investment
company” or an entity “controlled” by an “investment company” within the meaning of the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, and the rules
and regulations of the Commission thereunder (collectively, the “Investment Company Act”).
(v) Taxes. The Company and its subsidiaries have paid all material federal, state, local and foreign taxes (including any interest and penalties due
and payable thereon) and promptly filed all tax returns required to be paid or filed through the date hereof; and except as otherwise disclosed in each of
the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, there is no tax deficiency that has been, or would reasonably be expected to be, asserted
against the Company or any of its subsidiaries or any of their respective properties or assets where such deficiency would reasonably be expected to
have a Material Adverse Effect.
(w) Licenses and Permits. The Company and its subsidiaries possess all licenses, sub-licenses, certificates, permits and other authorizations issued
by, and have made all declarations and filings with, the appropriate federal, state, local or foreign governmental or regulatory authorities that are
required and necessary for the ownership or lease of their respective properties or the conduct of their respective businesses and operations as described
in each of the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, except where the failure to possess or make the same would not, individually or
in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect; and except as described in each of the Registration Statement and the Time
of Sale Information, neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has received notice of any revocation or modification of any such license,
sub-license, certificate, permit or authorization or has any reason to believe that any such license, sub-license, certificate, permit or authorization will not
be renewed in the ordinary course.
(x) No Labor Disputes. No labor disturbance by or dispute with employees of the Company or any of its subsidiaries exists or, to the knowledge of
the Company, is contemplated or threatened, and the Company is not aware of any existing or imminent labor disturbance by, or dispute with, the
employees of any of its or its subsidiaries’ principal suppliers, contractors or customers, except as would not reasonably be expected to have a Material
Adverse Effect.
(y) Certain Environmental Matters. (i) The Company and its subsidiaries (x) are in compliance with all, and have not violated any, applicable
federal, state, local and foreign laws (including common law), rules, regulations, requirements, decisions, judgments, decrees, orders and other legally
enforceable requirements relating to pollution or the protection of human health or safety, the environment, natural resources, hazardous or toxic
substances or wastes, pollutants or contaminants (collectively, “Environmental Laws”); (y) have received and are in compliance with all, and have not
violated any, permits, licenses, certificates or other authorizations or approvals required of them under any Environmental Laws to conduct their
respective businesses;
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and (z) have not received notice of any actual or potential liability or obligation under or relating to, or any actual or potential violation of, any
Environmental Laws, including for the investigation or remediation of any disposal or release of hazardous or toxic substances or wastes, pollutants or
contaminants, and have no knowledge of any event or condition that would reasonably be expected to result in any such notice, and (ii) there are no
costs or liabilities associated with Environmental Laws of or relating to the Company or its subsidiaries, except in the case of each of (i) and (ii) above,
for any such matter as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect; and (iii) except as
described in the Time of Sale Information, (x) there are no proceedings that are pending, or that are known by the Company to be contemplated, against
the Company or any of its subsidiaries under any Environmental Laws in which a governmental entity is also a party, other than such proceeding
regarding which it is reasonably believed no monetary sanctions of $100,000 or more will be imposed, (y) the Company and its subsidiaries are not
aware of any facts or issues regarding compliance with Environmental Laws, or liabilities or other obligations under Environmental Laws or concerning
hazardous or toxic substances or wastes, pollutants or contaminants, that would reasonably be expected to have a material effect on the capital
expenditures, earnings or competitive position of the Company and its subsidiaries, and (z) none of the Company or its subsidiaries anticipates material
capital expenditures relating to any Environmental Laws.
(z) Compliance with ERISA. (i) Each employee benefit plan, within the meaning of Section 3(3) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974, as amended (“ERISA”), for which the Company or any member of its “Controlled Group” (defined as any entity, whether or not incorporated,
that is under common control with the Company within the meaning of Section 4001(a)(14) of ERISA or any entity that would be regarded as a single
employer with the Company under Section 414(b),(c),(m) or (o) of the Code) would have any liability (each, a “Plan”) has been maintained in
compliance with its terms and the requirements of any applicable statutes, orders, rules and regulations, including but not limited to ERISA and the
Code; (ii) no prohibited transaction, within the meaning of Section 406 of ERISA or Section 4975 of the Code, has occurred with respect to any Plan,
excluding transactions effected pursuant to a statutory or administrative exemption; (iii) for each Plan that is subject to the funding rules of Section 412
of the Code or Section 302 of ERISA, no Plan has failed (whether or not waived), or is reasonably expected to fail, to satisfy the minimum funding
standards (within the meaning of Section 302 of ERISA or Section 412 of the Code) applicable to such Plan; (iv) no Plan is, or is reasonably expected to
be, in “at risk status” (within the meaning of Section 303(i) of ERISA) and no Plan that is a “multiemployer plan” within the meaning of
Section 4001(a)(3) of ERISA is in “endangered status” or “critical status” (within the meaning of Sections 304 and 305 of ERISA) (v) the fair market
value of the assets of each Plan exceeds the present value of all benefits accrued under such Plan (determined based on those assumptions used to fund
such Plan); (vi) no “reportable event” (within the meaning of Section 4043(c) of ERISA and the regulations promulgated thereunder) has occurred or is
reasonably expected to occur; (vii) each Plan that is intended to be qualified under Section 401(a) of the Code is so qualified, and nothing has occurred,
whether by action or by failure to act, which would cause the loss of such qualification; (viii) neither the Company nor any member of the Controlled
Group has incurred, nor reasonably expects to incur, any liability under Title IV of ERISA (other than contributions to the Plan or premiums to the
Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation, in the ordinary course and without default) in respect of a Plan (including a “multiemployer plan” within the
meaning of Section 4001(a)(3) of ERISA); and (ix) none of the following events has occurred or is reasonably likely to occur: (A) a material increase in
the
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aggregate amount of contributions required to be made to all Plans by the Company or its Controlled Group affiliates in the current fiscal year of the
Company and its Controlled Group affiliates compared to the amount of such contributions made in the Company’s and its Controlled Group affiliates’
most recently completed fiscal year; or (B) a material increase in the Company and its subsidiaries’ “accumulated post-retirement benefit obligations”
(within the meaning of Accounting Standards Codification Topic 715-60) compared to the amount of such obligations in the Company and its
subsidiaries’ most recently completed fiscal year, except in each case with respect to the events or conditions set forth in (i) through (ix) hereof, as
would not, individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect.
(aa) Disclosure Controls. The Company and its subsidiaries maintain a system of “disclosure controls and procedures” (as defined in Rule
13a-15(e) of the Exchange Act) that (i) is effective in all material respects to perform the functions for which it was established, and (ii) has been
designed to ensure that material information required to be disclosed by the Company in reports that it files or submits under the Exchange Act is
recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the Commission’s rules and forms, including controls and procedures
designed to ensure that such information is accumulated and communicated to the Company’s management as appropriate to allow timely decisions
regarding required disclosure.
(bb) Accounting Controls. The Company and its subsidiaries maintain systems of “internal control over financial reporting” (as defined in Rule
13a-15(f) of the Exchange Act) that are designed to comply with the requirements of the Exchange Act and have been designed by, or under the
supervision of, their respective principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing similar functions, to provide reasonable
assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with GAAP. The
Company and its subsidiaries maintain internal accounting controls which the Company believes is sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that
(i) transactions are executed in accordance with management’s general or specific authorizations; (ii) transactions are recorded as necessary to permit
preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP and to maintain asset accountability; (iii) access to assets is permitted only in accordance
with management’s general or specific authorization; and (iv) the recorded accountability for assets is compared with the existing assets at reasonable
intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect to any differences. Except as disclosed in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale
Information, the Company is not aware of any material weaknesses in the Company’s internal controls.
(cc) Insurance. The Company and its subsidiaries have insurance covering their respective properties, operations, personnel and businesses,
including business interruption insurance, which insurance is in amounts and insures against such losses and risks as the Company reasonably believes
are adequate to protect the Company and its subsidiaries and their respective businesses; and neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has
(i) received notice from any insurer or agent of such insurer that capital improvements or other expenditures are required or necessary to be made in
order to continue such insurance or (ii) any reason to believe that it will not be able to renew its existing insurance coverage as and when such coverage
expires or to obtain similar coverage at reasonable cost from similar insurers as may be necessary to continue its business.
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(dd) No Unlawful Payments. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries nor, to the knowledge of the Company, any director, officer,
employee, agent, affiliate or other person associated with or acting on behalf of the Company or any of its subsidiaries has (i) used any corporate funds
for any unlawful contribution, gift, entertainment or other unlawful expense relating to political activity; (ii) made or taken an act in furtherance of an
offer, promise or authorization of any direct or indirect unlawful payment or benefit to any foreign or domestic government official or employee,
including of any government-owned or controlled entity or of a public international organization, or any person acting in an official capacity for or on
behalf of any of the foregoing, or any political party or party official or candidate for political office; (iii) violated or is in violation of any provision of
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, or any applicable law or regulation implementing the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery
of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions, or committed an offence under the Bribery Act 2010 of the United Kingdom or any
other applicable anti-bribery or anti-corruption law; or (iv) made, offered, agreed, requested or taken an act in furtherance of any unlawful bribe or other
unlawful benefit, including, without limitation, any rebate, payoff, influence payment, kickback or other unlawful or improper payment or benefit. The
Company and its subsidiaries have instituted, maintain and enforce, and will continue to maintain and enforce policies and procedures designed to
promote and ensure compliance with all applicable anti-bribery and anti-corruption laws.
(ee) Compliance with Anti-Money Laundering Laws. The operations of the Company and its subsidiaries are and have been conducted at all times
in compliance with applicable financial recordkeeping and reporting requirements, including those of the Currency and Foreign Transactions Reporting
Act of 1970, as amended, the applicable money laundering statutes of all jurisdictions where the Company or any of its subsidiaries conducts business,
the rules and regulations thereunder and any related or similar rules, regulations or guidelines issued, administered or enforced by any governmental
agency (collectively, the “Anti-Money Laundering Laws”) and no action, suit or proceeding by or before any court or governmental agency, authority
or body or any arbitrator involving the Company or any of its subsidiaries with respect to the Anti-Money Laundering Laws is pending or, to the
knowledge of the Company, threatened.
(ff) No Conflicts with Sanctions Laws. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries, nor to the knowledge of the Company, any director,
officer, employee, agent, affiliate or other person associated with or acting on behalf of the Company or any of its subsidiaries is currently the subject or
the target of any sanctions administered or enforced by the U.S. government, (including, without limitation, the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the
U.S. Department of the Treasury or the U.S. Department of State and including, without limitation, the designation as a “specially designated national”
or “blocked person”), the United Nations Security Council (“UNSC”), the European Union, Her Majesty’s Treasury or other relevant sanctions authority
(collectively, “Sanctions”), nor is the Company or any of its subsidiaries located, organized or resident in a country or territory that is the subject or
target of Sanctions, including, without limitation, Crimea, Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan and Syria (each, a “Sanctioned Country”); and the Company
will not directly or indirectly use the proceeds of the offering of the Shares hereunder, or lend, contribute or otherwise make available such proceeds to
any subsidiary, joint venture partner or other person or entity (i) to fund or facilitate any activities of or business with any person that, at the time of such
funding or facilitation, is the subject or target of Sanctions,
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(ii) to fund or facilitate any activities of or business in any Sanctioned Country or (iii) in any other manner that will result in a violation by any person
(including any person participating in the transaction, whether as underwriter, advisor, investor or otherwise) of Sanctions. For the past five years, the
Company and its subsidiaries have not knowingly engaged in and are not now knowingly engaged in any dealings or transactions with any person that at
the time of the dealing or transaction is or was the subject or the target of Sanctions or with any Sanctioned Country.
(gg) No Restrictions on Subsidiaries. Except as described in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, no subsidiary of the
Company is currently prohibited, directly or indirectly, under any agreement or other instrument to which it is a party or is subject, from paying any
dividends to the Company, from making any other distribution on such subsidiary’s capital stock or similar ownership interest, from repaying to the
Company any loans or advances to such subsidiary from the Company or from transferring any of such subsidiary’s properties or assets to the Company
or any other subsidiary of the Company.
(hh) No Broker’s Fees. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries is a party to any contract, agreement or understanding with any person
(other than this Agreement) that would give rise to a valid claim against any of them or the Agent for a brokerage commission, finder’s fee or like
payment in connection with the offering and sale of the Shares.
(ii) No Registration Rights. Except as described in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, to the extent that any person has
the right to require the Company or any of its subsidiaries to register any securities for sale under the Securities Act by reason of the filing of the
Registration Statement with the Commission or the issuance and sale of the Shares, those rights have been validly waived as of the date of this
Agreement with respect to such filing or issuance and sale of Shares pursuant to this Agreement.
(jj) No Stabilization. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries has taken, directly or indirectly, any action designed to or that would
reasonably be expected to cause or result in any stabilization or manipulation of the price of the Shares.
(kk) Margin Rules. Neither the issuance, sale and delivery of the Shares nor the application of the proceeds thereof by the Company as described
in each of the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information will violate Regulation T, U or X of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System or any other regulation of such Board of Governors.
(ll) Forward-Looking Statements. No forward-looking statement (within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 21E of the
Exchange Act) included in any of the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information has been made or reaffirmed without a reasonable basis
or has been disclosed other than in good faith.
(mm) Statistical and Market Data. Nothing has come to the attention of the Company that has caused the Company to believe that the statistical
and market-related data included in each of the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information is not based on or derived from sources that are
reliable and accurate in all material respects.
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(nn) Sarbanes-Oxley Act. There is and has been no failure on the part of the Company or any of the Company’s directors or officers, in their
capacities as such, to comply with any provision of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as amended and the rules and regulations promulgated in
connection therewith (the “Sarbanes-Oxley Act”), with which the Company is required to comply, including Section 402 related to loans.
(oo) Status under the Securities Act. At the time of filing the Registration Statement and any post-effective amendment thereto, at the earliest time
thereafter that the Company or any offering participant made a bona fide offer (within the meaning of Rule 164(h)(2) under the Securities Act) of the
Shares and at the date hereof, the Company was not and is not an “ineligible issuer,” as defined in Rule 405 under the Securities Act.
(pp) No Ratings. There are no debt securities or preferred stock issued or guaranteed by the Company or any of its subsidiaries that are rated by a
“nationally recognized statistical rating organization”, as such term is defined in Section 3(a)(62) under the Exchange Act.
(qq) Stamp Taxes. Except as disclosed in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, no stamp, registration, documentary,
issuance, transfer or other similar taxes or duties are payable by or on behalf of the Agent in Bermuda, the United Kingdom or the United States (each, a
“Relevant Taxing Jurisdiction”) in connection with (A) the execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement, (B) the creation, issuance and
delivery of the Shares in the manner contemplated by this Agreement and the Prospectus, or (C) the sale and delivery by the Agent of the Shares to the
initial purchasers thereof as contemplated herein and in the Prospectus.
(rr) No Immunity. Neither the Company nor any of its subsidiaries or their properties or assets has immunity under Bermuda, U.S. federal or New
York state law from any legal action, suit or proceeding, from the giving of any relief in any such legal action, suit or proceeding, from set-off or
counterclaim, from the jurisdiction of any Bermuda, U.S. federal or New York state court, from service of process, attachment upon or prior to
judgment, or attachment in aid of execution of judgment, or from execution of a judgment, or other legal process or proceeding for the giving of any
relief or for the enforcement of a judgment, in any such court with respect to their respective obligations, liabilities or any other matter under or arising
out of or in connection herewith; and, to the extent that the Company or any of its subsidiaries or any of its properties, assets or revenues may have or
may hereafter become entitled to any such right of immunity in any such court in which proceedings arising out of, or relating to the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement, may at any time be commenced, the Company has, pursuant to Section 16(e) of this Agreement, waived, and it will
waive, or will cause its subsidiaries to waive, such right to the extent permitted by law.
(ss) Enforcement of Foreign Judgments. Any final judgment for a fixed or determined sum of money rendered by any U.S. federal or New York
state court located in the State of New York having jurisdiction under its own laws in respect of any suit, action or proceeding against the Company
based upon this Agreement would be declared enforceable against the Company by the courts of Bermuda, without reconsideration or reexamination of
the merits.
(tt) Valid Choice of Law. The choice of laws of the State of New York as the governing law of this Agreement is a valid choice of law under the
laws of Bermuda and will be recognised and given effect to in any action brought before a court of competent jurisdiction in Bermuda, subject to the
restrictions described under the caption “Enforcement of Civil Liabilities Under
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United States Federal Securities Laws” in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information and except for those laws (i) which such court
considers to be procedural in nature; (ii) which are revenue or penal laws or (iii) the application of which would be inconsistent with public policy, as
such term is interpreted under the laws of Bermuda. The Company has the power to submit, and pursuant to Section 16(c) of this Agreement, has legally,
validly, effectively and irrevocably submitted, to the personal jurisdiction of each New York state and United States federal court sitting in the City of
New York and has validly and irrevocably waived any objection to the laying of venue of any suit, action or proceeding brought in such court.
(uu) Indemnification and Contribution. The indemnification and contribution provisions set forth in Section 7 hereof do not contravene Bermuda
law or public policy.
(vv) Dividends. Except as disclosed in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, no approvals are currently required in any
Relevant Taxing Jurisdiction in order for the Company to pay dividends or other distributions declared by the Company to the holders of Shares, and
dividends and other distributions declared and payable on the Shares will not be subject to income, withholding or other taxes under the laws and
regulations of any Relevant Taxing Jurisdiction.
(ww) Clinical Data and Regulatory Compliance. The preclinical tests and clinical trials, and other studies (collectively, “studies”) being
conducted by or, to the knowledge of the Company, for the Company, or that are described in, or the results of which are referred to in, the Registration
Statement and the Time of Sale Information were and, if still pending, are being conducted in all material respects in accordance with all applicable laws
and regulations, including, without limitation, the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and its implementing regulations at 21 C.F.R. Parts 50, 54, 56,
58, and 312, with the protocols, procedures and controls designed and approved for such studies and with standard medical and scientific research
procedures; each description of the results of such studies is accurate and complete in all material respects and fairly presents, in all material respects,
the data derived from such studies, and the Company and its subsidiaries have no knowledge of any other studies the results of which are inconsistent
with, or otherwise call into question, the results described or referred to in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information; the Company
and its subsidiaries have made all such filings and obtained all such permits as may be required by the Food and Drug Administration of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services or any committee thereof or from any other U.S. or foreign government or drug or medical device regulatory
agency, or health care facility Institutional Review Board (collectively, the “Regulatory Agencies”) for the conduct of its business as described in the
Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information, except where the failure to do so would not reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect; neither the Company nor its subsidiaries has received any notice of, or correspondence from, any Regulatory Agency requiring the termination,
suspension or material modification of any clinical trials currently being conducted or proposed to be conducted by or for the Company, that are
described or referred to in the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale Information; and the Company and its subsidiaries have each operated and
currently are in compliance in all material respects with all applicable rules, regulations and policies of the Regulatory Agencies.
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(xx) Compliance with Health Care Laws. The Company’s and its subsidiaries’ business practices have been structured in a manner reasonably
designed to comply with the state, federal and foreign health care laws applicable to the respective businesses of the Company and its subsidiaries, and
the Company and its subsidiaries are in compliance with all applicable Health Care Laws, except where the failure to do so would not reasonably be
expected to have a Material Adverse Effect. For purposes of this Agreement, “Health Care Laws” means: (i) the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
and the regulations promulgated thereunder; (ii) all applicable federal, state, local and all applicable foreign health care related fraud and abuse laws,
including, without limitation, the U.S. Anti-Kickback Statute (42 U.S.C. Section 1320a-7b(b)), the U.S. Physician Payments Sunshine Act (42 U.S.C. §
1320a-7h), the U.S. civil False Claims Act (31 U.S.C. Section 3729 et seq.), the criminal false claims law (42 U.S.C. § 1320a- 7b(a)), 18 U.S.C.
Sections 286 and 287, the health care fraud criminal provisions under the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”)
(42 U.S.C. Section 1320d et seq.), the exclusion laws (42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7) and the civil monetary penalties law (42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7a); (iii) HIPAA,
as amended by the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (42 U.S.C. Section 17921 et seq.), and the regulations
promulgated pursuant to such statutes; (iv) the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Public Law 111-148), as amended by the Health Care and
Education Reconciliation Act (Public Law 111-152); (v) Medicare (Title XVIII of the Social Security Act); (vi) Medicaid (Title XIX of the Social
Security Act); and (vii) any and all other applicable health care laws and regulations. Neither the Company nor, to the knowledge of the Company, its
subsidiaries has received written notice of any claim, action, suit, proceeding, hearing, enforcement, investigation, arbitration or other action from any
court or arbitrator or governmental or regulatory authority or third party alleging that any product operation or activity is in material violation of any
Health Care Laws, and, to the Company’s knowledge, no such claim, action, suit, proceeding, hearing, enforcement, investigation, arbitration or other
action is threatened. To the Company’s knowledge, neither the Company nor its subsidiaries have engaged in activities which are, as applicable, cause
for false claims liability, civil penalties, or mandatory or permissive exclusion from Medicare, Medicaid, or any other state health care program or
federal health care program. Neither the Company nor its subsidiaries is a party to or has any ongoing reporting obligations pursuant to any corporate
integrity agreements, deferred prosecution agreements, monitoring agreements, consent decrees, settlement orders, plans of correction or similar
agreements with or imposed by any governmental or regulatory authority. Additionally, none of the Company, its subsidiaries or any of their respective
employees, officers or directors has been excluded, suspended or debarred from participation in any U.S. federal health care program or human clinical
research or, to the knowledge of the Company, is subject to a governmental inquiry, investigation, proceeding, or other similar action that would
reasonably be expected to result in debarment, suspension, or exclusion.
(yy) Legality. The legality, validity, enforceability or admissibility into evidence of any of the Registration Statement and the Time of Sale
Information, this Agreement or the Shares in any jurisdiction in which the Company is organized or does business is not dependent upon such document
being submitted into, filed or recorded with any court or other authority in any such jurisdiction on or before the date hereof or that any tax, imposition
or charge be paid in any such jurisdiction on or in respect of any such document.
(zz) Legal Action. A holder of the Shares and the Agent are each entitled to sue as plaintiff in the court of the jurisdiction of formation and
domicile of the Company for the enforcement of their respective rights under this Agreement and the Shares and such access to such courts will not be
subject to any conditions which are not applicable to residents of such jurisdiction or a company incorporated in such jurisdiction except that plaintiffs
not residing in Bermuda may be required to guarantee payment of a possible order for payment of costs or damages at the request of the defendant.
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(aaa) Cybersecurity. The Company and its subsidiaries’ information technology assets and equipment, computers, systems, networks, hardware,
software, websites, applications, and databases (collectively, “IT Systems”) are adequate for, and operate and perform in all material respects as
required in connection with the operation of the business of the Company and its subsidiaries as currently conducted, free and clear of all material bugs,
errors, defects, Trojan horses, time bombs, malware and other corruptants. The Company and its subsidiaries have implemented and maintained
commercially reasonable physical, technical and administrative controls, policies, procedures, and safeguards to maintain and protect their material
confidential information and the integrity, continuous operation, redundancy and security of all IT Systems and data, including “Personal Data,” used in
connection with their businesses. “Personal Data” means (i) a natural person’s name, street address, telephone number, e-mail address, photograph,
social security number or tax identification number, driver’s license number, passport number, credit card number, bank information, or customer or
account number; (ii) any information which would qualify as “personally identifying information” under the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended; (iii) “personal data” as defined by GDPR (as defined below); (iv) any information which would qualify as “protected health information”
under HIPAA; and (v) any other piece of information that allows the identification of such natural person, or his or her family, or permits the collection
or analysis of any data related to an identified person’s health or sexual orientation. There have been no breaches, violations, outages or unauthorized
uses of or accesses to same, except for those that have been remedied without material cost or liability or the duty to notify any other person, nor any
incidents under internal review or investigations relating to the same. The Company and its subsidiaries are presently in material compliance with all
applicable laws or statutes and all judgments, orders, rules and regulations of any court or arbitrator or governmental or regulatory authority, internal
policies and contractual obligations relating to the privacy and security of IT Systems and Personal Data and to the protection of such IT Systems and
Personal Data from unauthorized use, access, misappropriation or modification.
(bbb) Compliance with Data Privacy Laws. The Company and its subsidiaries are, and at all prior times were, in material compliance with all
applicable state and federal data privacy and security laws and regulations, including without limitation HIPAA, and the Company and its subsidiaries
have taken commercially reasonable actions to prepare to comply with, and since May 25, 2018, have been and currently are in compliance with, the
European Union General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) (EU 2016/679) (collectively, the “Privacy Laws”). To ensure compliance with the
Privacy Laws, the Company and its subsidiaries have in place, comply with, and take appropriate steps reasonably designed to ensure compliance in all
material respects with their policies and procedures relating to data privacy and security and the collection, storage, use, disclosure, handling, and
analysis of Personal Data (the “Policies”). The Company and its subsidiaries have at all times made all disclosures to users or customers required by
applicable laws and regulatory rules or requirements, and none of such disclosures made or contained in any Policy have, to the knowledge of the
Company, been inaccurate or in violation of any applicable laws and regulatory rules or requirements in any material respect. The Company further
certifies that neither it nor any subsidiary: (i) has received notice of any actual or potential liability under or relating to, or actual or potential violation
of, any of the Privacy Laws, and has no knowledge
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of any event or condition that would reasonably be expected to result in any such notice; (ii) is currently conducting or paying for, in whole or in part,
any investigation, remediation, or other corrective action pursuant to any Privacy Law; or (iii) is a party to any order, decree, or agreement that imposes
any obligation or liability under any Privacy Law.
Any certificate signed by any officer or representative of the Company or any of its subsidiaries and delivered to the Agent or counsel for the
Agent in connection with an issuance of Shares shall be deemed a representation and warranty by the Company to the Agent as to the matters covered
thereby on the date of such certificate.
The Company acknowledges that the Agent and, for purposes of the opinions to be delivered pursuant to Section 4(o) hereof, counsel to the
Company and counsel to the Agent, will rely upon the accuracy and truthfulness of the foregoing representations and hereby consents to such reliance.
Section 3. ISSUANCE AND SALE OF COMMON SHARES
(a) Sale of Securities. On the basis of the representations, warranties and agreements herein contained, but subject to the terms and conditions
herein set forth, the Company and the Agent agree that the Company may from time to time seek to sell Shares through the Agent, acting as sales agent,
or directly to the Agent, acting as principal, as follows, with an aggregate Sales Price of up to the Maximum Program Amount, based on and in
accordance with Issuance Notices as the Company may deliver, during the Agency Period.
(b) Mechanics of Issuances.
(i) Issuance Notice. Upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth herein, on any Trading Day during the Agency Period on which the
conditions set forth in Section 5(a) and Section 5(b) shall have been satisfied, the Company may exercise its right to request an issuance of Shares by
delivering to the Agent an Issuance Notice; provided, however, that (A) in no event may the Company deliver an Issuance Notice to the extent that the
sum of (x) the aggregate Sales Price of the requested Issuance Amount, plus (y) the aggregate Sales Price of all Shares issued under all previous
Issuance Notices effected pursuant to this Agreement, would exceed the Maximum Program Amount; and (B) prior to delivery of any Issuance Notice,
the period set forth for any previous Issuance Notice shall have expired or been terminated. An Issuance Notice shall be considered delivered on the
Trading Day that it is received by e-mail to the persons set forth in Schedule A hereto and confirmed by the Company by telephone (including a
voicemail message to the persons so identified), with the understanding that, with adequate prior written notice, the Agent may modify the list of such
persons from time to time.
(ii) Agent Efforts. Upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Agreement, upon the receipt of an Issuance Notice, the Agent will
use its commercially reasonable efforts consistent with its normal sales and trading practices to place the Shares with respect to which the Agent has
agreed to act as sales agent, subject to, and in accordance with the information specified in, the Issuance Notice, unless the sale of the Shares described
therein has been suspended, cancelled or otherwise terminated in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, the parties to
this Agreement may modify an Issuance Notice at any time provided they both agree in writing to any such modification.
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(iii) Method of Offer and Sale. The Shares may be offered and sold (A) in privately negotiated transactions with the consent of the Company;
(B) as block transactions; or (C) by any other method permitted by law deemed to be an “at the market offering” as defined in Rule 415(a)(4) under the
Securities Act, including sales made directly on the Principal Market or sales made into any other existing trading market of the Common Shares.
Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to require either party to agree to the method of offer and sale specified in the preceding sentence, and
(except as specified in clauses (A) and (B) above) the method of placement of any Shares by the Agent shall be at the Agent’s discretion.
(iv) Confirmation to the Company. If acting as sales agent hereunder, the Agent will provide written confirmation to the Company no later than
the opening of the Trading Day next following the Trading Day on which it has placed Shares hereunder setting forth the number of shares sold on such
Trading Day, the corresponding Sales Price and the Issuance Price payable to the Company in respect thereof.
(v) Settlement. Each issuance of Shares will be settled on the applicable Settlement Date for such issuance of Shares and, subject to the provisions
of Section 5, on or before each Settlement Date, the Company will, or will cause its transfer agent to, electronically transfer the Shares being sold by
crediting the Agent’s or its designee’s account at The Depository Trust Company through its Deposit/Withdrawal At Custodian (DWAC) System, or by
such other means of delivery as may be mutually agreed upon by the parties hereto and, upon receipt of such Shares, which in all cases shall be freely
tradable, transferable, registered shares in good deliverable form, the Agent will deliver, by wire transfer of immediately available funds, the related
Issuance Price in same day funds delivered to an account designated by the Company prior to the Settlement Date. The Company may sell Shares to the
Agent as principal at a price agreed upon at each relevant time Shares are sold pursuant to this Agreement (each, a “Time of Sale”).
(vi) Suspension or Termination of Sales. Consistent with standard market settlement practices, the Company or the Agent may, upon notice to the
other party hereto in writing or by telephone (confirmed immediately by verifiable email), suspend any sale of Shares, and the period set forth in an
Issuance Notice shall immediately terminate; provided, however, that (A) such suspension and termination shall not affect or impair either party’s
obligations with respect to any Shares placed or sold hereunder prior to the receipt of such notice; (B) if the Company suspends or terminates any sale of
Shares after the Agent confirms such sale to the Company, the Company shall still be obligated to comply with Section 3(b)(v) with respect to such
Shares; and (C) if the Company defaults in its obligation to deliver Shares on a Settlement Date, the Company agrees that it will hold the Agent
harmless against any loss, claim, damage or expense (including, without limitation, penalties, interest and reasonable legal fees and expenses), as
incurred, arising out of or in connection with such default by the Company. The parties hereto acknowledge and agree that, in performing its obligations
under this Agreement, the Agent may borrow Common Shares from stock lenders in the event that the Company has not delivered Shares to settle sales
as required by subsection (v) above, and may use the Shares to settle or close out such borrowings. The Company agrees that no such notice shall be
effective against the Agent unless it is made to the persons identified in writing by the Agent pursuant to Section 3(b)(i).
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(vii) No Guarantee of Placement, Etc. The Company acknowledges and agrees that (A) there can be no assurance that the Agent will be successful
in placing Shares; (B) the Agent will incur no liability or obligation to the Company or any other Person if it does not sell Shares; and (C) the Agent
shall be under no obligation to purchase Shares on a principal basis pursuant to this Agreement, except as otherwise specifically agreed by the Agent
and the Company.
(viii) Material Non-Public Information. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Company and the Agent agree that the
Company shall not deliver any Issuance Notice to the Agent, and the Agent shall not be obligated to place any Shares, during any period in which the
Company is in possession of material non-public information.
(c) Fees. As compensation for services rendered, the Company shall pay to the Agent, on the applicable Settlement Date, the Selling Commission
for the applicable Issuance Amount (including with respect to any suspended or terminated sale pursuant to Section 3(b)(vi)) by the Agent deducting the
Selling Commission from the applicable Issuance Amount.
(d) Expenses. The Company agrees to pay all costs, fees and expenses incurred in connection with the performance of its obligations hereunder
and in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby, including without limitation (i) all expenses incident to the issuance and delivery of the
Shares (including all printing and engraving costs); (ii) all fees and expenses of the registrar and transfer agent of the Shares; (iii) all necessary issue,
transfer and other stamp taxes in connection with the issuance and sale of the Shares; (iv) all fees and expenses of the Company’s counsel, independent
public or certified public accountants and other advisors; (v) all costs and expenses incurred in connection with the preparation, printing, filing, shipping
and distribution of the Registration Statement (including financial statements, exhibits, schedules, consents and certificates of experts), the Prospectus,
any Free Writing Prospectus prepared by or on behalf of, used by, or referred to by the Company, and all amendments and supplements thereto, and this
Agreement; (vi) all filing fees, attorneys’ fees and expenses incurred by the Company or the Agent in connection with qualifying or registering (or
obtaining exemptions from the qualification or registration of) all or any part of the Shares for offer and sale under the state securities or blue sky laws
or the provincial securities laws of Canada, and, if requested by the Agent, preparing and printing a “Blue Sky Survey” or memorandum and a
“Canadian wrapper,” and any supplements thereto, advising the Agent of such qualifications, registrations, determinations and exemptions; (vii) the
reasonable fees and disbursements of the Agent’s counsel, including the reasonable fees and expenses of counsel for the Agent in connection with,
FINRA review, if any, and approval of the Agent’s participation in the offering and distribution of the Shares; (viii) the filing fees incident to FINRA
review, if any; (ix) the costs and expenses of the Company relating to investor presentations on any “road show” undertaken in connection with the
marketing of the offering of the Shares, including, without limitation, expenses associated with the preparation or dissemination of any electronic road
show, expenses associated with the production of road show slides and graphics, fees and expenses of any consultants engaged in connection with the
road show presentations with the prior approval of the Company, travel and lodging expenses of the representatives, employees and officers of the
Company and of the Agent and any such consultants, and the cost of any aircraft chartered in connection with the road show; and (x) the fees and
expenses associated with listing the Shares on the Principal Market. The fees and disbursements of Agent’s counsel pursuant to subsections (vi) and (vii)
above shall not exceed (A) $50,000 in connection with the first Issuance Notice and (B) $15,000 in connection with each Triggering Event Date (as
defined below) on which the Company is required to provide a certificate pursuant to Section 4(o).
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Section 4. ADDITIONAL COVENANTS
The Company covenants and agrees with the Agent as follows, in addition to any other covenants and agreements made elsewhere in this
Agreement:
(a) Exchange Act Compliance. During the Agency Period, the Company shall (i) file, on a timely basis, with the Commission all reports and
documents required to be filed under Section 13, 14 or 15 of the Exchange Act in the manner and within the time periods required by the Exchange Act;
and (ii) either (A) include in its quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its annual reports on Form 10-K, a summary detailing, for the relevant reporting
period, (1) the number of Shares sold through the Agent pursuant to this Agreement and (2) the net proceeds received by the Company from such sales
or, in the Company’s sole discretion, (B) prepare a prospectus supplement containing, or include in such other filing permitted by the Securities Act or
Exchange Act (each an “Interim Prospectus Supplement”), such summary information and, at least once a quarter and subject to this Section 4, file
such Interim Prospectus Supplement pursuant to Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act (and within the time periods required by Rule 424(b) and Rule
430B under the Securities Act).
(b) Securities Act Compliance. After the date of this Agreement, the Company shall promptly advise the Agent in writing (i) of the receipt of any
comments of, or requests for additional or supplemental information from, the Commission; (ii) of the time and date of any filing of any post-effective
amendment to the Registration Statement, any Rule 462(b) Registration Statement or any amendment or supplement to the Prospectus, or any Free
Writing Prospectus; (iii) of the time and date that any post-effective amendment to the Registration Statement or any Rule 462(b) Registration Statement
becomes effective; and (iv) of the issuance by the Commission of any stop order suspending the effectiveness of the Registration Statement or any posteffective amendment thereto, any Rule 462(b) Registration Statement or any amendment or supplement to the Prospectus or of any order preventing or
suspending the use of any Free Writing Prospectus or the Prospectus, or of any proceedings to remove, suspend or terminate from listing or quotation the
Common Shares from any securities exchange upon which they are listed for trading or included or designated for quotation, or of the threatening or
initiation of any proceedings for any of such purposes. If the Commission shall enter any such stop order at any time, the Company will use its
reasonable best efforts to obtain the lifting of such order at the earliest possible moment. Additionally, the Company agrees that it shall comply with the
provisions of Rule 424(b) and Rule 433, as applicable, under the Securities Act and will use its reasonable efforts to confirm that any filings made by the
Company under such Rule 424(b) or Rule 433 were received in a timely manner by the Commission.
(c) Amendments and Supplements to the Prospectus and Other Securities Act Matters. If any event shall occur or condition exist as a result of
which it is necessary to amend or supplement the Prospectus so that the Prospectus does not include an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to
state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances when the Prospectus is delivered to a purchaser,
not misleading, or if in the opinion of the Agent or counsel for the Agent it is otherwise necessary to amend or supplement the Prospectus to comply
with applicable law, including the Securities Act, the Company agrees (subject to Section 4(d) and 4(f)) to promptly prepare, file with the Commission
and furnish at its own expense to the Agent, amendments or supplements to the Prospectus so that the statements in
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the Prospectus as so amended or supplemented will not include an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary in order
to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances when the Prospectus is delivered to a purchaser, be misleading or so that the Prospectus,
as amended or supplemented, will comply with applicable law including the Securities Act. Neither the Agent’s consent to, or delivery of, any such
amendment or supplement shall constitute a waiver of any of the Company’s obligations under Sections 4(d) and 4(f). Notwithstanding the foregoing,
the Company shall not be required to file such amendment or supplement if there is no pending Issuance Notice and the Company believes that it is in
its best interest not to file such amendment or supplement.
(d) Agent’s Review of Proposed Amendments and Supplements. Prior to amending or supplementing the Registration Statement (including any
registration statement filed under Rule 462(b) under the Securities Act) or the Prospectus (excluding any amendment or supplement through
incorporation of any report filed under the Exchange Act), the Company shall furnish to the Agent for review, a reasonable amount of time prior to the
proposed time of filing or use thereof, a copy of each such proposed amendment or supplement, insofar as such proposed amendment or supplement
relates to the transactions contemplated hereby, and the Company shall not file or use any such proposed amendment or supplement without the Agent’s
prior consent, and the Company shall file with the Commission within the applicable period specified in Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act any
prospectus required to be filed pursuant to such Rule.
(e) Use of Free Writing Prospectus. Neither the Company nor the Agent has prepared, used, referred to or distributed, or will prepare, use, refer to
or distribute, without the other party’s prior written consent, any “written communication” that constitutes a “free writing prospectus” as such terms are
defined in Rule 405 under the Securities Act with respect to the offering contemplated by this Agreement (any such free writing prospectus being
referred to herein as a “Free Writing Prospectus”).
(f) Free Writing Prospectuses. The Company shall furnish to the Agent for review, a reasonable amount of time prior to the proposed time of filing
or use thereof, a copy of each proposed Free Writing Prospectus or any amendment or supplement thereto to be prepared by or on behalf of, used by, or
referred to by the Company and the Company shall not file, use or refer to any proposed Free Writing Prospectus or any amendment or supplement
thereto without the Agent’s consent. The Company shall furnish to the Agent, without charge, as many copies of any Free Writing Prospectus prepared
by or on behalf of, or used by the Company, as the Agent may reasonably request. If at any time when a prospectus is required by the Securities Act
(including, without limitation, pursuant to Rule 173(d)) to be delivered in connection with sales of the Shares (but in any event if at any time through
and including the date of this Agreement) there occurred or occurs an event or development as a result of which any Free Writing Prospectus prepared
by or on behalf of, used by, or referred to by the Company conflicted or would conflict with the information contained in the Registration Statement or
included or would include an untrue statement of a material fact or omitted or would omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the
statements therein, in the light of the circumstances prevailing at that subsequent time, not misleading, the Company shall promptly amend or
supplement such Free Writing Prospectus to eliminate or correct such conflict or so that the statements in such Free Writing Prospectus as so amended
or supplemented will not include an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements therein,
in the light of the circumstances
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prevailing at such subsequent time, not misleading, as the case may be; provided, however, that prior to amending or supplementing any such Free
Writing Prospectus, the Company shall furnish to the Agent for review, a reasonable amount of time prior to the proposed time of filing or use thereof, a
copy of such proposed amended or supplemented Free Writing Prospectus and the Company shall not file, use or refer to any such amended or
supplemented Free Writing Prospectus without the Agent’s consent, not to be unreasonably withheld.
(g) Filing of Agent Free Writing Prospectuses. The Company shall not take any action that would result in the Agent or the Company being
required to file with the Commission pursuant to Rule 433(d) under the Securities Act a Free Writing Prospectus prepared by or on behalf of the Agent
that the Agent otherwise would not have been required to file thereunder.
(h) Copies of Registration Statement and Prospectus. After the date of this Agreement through the last time that a prospectus is required by the
Securities Act (including, without limitation, pursuant to Rule 173(d)) to be delivered in connection with sales of the Shares, the Company agrees to
furnish the Agent with copies (which may be electronic copies) of the Registration Statement and each amendment thereto, and with copies of the
Prospectus and each amendment or supplement thereto in the form in which it is filed with the Commission pursuant to the Securities Act or
Rule 424(b) under the Securities Act, both in such quantities as the Agent may reasonably request from time to time; and, if the delivery of a prospectus
is required under the Securities Act or under the blue sky or securities laws of any jurisdiction at any time on or prior to the applicable Settlement Date
for any period set forth in an Issuance Notice in connection with the offering or sale of the Shares and if at such time any event has occurred as a result
of which the Prospectus as then amended or supplemented would include an untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact
necessary in order to make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made when such Prospectus is delivered, not
misleading, or, if for any other reason it is necessary during such same period to amend or supplement the Prospectus or to file under the Exchange Act
any document incorporated by reference in the Prospectus in order to comply with the Securities Act or the Exchange Act, to notify the Agent and to
request that the Agent suspend offers to sell Shares (and, if so notified, the Agent shall cease such offers as soon as practicable); and if the Company
decides to amend or supplement the Registration Statement or the Prospectus as then amended or supplemented, to advise the Agent promptly by
telephone (with confirmation in writing) and to prepare and cause to be filed promptly with the Commission an amendment or supplement to the
Registration Statement or the Prospectus as then amended or supplemented that will correct such statement or omission or effect such compliance;
provided, however, that if during such same period the Agent is required to deliver a prospectus in respect of transactions in the Shares, the Company
shall promptly prepare and file with the Commission such an amendment or supplement.
(i) Blue Sky Compliance. The Company shall cooperate with the Agent and counsel for the Agent to qualify or register the Shares for sale under
(or obtain exemptions from the application of) the state securities or blue sky laws or Canadian provincial securities laws of those jurisdictions
designated by the Agent, shall comply with such laws and shall continue such qualifications, registrations and exemptions in effect so long as required
for the distribution of the Shares. The Company shall not be required to qualify as a foreign corporation or to take any action that would subject it to
general service of process in any such jurisdiction where it is not presently qualified or where it would be subject to taxation as a foreign corporation.
The Company will
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advise the Agent promptly of the suspension of the qualification or registration of (or any such exemption relating to) the Shares for offering, sale or
trading in any jurisdiction or any initiation or threat of any proceeding for any such purpose, and in the event of the issuance of any order suspending
such qualification, registration or exemption, the Company shall use its reasonable best efforts to obtain the withdrawal thereof at the earliest possible
moment.
(j) Earnings Statement. As soon as practicable, the Company will make generally available to its security holders and to the Agent an earnings
statement (which need not be audited) covering a period of at least twelve months beginning with the first fiscal quarter of the Company occurring after
the date of this Agreement which shall satisfy the provisions of Section 11(a) of the Securities Act and Rule 158 under the Securities Act.
(k) Listing; Reservation of Shares. (a) The Company will maintain the listing of the Shares on the Principal Market; and (b) the Company will
reserve and keep available at all times, free of preemptive rights, Shares for the purpose of enabling the Company to satisfy its obligations under this
Agreement.
(l) Transfer Agent. The Company shall engage and maintain, at its expense, a registrar and transfer agent for the Shares.
(m) Due Diligence. During the term of this Agreement, the Company will reasonably cooperate with any reasonable due diligence review
conducted by the Agent in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby, including, without limitation, providing information and making
available documents and senior corporate officers, during normal business hours and at the Company’s principal offices, as the Agent may reasonably
request from time to time.
(n) Representations and Warranties. The Company acknowledges that each delivery of an Issuance Notice and each delivery of Shares on a
Settlement Date shall be deemed to be (i) an affirmation to the Agent that the representations and warranties of the Company contained in or made
pursuant to this Agreement are true and correct as of the date of such Issuance Notice or of such Settlement Date, as the case may be, as though made at
and as of each such date, except as may be disclosed in the Prospectus (including any documents incorporated by reference therein and any supplements
thereto); and (ii) an undertaking that the Company will advise the Agent if any of such representations and warranties will not be true and correct as of
the Settlement Date for the Shares relating to such Issuance Notice, as though made at and as of each such date (except that such representations and
warranties shall be deemed to relate to the Registration Statement and the Prospectus as amended and supplemented relating to such Shares).
(o) Deliverables at Triggering Event Dates; Certificates. The Company agrees that on or prior to the date of the first Issuance Notice and, during
the term of this Agreement after the date of the first Issuance Notice, upon:
(A) the filing of the Prospectus or the amendment or supplement of any Registration Statement or Prospectus (other than a prospectus
supplement relating solely to an offering of securities other than the Shares or a prospectus filed pursuant to Section 4(a)(ii)(B)), by means of a posteffective amendment, sticker or supplement, but not by means of incorporation of documents by reference into the Registration Statement or Prospectus;
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(B) the filing with the Commission of an annual report on Form 10-K or a quarterly report on Form 10-Q (including any Form 10-K/A or
Form 10-Q/A containing amended financial information or a material amendment to the previously filed annual report on Form 10-K or quarterly report
on Form 10-Q), in each case, of the Company; or
(C) the filing with the Commission of a current report on Form 8-K of the Company containing amended financial information (other than
information “furnished” pursuant to Item 2.02 or 7.01 of Form 8-K or to provide disclosure pursuant to Item 8.01 of Form 8-K relating to
reclassification of certain properties as discontinued operations in accordance with Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 144) that is
material to the offering of securities of the Company in the Agent’s reasonable discretion;
(any such event, a “Triggering Event Date”), the Company shall furnish the Agent (but in the case of clause (C) above only if the Agent reasonably
determines that the information contained in such current report on Form 8-K of the Company is material) with a certificate as of the Triggering Event
Date, in the form and substance satisfactory to the Agent and its counsel, substantially similar to the form previously provided to the Agent and its
counsel, modified, as necessary, to relate to the Registration Statement and the Prospectus as amended or supplemented, (A) confirming that the
representations and warranties of the Company contained in this Agreement are true and correct, (B) that the Company has performed all of its
obligations hereunder to be performed on or prior to the date of such certificate and as to the matters set forth in Section 5(a)(iii) hereof, and
(C) containing any other certification that the Agent shall reasonably request. The requirement to provide a certificate under this Section 4(o) shall be
waived for any Triggering Event Date occurring at a time when no Issuance Notice is pending or a suspension is in effect, which waiver shall continue
until the earlier to occur of the date the Company delivers instructions for the sale of Shares hereunder (which for such calendar quarter shall be
considered a Triggering Event Date) and the next occurring Triggering Event Date. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Company subsequently decides
to sell Shares following a Triggering Event Date when a suspension was in effect and did not provide the Agent with a certificate under this
Section 4(o), then before the Company delivers the instructions for the sale of Shares or the Agent sells any Shares pursuant to such instructions, the
Company shall provide the Agent with a certificate in conformity with this Section 4(o) dated as of the date that the instructions for the sale of Shares
are issued.
(p) Legal Opinions.
(i) Opinions of Counsel for Company. On or prior to the date of the first Issuance Notice and on or prior to each Triggering Event Date
with respect to which the Company is obligated to deliver a certificate pursuant to Section 4(o) for which no waiver is applicable and excluding the date
of this Agreement, the Company shall cause to be furnished to the Agent a written legal opinion of Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited, Bermuda counsel
for the Company, and negative assurances letter and the written legal opinion of Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP, counsel to the Company and Sterne,
Kessler, Goldstein & Fox P.L.L.C., intellectual property counsel to the Company (together with Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited, the “Company’s
Counsels”), each dated the date of delivery, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to Agent and its counsel, substantially similar to the form
previously provided to the Agent and its counsel, modified, as
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necessary, to relate to the Registration Statement and the Prospectus as then amended or supplemented; provided, however, that each of the Company’s
Counsels shall be required to furnish no more than one opinion hereunder per each filing by the Company with the Commission of an annual report on
Form 10-K or a quarterly report on Form 10-Q. In lieu of such opinions for subsequent periodic filings, in the discretion of the Agent, the Company may
furnish a reliance letter from such counsel to the Agent, permitting the Agent to rely on a previously delivered opinion letter, modified as appropriate for
any passage of time or Triggering Event Date (except that statements in such prior opinion shall be deemed to relate to the Registration Statement and
the Prospectus as amended or supplemented as of such Triggering Event Date).
(ii) Opinion of Counsel for Agent. On or prior to the date of the first Issuance Notice and on or prior to each Triggering Event Date with
respect to which the Company is obligated to deliver a certificate pursuant to Section 4(o) for which no waiver is applicable and excluding the date of
this Agreement, the Agent shall cause to be furnished to the Agent a negative assurances letter of Latham & Watkins LLP, counsel to the Agent, dated
the date of delivery, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to Agent, substantially similar to the form previously provided to the Agent,
modified, as necessary, to relate to the Registration Statement and the Prospectus as then amended or supplemented; provided, however, the Agent’s
counsel shall be required to furnish no more than one negative assurances letter hereunder per calendar quarter.
(q) Comfort Letter. On or prior to the date of the first Issuance Notice and on or prior to each Triggering Event Date with respect to which the
Company is obligated to deliver a certificate pursuant to Section 4(o) for which no waiver is applicable and excluding the date of this Agreement, the
Company shall cause Ernst & Young LLP, the independent registered public accounting firm who has audited the financial statements included or
incorporated by reference in the Registration Statement, to furnish the Agent a comfort letter, dated the date of delivery, in form and substance
reasonably satisfactory to the Agent and its counsel, substantially similar to the form previously provided to the Agent and its counsel; provided,
however, that any such comfort letter will only be required on the Triggering Event Date specified to the extent that it contains financial statements filed
with the Commission under the Exchange Act and incorporated or deemed to be incorporated by reference into a Prospectus. If requested by the Agent,
the Company shall also cause a comfort letter to be furnished to the Agent within ten (10) Trading Days of the date of occurrence of any material
transaction or event requiring the filing of a current report on Form 8-K containing material amended financial information of the Company, including
the restatement of the Company’s financial statements. The Company shall be required to furnish no more than one comfort letter hereunder per
calendar quarter.
(r) Secretary’s Certificate. On or prior to the date of the first Issuance Notice and on or prior to each Triggering Event Date, the Company shall
furnish the Agent a certificate executed by the Secretary of the Company, signing in such capacity, dated the date of delivery (i) certifying that attached
thereto are true and complete copies of the resolutions duly adopted by the Board of Directors of the Company authorizing the execution and delivery of
this Agreement and the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby (including, without limitation, the issuance of the Shares pursuant to this
Agreement), which authorization shall be in full force and effect on and as of the date of such certificate, (ii) certifying and attesting to the office,
incumbency, due authority and specimen signatures of each Person who executed this Agreement for or on behalf of the Company, and (iii) containing
any other certification that the Agent shall reasonably request.
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(s) Agent’s Own Account; Clients’ Account. The Company consents to the Agent trading, in compliance with applicable law, in the Common
Shares for the Agent’s own account and for the account of its clients at the same time as sales of the Shares occur pursuant to this Agreement.
(t) Investment Limitation. The Company shall not invest, or otherwise use the proceeds received by the Company from its sale of the Shares in
such a manner as would require the Company or any of its subsidiaries to register as an investment company under the Investment Company Act.
(u) Market Activities. The Company will not take, directly or indirectly, any action designed to or that might be reasonably expected to cause or
result in stabilization or manipulation of the price of the Shares or any other reference security, whether to facilitate the sale or resale of the Shares or
otherwise, and the Company will, and shall cause each of its affiliates to, comply with all applicable provisions of Regulation M under the Exchange Act
(“Regulation M”). If the limitations of Rule 102 of Regulation M (“Rule 102”) do not apply with respect to the Shares or any other reference security
pursuant to any exception set forth in Section (d) of Rule 102, then promptly upon notice from the Agent (or, if later, at the time stated in the notice), the
Company will, and shall cause each of its affiliates to, comply with Rule 102 as though such exception were not available but the other provisions of
Rule 102 (as interpreted by the Commission) did apply. The Company shall promptly notify the Agent if it no longer meets the requirements set forth in
Section (d) of Rule 102.
(v) Notice of Other Sale. Without the written consent of the Agent, the Company will not, directly or indirectly, offer to sell, sell, contract to sell,
grant any option to sell or otherwise dispose of any Common Shares or securities convertible into or exchangeable for Common Shares (other than
Shares hereunder), warrants or any rights to purchase or acquire Common Shares, during the period beginning on the third Trading Day immediately
prior to the date on which any Issuance Notice is delivered to the Agent hereunder and ending on the third Trading Day immediately following the
Settlement Date with respect to Shares sold pursuant to such Issuance Notice; and will not directly or indirectly enter in any other “at the market” or
continuous equity transaction offer to sell, sell, contract to sell, grant any option to sell or otherwise dispose of any Common Shares (other than the
Shares offered pursuant to this Agreement) or securities convertible into or exchangeable for Common Shares, warrants or any rights to purchase or
acquire, Common Shares prior to the termination of this Agreement; provided, however, that such restrictions will not be required in connection with the
Company’s (i) issuance or sale of Common Shares, options to purchase Common Shares or Common Shares issuable upon the exercise of options or
other equity awards pursuant to any employee or director share option, incentive or benefit plan, share purchase or ownership plan, long-term incentive
plan, dividend reinvestment plan, inducement award under the rules of the Principal Market or other compensation plan of the Company or its
subsidiaries, as in effect on the date of this Agreement, (ii) issuance or sale of Common Shares issuable upon exchange, conversion or redemption of
securities or the exercise or vesting of warrants, options or other equity awards outstanding at the date of this Agreement, (iii) issuance or sale of
Common Shares or securities convertible into or exchangeable for Common Shares as consideration for mergers, acquisitions, other business
combinations, joint ventures or strategic alliances (each a “Business Transaction”) occurring after the date of this Agreement which are not used for
capital raising purposes; provided, that the aggregate number of Common
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Shares issued, or issuable pursuant to the conversion or exchange of securities convertible into or exchangeable for Common Shares, in connection with
such Business Transaction does not exceed 10% of the aggregate number of Common Shares outstanding immediately prior to such Business
Transaction or (iv) modification of any outstanding options, warrants or any rights to purchase or acquire Common Shares.
Section 5. CONDITIONS TO DELIVERY OF ISSUANCE NOTICES AND TO SETTLEMENT
(a) Conditions Precedent to the Right of the Company to Deliver an Issuance Notice and the Obligation of the Agent to Sell Shares. The right of
the Company to deliver an Issuance Notice hereunder is subject to the satisfaction, on the date of delivery of such Issuance Notice, and the obligation of
the Agent to use its commercially reasonable efforts to place Shares during the applicable period set forth in the Issuance Notice is subject to the
satisfaction, on each Trading Day during the applicable period set forth in the Issuance Notice, of each of the following conditions:
(i)

Accuracy of the Company’s Representations and Warranties; Performance by the Company. The Company shall have delivered the
certificate required to be delivered pursuant to Section 4(o) on or before the date on which delivery of such certificate is required pursuant
to Section 4(o). The Company shall have performed, satisfied and complied with all covenants, agreements and conditions required by this
Agreement to be performed, satisfied or complied with by the Company at or prior to such date, including, but not limited to, the covenants
contained in Section 4(m), Section 4(q) and Section 4(r).

(ii)

No Injunction. No statute, rule, regulation, executive order, decree, ruling or injunction shall have been enacted, entered, promulgated or
endorsed by any court or governmental authority of competent jurisdiction or any self-regulatory organization having authority over the
matters contemplated hereby that prohibits or directly and materially adversely affects any of the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement, and no proceeding shall have been commenced that may have the effect of prohibiting or materially adversely affecting any of
the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.

(iii)

Material Adverse Effect. Except as disclosed in the Prospectus and the Time of Sale Information, (a) in the judgment of the Agent there
shall not have occurred any Material Adverse Effect; and (b) there shall not have occurred any downgrading, nor shall any notice have
been given of any intended or potential downgrading or of any review for a possible change that does not indicate the direction of the
possible change, in the rating accorded any securities of the Company or any of its subsidiaries by any “nationally recognized statistical
rating organization” as such term is defined for purposes of Section 3(a)(62) of the Exchange Act.
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(iv)

No Suspension of Trading in or Delisting of Common Shares; Other Events. The trading of the Common Shares (including without
limitation the Shares) shall not have been suspended by the Commission, the Principal Market or FINRA and the Common Shares
(including without limitation the Shares) shall have been approved for listing or quotation on and shall not have been delisted from the
Nasdaq Stock Market, the New York Stock Exchange or any of their constituent markets. There shall not have occurred (and be continuing
in the case of occurrences under clauses (i) and (ii) below) any of the following: (i) trading or quotation in any of the Company’s securities
shall have been suspended or limited by the Commission or by the Principal Market or trading in securities generally on either the
Principal Market shall have been suspended or limited, or minimum or maximum prices shall have been generally established on any of
such stock exchanges by the Commission or the FINRA; (ii) a general banking moratorium shall have been declared by any of federal or
New York, authorities; or (iii) there shall have occurred any outbreak or escalation of national or international hostilities or any crisis or
calamity, or any change in the United States or international financial markets, or any substantial change or development involving a
prospective substantial change in United States’ or international political, financial or economic conditions, as in the judgment of the
Agent is material and adverse and makes it impracticable to market the Shares in the manner and on the terms described in the Prospectus
or to enforce contracts for the sale of securities.

(b) Documents Required to be Delivered on each Issuance Notice Date. The Agent’s obligation to use its commercially reasonable efforts to place
Shares hereunder shall additionally be conditioned upon the delivery to the Agent on or before the Issuance Notice Date of a certificate in form and
substance reasonably satisfactory to the Agent, executed by the Chief Executive Officer, President or Chief Financial Officer of the Company, to the
effect that all conditions to the delivery of such Issuance Notice shall have been satisfied as at the date of such certificate (which certificate shall not be
required if the foregoing representations shall be set forth in the Issuance Notice).
(c) No Misstatement or Material Omission. Agent shall not have advised the Company that the Registration Statement, the Prospectus or the
Times of Sales Information, or any amendment or supplement thereto, contains an untrue statement of fact that in the Agent’s reasonable opinion is
material, or omits to state a fact that in the Agent’s reasonable opinion is material and is required to be stated therein or is necessary to make the
statements therein not misleading.
Section 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND CONTRIBUTION
(a) Indemnification of the Agent. The Company agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Agent, its officers and employees, and each person, if
any, who controls the Agent within the meaning of the Securities Act or the Exchange Act against any loss, claim, damage, liability or expense, as
incurred, to which the Agent or such officer, employee or controlling person may become subject, under the Securities Act, the Exchange Act, other
federal or state statutory law or regulation, or the laws or regulations of foreign jurisdictions where Shares have been offered or sold or at common law
or otherwise (including in settlement of any litigation), insofar as such loss, claim, damage, liability or expense (or actions in respect thereof as
contemplated below) arises out of or is based upon: (i) any untrue statement or alleged untrue statement of a material fact contained in the Registration
Statement, or any amendment thereto, including any information
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deemed to be a part thereof pursuant to Rule 430B under the Securities Act, or the omission or alleged omission therefrom of a material fact required to
be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading; (ii) any untrue statement or alleged untrue statement of a material fact
contained in any Free Writing Prospectus that the Company has used, referred to or filed, or is required to file, pursuant to Rule 433(d) of the Securities
Act or the Prospectus (or any amendment or supplement thereto), or the omission or alleged omission therefrom of a material fact necessary in order to
make the statements therein, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; or (iii) any act or failure to act or any alleged
act or failure to act by the Agent in connection with, or relating in any manner to, the Common Shares or the offering contemplated hereby, and which is
included as part of or referred to in any loss, claim, damage, liability or action arising out of or based upon any matter covered by clause (i) or (ii) above,
provided that the Company shall not be liable under this clause (iii) to the extent that a court of competent jurisdiction shall have determined by a final
judgment that such loss, claim, damage, liability or action resulted directly from any such acts or failures to act undertaken or omitted to be taken by the
Agent through its bad faith or willful misconduct, and to reimburse the Agent and each such officer, employee and controlling person for any and all
documented expenses (including the reasonable fees and disbursements of counsel chosen by the Agent) as such expenses are reasonably incurred by the
Agent or such officer, employee or controlling person in connection with investigating, defending, settling, compromising or paying any such loss,
claim, damage, liability, expense or action; provided, however, that the foregoing indemnity agreement shall not apply to any loss, claim, damage,
liability or expense to the extent, but only to the extent, arising out of or based upon any untrue statement or alleged untrue statement or omission or
alleged omission made in reliance upon and in conformity with written information furnished to the Company by the Agent expressly for use in the
Registration Statement, any such Free Writing Prospectus or the Prospectus (or any amendment or supplement thereto), it being understood and agreed
that the only such information furnished by the Agent to the Company consists of the information set forth in the ninth paragraph under the caption
“Plan of Distribution” in the Prospectus (the “Agent Information”). The indemnity agreement set forth in this Section 6(a) shall be in addition to any
liabilities that the Company may otherwise have.
(b) Notifications and Other Indemnification Procedures. Promptly after receipt by an indemnified party under this Section 6 of notice of the
commencement of any action, such indemnified party will, if a claim in respect thereof is to be made against an indemnifying party under this Section 6,
notify the indemnifying party in writing of the commencement thereof, but the omission to so notify the indemnifying party will not relieve it from any
liability which it may have to any indemnified party for contribution or otherwise than under the indemnity agreement contained in this Section 6 or to
the extent it is not prejudiced as a proximate result of such failure. In case any such action is brought against any indemnified party and such
indemnified party seeks or intends to seek indemnity from an indemnifying party, the indemnifying party will be entitled to participate in, and, to the
extent that it shall elect, jointly with all other indemnifying parties similarly notified, by written notice delivered to the indemnified party promptly after
receiving the aforesaid notice from such indemnified party, to assume the defense thereof with counsel reasonably satisfactory to such indemnified
party; provided, however, if the defendants in any such action include both the indemnified party and the indemnifying party and the indemnified party
shall have reasonably concluded that a conflict may arise between the positions of the indemnifying party and the indemnified party in conducting the
defense of any such action or that there may be legal defenses available to it and/or other indemnified parties which are different
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from or additional to those available to the indemnifying party, the indemnified party or parties shall have the right to select separate counsel to assume
such legal defenses and to otherwise participate in the defense of such action on behalf of such indemnified party or parties. Upon receipt of notice from
the indemnifying party to such indemnified party of such indemnifying party’s election so to assume the defense of such action and approval by the
indemnified party of counsel, the indemnifying party will not be liable to such indemnified party under this Section 6 for any legal or other expenses
subsequently incurred by such indemnified party in connection with the defense thereof unless (i) the indemnified party shall have employed separate
counsel in accordance with the proviso to the preceding sentence (it being understood, however, that the indemnifying party shall not be liable for the
fees and expenses of more than one separate counsel (together with local counsel), representing the indemnified parties who are parties to such action),
which counsel (together with any local counsel) for the indemnified parties shall be selected by the Agent (in the case of counsel for the indemnified
parties referred to in Section 6(a) above), (ii) the indemnifying party shall not have employed counsel satisfactory to the indemnified party to represent
the indemnified party within a reasonable time after notice of commencement of the action or (iii) the indemnifying party has authorized in writing the
employment of counsel for the indemnified party at the expense of the indemnifying party, in each of which cases the fees and expenses of counsel shall
be at the expense of the indemnifying party and shall be paid as they are incurred.
(c) Settlements. The indemnifying party under this Section 6 shall not be liable for any settlement of any proceeding effected without its written
consent, but if settled with such consent or if there be a final judgment for the plaintiff, the indemnifying party agrees to indemnify the indemnified party
against any loss, claim, damage, liability or expense by reason of such settlement or judgment. Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, if at any time an
indemnified party shall have requested an indemnifying party to reimburse the indemnified party for fees and expenses of counsel as contemplated by
Section 6(b) hereof, the indemnifying party agrees that it shall be liable for any settlement of any proceeding effected without its written consent if
(i) such settlement is entered into more than 30 days after receipt by such indemnifying party of the aforesaid request; and (ii) such indemnifying party
shall not have reimbursed the indemnified party in accordance with such request prior to the date of such settlement. No indemnifying party shall,
without the prior written consent of the indemnified party, effect any settlement, compromise or consent to the entry of judgment in any pending or
threatened action, suit or proceeding in respect of which any indemnified party is or could have been a party and indemnity was or could have been
sought hereunder by such indemnified party, unless such settlement, compromise or consent includes an unconditional release of such indemnified party
from all liability on claims that are the subject matter of such action, suit or proceeding.
(d) Contribution. If the indemnification provided for in this Section 6 is for any reason held to be unavailable to or otherwise insufficient to hold
harmless an indemnified party in respect of any losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses referred to therein, then each indemnifying party shall
contribute to the aggregate amount paid or payable by such indemnified party, as incurred, as a result of any losses, claims, damages, liabilities or
expenses referred to therein (i) in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect the relative benefits received by the Company, on the one hand, and the
Agent, on the other hand, from the offering of the Shares pursuant to this Agreement; or (ii) if the allocation provided by clause (i) above is not
permitted by applicable law, in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect not only the relative benefits referred to in clause (i)
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above but also the relative fault of the Company, on the one hand, and the Agent, on the other hand, in connection with the statements or omissions
which resulted in such losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses, as well as any other relevant equitable considerations. The relative benefits
received by the Company, on the one hand, and the Agent, on the other hand, in connection with the offering of the Shares pursuant to this Agreement
shall be deemed to be in the same respective proportions as the total gross proceeds from the offering of the Shares (before deducting expenses) received
by the Company bear to the total commissions received by the Agent. The relative fault of the Company, on the one hand, and the Agent, on the other
hand, shall be determined by reference to, among other things, whether any such untrue or alleged untrue statement of a material fact or omission or
alleged omission to state a material fact relates to information supplied by the Company, on the one hand, or the Agent, on the other hand, and the
parties’ relative intent, knowledge, access to information and opportunity to correct or prevent such statement or omission.
The amount paid or payable by a party as a result of the losses, claims, damages, liabilities and expenses referred to above shall be deemed to
include, subject to the limitations set forth in Section 6(b), any reasonable and documented legal or other fees or expenses reasonably incurred by such
party in connection with investigating or defending any action or claim. The provisions set forth in Section 6(b) with respect to notice of commencement
of any action shall apply if a claim for contribution is to be made under this Section 6(d); provided, however, that no additional notice shall be required
with respect to any action for which notice has been given under Section 6(b) for purposes of indemnification.
The Company and the Agent agree that it would not be just and equitable if contribution pursuant to this Section 6(d) were determined by pro rata
allocation or by any other method of allocation which does not take account of the equitable considerations referred to in this Section 6(d).
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Section 6(d), the Agent shall not be required to contribute any amount in excess of the agent fees received
by the Agent in connection with the offering contemplated hereby. No person guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation (within the meaning of Section 11(f)
of the Securities Act) shall be entitled to contribution from any person who was not guilty of such fraudulent misrepresentation. For purposes of this
Section 6(d), each officer and employee of the Agent and each person, if any, who controls the Agent within the meaning of the Securities Act or the
Exchange Act shall have the same rights to contribution as the Agent, and each director of the Company, each officer of the Company who signed the
Registration Statement, and each person, if any, who controls the Company with the meaning of the Securities Act and the Exchange Act shall have the
same rights to contribution as the Company.
Section 7. TERMINATION & SURVIVAL
(a) Term. Subject to the provisions of this Section 7, the term of this Agreement shall continue from the date of this Agreement until the end of the
Agency Period, unless earlier terminated by the parties to this Agreement pursuant to this Section 7.
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(b) Termination; Survival Following Termination.
(i)

Either party may terminate this Agreement prior to the end of the Agency Period, by giving written notice as required by this Agreement,
upon ten (10) Trading Days’ notice to the other party; provided that, (A) if the Company terminates this Agreement after the Agent
confirms to the Company any sale of Shares, the Company shall remain obligated to comply with Section 3(b)(v) with respect to such
Shares and (B) Section 2, Section 6, Section 7 and Section 8 shall survive termination of this Agreement. If termination shall occur prior to
the Settlement Date for any sale of Shares, such sale shall nevertheless settle in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

(ii)

In addition to the survival provision of Section 7(b)(i), the respective indemnities, agreements, representations, warranties and other
statements of the Company, of its officers and of the Agent set forth in or made pursuant to this Agreement will remain in full force and
effect, regardless of any investigation made by or on behalf of the Agent or the Company or any of its or their partners, officers or directors
or any controlling person, as the case may be, and, anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, will survive delivery of and payment
for the Shares sold hereunder and any termination of this Agreement.

Section 8. MISCELLANEOUS
(a) Press Releases and Disclosure. The Company may issue a press release describing the material terms of the transactions contemplated hereby
as soon as practicable following the date of this Agreement, and may file with the Commission a Current Report on Form 8-K, with this Agreement
attached as an exhibit thereto, describing the material terms of the transactions contemplated hereby, and the Company shall consult with the Agent prior
to making such disclosures, and the parties hereto shall use all commercially reasonable efforts, acting in good faith, to agree upon a text for such
disclosures that is reasonably satisfactory to all parties hereto. No party hereto shall issue thereafter any press release or like public statement (including,
without limitation, any disclosure required in reports filed with the Commission pursuant to the Exchange Act) related to this Agreement or any of the
transactions contemplated hereby without the prior written approval of the other party hereto, except as may be necessary or appropriate in the
reasonable opinion of the party seeking to make disclosure to comply with the requirements of applicable law or stock exchange rules and except for the
disclosure required pursuant to Section 4(a) of this Agreement in the Company’s quarterly reports on Form 10-Q or annual reports on Form 10-K. If any
such press release or like public statement is so required, the party making such disclosure shall consult with the other party prior to making such
disclosure, and the parties shall use all commercially reasonable efforts, acting in good faith, to agree upon a text for such disclosure that is reasonably
satisfactory to all parties hereto.
(b) No Advisory or Fiduciary Relationship. The Company acknowledges and agrees that (i) the transactions contemplated by this Agreement,
including the determination of any fees, are arm’s-length commercial transactions between the Company and the Agent, (ii) when acting as a principal
under this Agreement, the Agent is and has been acting solely as a principal and is not the agent or fiduciary of the Company, or its stockholders,
creditors, employees or any other party, (iii) the Agent has not assumed nor will assume an advisory or fiduciary responsibility in favor of the Company
with respect to the transactions contemplated hereby or the process leading
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thereto (irrespective of whether the Agent has advised or is currently advising the Company on other matters) and the Agent does not have any
obligation to the Company with respect to the transactions contemplated hereby except the obligations expressly set forth in this Agreement, (iv) the
Agent and its respective affiliates may be engaged in a broad range of transactions that involve interests that differ from those of the Company, and
(v) the Agent has not provided any legal, accounting, regulatory or tax advice with respect to the transactions contemplated hereby and the Company has
consulted its own legal, accounting, regulatory and tax advisors to the extent it deemed appropriate.
(c) Research Analyst Independence. The Company acknowledges that the Agent’s research analysts and research departments are required to and
should be independent from their respective investment banking divisions and are subject to certain regulations and internal policies, and as such the
Agent’s research analysts may hold views and make statements or investment recommendations and/or publish research reports with respect to the
Company or the offering that differ from the views of their respective investment banking divisions. The Company understands that the Agent is a full
service securities firm and as such from time to time, subject to applicable securities laws, may effect transactions for its own account or the account of
its customers and hold long or short positions in debt or equity securities of the companies that may be the subject of the transactions contemplated by
this Agreement.
(d) Notices. All communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be mailed, hand delivered or telecopied and confirmed to the parties
hereto as follows:
If to the Agent:
Jefferies LLC
520 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Attention: General Counsel
with a copy (which shall not constitute notice) to:
Latham & Watkins LLP
885 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Facsimile: (212) 751-4864
Attention: Nathan Ajiashvili, Esq. and Michael Sullivan, Esq.
If to the Company:
Urovant Sciences Ltd.
c/o Urovant Sciences, Inc.
5281 California Ave., Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92617
Facsimile: [●]
Attention: Bryan Smith, Esq.
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with a copy (which shall not constitute notice) to:
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
555 Mission Street, Suite 3000
San Francisco, CA 94105
Facsimile: (415) 374-8430
Attention: Ryan Murr, Esq.
Any party hereto may change the address for receipt of communications by giving written notice to the others in accordance with this Section 8(d).
(e) Successors. This Agreement will inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the parties hereto, and to the benefit of the employees, officers
and directors and controlling persons referred to in Section 6, and in each case their respective successors, and no other person will have any right or
obligation hereunder. The term “successors” shall not include any purchaser of the Shares as such from the Agent merely by reason of such purchase.
(f) Partial Unenforceability. The invalidity or unenforceability of any Article, Section, paragraph or provision of this Agreement shall not affect
the validity or enforceability of any other Article, Section, paragraph or provision hereof. If any Article, Section, paragraph or provision of this
Agreement is for any reason determined to be invalid or unenforceable, there shall be deemed to be made such minor changes (and only such minor
changes) as are necessary to make it valid and enforceable.
(g) Governing Law Provisions. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the internal laws of the State of New York
applicable to agreements made and to be performed in such state. Any legal suit, action or proceeding arising out of or based upon this Agreement or the
transactions contemplated hereby may be instituted in the federal courts of the United States of America located in the Borough of Manhattan in the City
of New York or the courts of the State of New York in each case located in the Borough of Manhattan in the City of New York (collectively, the
“Specified Courts”), and each party irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction (except for proceedings instituted in regard to the enforcement of a
judgment of any such court, as to which such jurisdiction is non-exclusive) of such courts in any such suit, action or proceeding. Service of any process,
summons, notice or document by mail to such party’s address set forth above shall be effective service of process for any suit, action or other proceeding
brought in any such court. The parties irrevocably and unconditionally waive any objection to the laying of venue of any suit, action or other proceeding
in the Specified Courts and irrevocably and unconditionally waive and agree not to plead or claim in any such court that any such suit, action or other
proceeding brought in any such court has been brought in an inconvenient forum.
(h) General Provisions. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the parties to this Agreement and supersedes all prior written or oral
and all contemporaneous oral agreements, understandings and negotiations with respect to the subject matter hereof. This Agreement may be executed
in two or more counterparts, each one of which shall be an original, with the same effect as if the signatures thereto and hereto were upon the same
instrument, and may be delivered by facsimile transmission or by electronic delivery of a portable document format (PDF) file. This Agreement may not
be amended or modified unless in writing by all of the parties hereto, and no condition herein (express or implied) may be waived unless waived in
writing by each party whom the condition is meant to benefit. The Article and Section headings herein are for the convenience of the parties only and
shall not affect the construction or interpretation of this Agreement.
[Signature Page Immediately Follows]
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If the foregoing is in accordance with your understanding of our agreement, kindly sign and return to the Company the enclosed copies hereof,
whereupon this instrument, along with all counterparts hereof, shall become a binding agreement in accordance with its terms
Very truly yours,
UROVANT SCIENCES LTD.
By: /s/ Keith A. Katkin
Name: Keith A. Katkin
Title: Principal Executive Officer
The foregoing Agreement is hereby confirmed and accepted by the Agent in New York, New York as of the date first above written.
JEFFERIES LLC
By: /s/ Donald Lynaugh
Name: Donald Lynaugh
Title: Managing Director
[Signature Page Open Market to Sales Agreement]

EXHIBIT A
ISSUANCE NOTICE
[Date]
Jefferies LLC
520 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022
Attn: [__________]
Reference is made to the Open Market Sale Agreement between Urovant Sciences Ltd. (the “Company”) and Jefferies LLC (the “Agent”) dated as of
[●], 2019. The Company confirms that all conditions to the delivery of this Issuance Notice are satisfied as of the date hereof.
Date of Delivery of Issuance Notice (determined pursuant to Section 3(b)(i)):
Issuance Amount (equal to the total Sales Price for such Shares):
$
Number of days in selling period:
First date of selling period:
Last date of selling period:
Settlement Date(s) if other than standard T+2 settlement:

Floor Price Limitation (in no event less than $1.00 without the prior written consent of the Agent, which consent may be withheld in the Agent’s sole
discretion): $ ____ per share
Comments:

By:
Name:
Title:
A-1
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Schedule B
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INDENTURE dated as of [ ], (the “Base Indenture”), by and among UROVANT SCIENCES LTD., an exempted limited company incorporated
under the laws of Bermuda (the “Company”), and [
], as trustee (the “Trustee”).
Each party agrees as follows for the benefit of the other party and for the equal and ratable benefit of the Holders of the Company’s debt securities
issued under this Base Indenture:
ARTICLE ONE
DEFINITIONS AND INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE
Section 1.01 Definitions.
“Affiliate” means, when used with reference to a specified person, any Person directly or indirectly controlling or controlled by or under direct or
indirect common control with the Person specified.
“Agent” means any Registrar, Paying Agent or co-Registrar or agent for service of notices and demands.
“Authorizing Resolution” means a resolution adopted by the Board of Directors or by an Officer or committee of Officers pursuant to Board
delegation authorizing a Series of Securities which shall be delivered to the Trustee.
“Bankruptcy Law” means Title 11 of the United States Code, as amended, or any similar federal or state law for the relief of debtors.
“Board of Directors” means the Board of Directors of the Company or any duly authorized committee thereof.
“Capital Stock” means, with respect to any Person, any and all shares, interests, participations or other equivalents (however designated) of or in
such Person’s capital stock or other equity interests.
“Capitalized Lease Obligations” of any Person means, at the time any determination thereof is to be made, the obligations of such Person to pay
rent or other amounts under a lease that is required to be capitalized for financial reporting purposes in accordance with GAAP, and the amount of such
obligations will be the capitalized amount thereof determined in accordance with GAAP.
“Company” means the party named as such in this Indenture until a successor replaces it pursuant to the Indenture and thereafter means the
successor.
“control” means, when used with respect to any Person, the power to direct the management and policies of such Person, directly or indirectly,
whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise; and the terms “controlling” and “controlled” have meanings correlative to
the foregoing.
“Currency Agreement” of any Person means any foreign exchange contract, currency swap agreement or other similar agreement or arrangement
designed to protect such Person or any of its Subsidiaries against fluctuations in currency values.
“Default” means any event, act or condition that is, or after notice or the passage of time or both would be, an Event of Default.
“Definitive Security” means a certificated Security registered in the name of the Securityholder thereof.
“Depositary” means, with respect to Securities of any Series which the Company shall determine will be issued in whole or in part as a Global
Security, DTC, another clearing agency, or any successor registered as a clearing agency under the Exchange Act, and any other applicable U.S. or
foreign statute or regulation, which, in each case, shall be designated by the Company pursuant to Section 2.01.
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“Dollars” and “$” mean United States Dollars.
“DTC” means The Depository Trust Company.
“Exchange Act” means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
“Foreign Currency” means any currency, currency unit or composite currency, including, without limitation, the euro, issued by the government
of one or more countries other than the United States of America or by any recognized confederation or association of such governments and reasonably
acceptable to the Trustee.
“GAAP” means generally accepted accounting principles set forth in the accounting standards codification of the Financial Accounting Standards
Board or in such other statements by such or any other entity as may be approved by a significant segment of the accounting profession of the United
States, as in effect on the date of this Base Indenture.
“Global Security” means, with respect to any Series of Securities, a Security executed by the Company and delivered by the Trustee to the
Depositary or pursuant to the Depositary’s instruction, all in accordance with the Indenture, which shall be registered in the name of the Depositary or its
nominee.
“Government Obligations” means securities which are (i) direct obligations of the United States or the other government or governments in the
confederation which issued the Foreign Currency in which the principal of or any interest on the Security of the applicable Series shall be payable, in
each case for the payment of which its full faith and credit is pledged or (ii) obligations of a Person controlled or supervised by and acting as an agency
or instrumentality of the United States or such other government or governments, in each case the payment of which is unconditionally guaranteed as a
full faith and credit obligation by the United States or such other government or governments, which, in either case are not callable or redeemable at the
option of the issuer or issuers thereof, and shall also include a depositary receipt issued by a bank or trust company as custodian with respect to any such
Government Obligations or a specific payment of interest on or principal of any such Government Obligation held by such custodian for the account of
the holder of a depositary receipt; provided that (except as required by law) such custodian is not authorized to make any deduction from the amount
payable to the holder of such depositary receipt from any amount received by the custodian in respect of the Government Obligation or the specific
payment of interest on or principal of the Government Obligation evidenced by such depositary receipt.
“Holder” or “Securityholder” means the Person in whose name a Security is registered on the Registrar’s books.
“Indebtedness” means, with respect to any specified Person, any indebtedness of such Person, whether or not contingent:
(1)

in respect of borrowed money;

(2)

evidenced by bonds, notes, debentures or similar instruments;

(3)

in respect of letters of credit (or reimbursement agreements in respect thereof) or banker’s acceptances;

(4)

representing Capitalized Lease Obligations;

(5)

in respect of the balance deferred and unpaid of the purchase price of any property, except (i) any such balance that constitutes an accrued
expense or trade payable, or (ii) any obligation to pay a contingent purchase price as long as such obligation remains contingent; or

(6)

in respect of any Interest Protection Agreement or Currency Agreement,
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if and to the extent any of the preceding items (other than letters of credit and any Interest Protection Agreement or Currency Agreement) would appear
as a liability upon a balance sheet of the specified Person prepared in accordance with GAAP. In addition, the term “Indebtedness” includes all
Indebtedness of others secured by a Lien on any asset of the specified Person (whether or not such Indebtedness is assumed by the specified Person)
and, to the extent not otherwise included, the guarantee by such Person of any indebtedness of any other Person.
Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Indenture, the amount of any Indebtedness outstanding as of any date shall be:
(a)

with respect to contingent obligations, the maximum liability upon the occurrence of the contingency giving rise to the obligation;

(b)

with respect to any Interest Protection Agreement or Currency Agreement, the net amount payable thereunder if such agreement were
terminated at that time due to default by such Person;

(c)

the accreted value thereof, in the case of any Indebtedness issued at a discount to par; or

(d)

except as provided above, the principal amount or liquidation preference thereof, in the case of any other Indebtedness.

“Indenture” means this Base Indenture as amended or supplemented from time to time, including pursuant to any Authorizing Resolution or
supplemental indenture pertaining to any Series, and including, for all purposes of this instrument and any such Authorizing Resolution or supplemental
indenture, the provisions of the TIA that are deemed to be a part of and govern this Base Indenture and any such Authorizing Resolution or
supplemental indenture, respectively.
“Interest Protection Agreement” of any Person means any interest rate swap agreement, interest rate collar agreement, option or futures contract
or other similar agreement or arrangement designed to protect such Person or any of its Subsidiaries against fluctuations in interest rates with respect to
Indebtedness.
“Issue Date” means, with respect to any Series of Securities, the date on which the Securities of such Series are originally issued under this
Indenture.
“Lien” means, with respect to any Property, any mortgage, deed of trust, lien, pledge, charge, hypothecation, security interest or encumbrance of
any kind in respect of such Property. For purposes of this definition, a Person shall be deemed to own, subject to a Lien, any Property which it has
acquired or holds subject to the interest of a vendor or lessor under any conditional sale agreement, capital lease or other title retention agreement
relating to such Property.
“Non-Recourse Indebtedness” with respect to any Person means Indebtedness of such Person for which (i) the sole legal recourse for collection
of principal and interest on such Indebtedness is against the specific Property identified in the instruments evidencing or securing such Indebtedness
(and any accessions thereto and proceeds thereof) and such Property was acquired with the proceeds of such Indebtedness or such Indebtedness was
incurred within 180 days after the acquisition of such Property and (ii) no other assets of such Person may be realized upon in collection of principal or
interest on such Indebtedness. Indebtedness which is otherwise Non-Recourse Indebtedness will not lose its character as Non-Recourse Indebtedness
because there is recourse to the borrower, any guarantor or any other Person for (i) environmental or tax warranties and indemnities and such other
representations, warranties, covenants and indemnities as are customarily required in such transactions, or (ii) indemnities for and liabilities arising from
fraud, misrepresentation, misapplication or non-payment of rents, profits, insurance and condemnation proceeds and other sums actually received by the
borrower from secured assets to be paid to the lender, waste and mechanics’ liens.
“NYUCC” means the New York Uniform Commercial Code, as in effect from time to time.
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“Officer” means the Chairman of the Board, the President, any Vice President, the Treasurer, the Controller or the Secretary of the Company.
“Officers’ Certificate” means a certificate signed by two Officers or by an Officer and an Assistant Treasurer or an Assistant Secretary of the
Company.
“Opinion of Counsel” means a written opinion, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Trustee, from legal counsel. The counsel
may be an employee of or counsel to the Company. Each such opinion shall include the statements provided for in Section 12.05 if and to the extent
required by the provisions of such Section.
“Person” means any individual, corporation, partnership, limited liability company, joint venture, incorporated or unincorporated association,
joint stock company, trust, unincorporated organization or government or any agency or political subdivision thereof.
“principal” of a debt security means the principal of the security plus, when appropriate, the premium, if any, on the security.
“Property” of any Person means all types of real, personal, tangible, intangible or mixed property owned by such Person, whether or not included
in the most recent consolidated balance sheet of such Person and its Subsidiaries under GAAP.
“Restricted Subsidiary” means any Subsidiary of the Company which is not an Unrestricted Subsidiary.
“SEC” means the Securities and Exchange Commission or any successor agency performing the duties now assigned to it under the TIA.
“Securities” means any Securities that are issued under this Base Indenture.
“Securities Act” means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
“Series” means a series of Securities established under this Base Indenture.
“Significant Subsidiary” means any Subsidiary of the Company which would constitute a “significant subsidiary” as defined in Rule 1.02 of
Regulation S-X under the Securities Act and the Exchange Act.
“Subsidiary” of any Person means any corporation or other entity of which a majority of the Capital Stock having ordinary voting power to elect
a majority of the board of directors of such entity or other persons performing similar functions is at the time directly or indirectly owned or controlled
by such Person.
“TIA” means the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, as in effect from time to time, except as otherwise provided herein.
“Trustee” means the party named as such in this Base Indenture until a successor replaces it pursuant to this Base Indenture and thereafter means
the successor serving hereunder; provided, however, that if at any time there is more than one such Person, “Trustee” as used with respect to the
Securities of any Series shall mean only the Trustee with respect to Securities of that Series.
“Trust Officer” means, when used with respect to the Trustee, any officer within the corporate trust department of the Trustee, including any vice
president, assistant vice president, assistant secretary, senior associate, associate, trust officer or any other officer of the Trustee who customarily
performs functions similar to those performed by the Persons who at the time shall be such officers, respectively, or to whom any corporate trust matter
is referred because of such person’s knowledge of and familiarity with the particular subject and who shall have direct responsibility for the
administration of this Indenture.
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“United States” means the United States of America.
“Unrestricted Subsidiary” means, with respect to any Series, any Subsidiary of the Company (1) so designated by a resolution adopted by the
Board of Directors of the Company as provided below and (2) any Subsidiary of an Unrestricted Subsidiary, subject, in each case, to such conditions as
may be stated in the supplemental indenture or specified in the Authorizing Resolution with respect to such Series.
Section 1.02 Other Definitions.
Term

Defined in Section

Agent Members
Base Indenture
Business Day
Covenant Defeasance
Custodian
Event of Default
Legal Defeasance
Legal Holiday
Paying Agent
Payment Default
Registrar
Security Register
Successor

2.15
Preamble
12.07
8.01
6.01
6.01
8.01
12.07
2.03
6.01
2.03
2.03
5.01

Section 1.03 Incorporation by Reference of Trust Indenture Act.
Whenever this Indenture refers to a provision of the TIA, the provision is incorporated by reference in and made a part of this Indenture. The
following TIA terms used in this Indenture have the following meanings:
“Commission” means the SEC.
“indenture securities” means the Securities of a particular Series.
“indenture security holder” means a Securityholder.
“indenture to be qualified” means this Indenture.
“indenture trustee” or “institutional trustee” means the Trustee.
“obligor” on the indenture securities means the Company or any other obligor on the Securities of a Series.
All other TIA terms used in this Indenture that are defined by the TIA, defined by TIA reference to another statute or defined by SEC rule have
the meanings so assigned to them.
Section 1.04 Rules of Construction.
Unless the context otherwise requires:
(1)

a term has the meaning assigned to it herein;

(2)

an accounting term not otherwise defined has the meaning assigned to it in accordance with GAAP and all accounting determinations shall
be made in accordance with GAAP;

(3)

“or” is not exclusive and “including” means “including without limitation”;
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(4)

words in the singular include the plural, and in the plural include the singular;

(5)

“herein,” “hereof” and “hereunder,” and other words of similar import, refer to this Indenture as a whole (including any Authorizing
Resolution or supplemental indenture relating to the relevant Series) and not to any particular Article, Section or other subdivision;

(6)

all exhibits are incorporated by reference herein and expressly made a part of this Indenture; and

(7)

any transaction or event shall be considered “permitted by” or made “in accordance with” or “in compliance with” this Indenture or any
particular provision thereof if such transaction or event is not expressly prohibited by this Indenture or such provision, as the case may be.
ARTICLE TWO
THE SECURITIES

Section 2.01 Form and Dating.
The aggregate principal amount of Securities that may be issued under this Base Indenture is unlimited. The Securities may be issued from time to
time in one or more Series. Each Series shall be created by an Authorizing Resolution or a supplemental indenture that establishes the terms of the
Series, which may include the following:
(1)

the title of the Series;

(2)

the aggregate principal amount (or any limit on the aggregate principal amount) of the Series and, if any Securities of a Series are to be
issued at a discount from their face amount, the method of computing the accretion of such discount;

(3)

the interest rate or method of calculation of the interest rate;

(4)

the date from which interest will accrue;

(5)

the record dates for interest payable on Securities of the Series;

(6)

the dates when, places where and manner in which principal and interest are payable;

(7)

the Registrar and Paying Agent;

(8)

the terms of any mandatory (including any sinking fund requirements) or optional redemption by the Company;

(9)

the terms of any redemption at the option of Holders;

(10)

the permissible denominations in which Securities of such Series are issuable, if different from $2,000 and multiples of $1,000 in excess
thereof;

(11)

whether Securities of such Series will be issued in registered or bearer form and the terms of any such forms of Securities;

(12)

whether the Securities of the Series shall be issued in whole or in part in the form of a Global Security or Securities, the terms and
conditions, if different from those contained in this Base Indenture, upon which such Global Security or Securities may be exchanged in
whole or in part for Definitive Securities; the Depositary for such Global Security or Securities; the form of any legend or legends, if any,
to be borne by any such Global Security or Securities in addition to or in lieu of the legends referred to in Section 2.15;
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(13)

the currency or currencies (including any composite currency) in which principal or interest or both may be paid;

(14)

if payments of principal or interest may be made in a currency other than that in which Securities of such Series are denominated, the
manner for determining such payments, including the time and manner of determining the exchange rate between the currency in which
such Securities are denominated and the currency in which such Securities or any of them may be paid, and any deletions from or
modifications of or additions to the terms of this Indenture to provide for or to facilitate the issuance of Securities denominated or payable,
at the election of the Company or a Holder thereof or otherwise, in a Foreign Currency;

(15)

provisions for electronic issuance of Securities or issuance of Securities of such Series in uncertificated form;

(16)

any Events of Default, covenants and/or defined terms in addition to or in lieu of those set forth in this Base Indenture;

(17)

whether and upon what terms Securities of such Series may be defeased or discharged if different from the provisions set forth in this Base
Indenture;

(18)

the form of the Securities of such Series, which, unless the Authorizing Resolution or supplemental indenture otherwise provides, shall be
in the form of Exhibit A;

(19)

any terms that may be required by or advisable under applicable law;

(20)

the percentage of the principal amount of the Securities of such Series which is payable if the maturity of the Securities of such Series is
accelerated in the case of Securities issued at a discount from their face amount;

(21)

whether Securities of such Series will or will not have the benefit of guarantees and the Company’s Subsidiaries that will be the initial
guarantors of such Series and, if applicable, the terms and conditions upon which such guarantees may be subordinated to other
indebtedness of the respective guarantors;

(22)

whether the Securities of such Series are senior or subordinated debt securities, and if subordinated debt securities, the terms of such
subordination;

(23)

whether the Securities of the Series will be convertible into or exchangeable for other Securities, common shares or other securities of any
kind of the Company or another obligor, and, if so, the terms and conditions upon which such Securities will be so convertible or
exchangeable, including the initial conversion or exchange price or rate or the method of calculation, how and when the conversion price
or exchange ratio may be adjusted, whether conversion or exchange is mandatory, at the option of the holder or at the Company’s option,
the conversion or exchange period, and any other provision in relation thereto; and

(24)

any other terms in addition to or different from those contained in this Base Indenture applicable to such Series.

All Securities of one Series need not be issued at the same time and, unless otherwise provided, a Series may be reopened for issuances of
additional Securities of such Series pursuant to an Authorizing Resolution, an Officers’ Certificate or in any indenture supplemental hereto.
The creation and issuance of a Series and the authentication and delivery thereof are not subject to any conditions precedent.
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Section 2.02 Execution and Authentication.
One Officer shall sign the Securities for the Company by manual or facsimile signature.
If an Officer whose signature is on a Security no longer holds that office at the time the Trustee authenticates the Security, the Security shall
nevertheless be valid.
A Security shall not be valid until the Trustee manually signs the certificate of authentication on the Security. The signature shall be conclusive
evidence that the Security has been authenticated under this Base Indenture.
At any time and from time to time after the execution and delivery of this Indenture, the Company may deliver Securities of any series executed
by the Company to the Trustee for authentication. Each Security shall be dated the date of its authentication. The Trustee shall authenticate Securities for
original issue upon receipt of, and shall be fully protected in relying upon:
(a) An order to the Trustee signed by an officer of the Company directing the Trustee to authenticate the Securities;
(b) a copy of the resolution or resolutions of the Board of Directors in or pursuant to which the terms and form of the Securities were established,
certified by the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary of the Company to have been duly adopted by the Board of Directors and to be in full force and
effect as of the date of such certificate, and if the terms and form of such Securities are established by an Officers’ Certificate pursuant to general
authorization of the Board of Directors, such Officers’ Certificate;
(c) an Officers’ Certificate of the Company delivered in accordance with Section 12.04; and
(d) an Opinion of Counsel delivered in accordance with Section 12.04, and that states that such Securities, when authenticated and delivered by
Trustee and issued by the Company in the manner and subject to any conditions specified in such Opinion of Counsel, will constitute valid and legally
binding obligations of the Company, enforceable in accordance with their terms, subject to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization and other laws of
general applicability relating to or affecting the enforcement of creditors’ rights and to general equity principles.
The Trustee shall have the right to decline to authenticate and deliver any Securities under this Section if the Trustee, being advised by counsel,
determines that such action may not lawfully be taken or if the Trustee in good faith shall determine that such action would expose the Trustee to
personal liability to existing Holders.
Section 2.03 Registrar and Paying Agent.
The Company shall maintain an office or agency where Securities may be presented for registration of transfer or where Securities of a Series that
are convertible or exchangeable may be surrendered for conversion or exchange (“Registrar”), an office or agency where Securities may be presented
for payment (“Paying Agent”) and an office or agency where notices and demands to or upon the Company in respect of the Securities and this
Indenture may be served. The Registrar shall keep a register of the Securities and of their transfer and exchange (the “Security Register”). The
Company may have one or more co-Registrars and one or more additional paying agents. The term “Paying Agent” includes any additional paying
agent.
The Company shall enter into an appropriate agency agreement with any Agent not a party to this Base Indenture. The agreement shall implement
the provisions of this Indenture that relate to such Agent. The Company shall promptly notify the Trustee in writing of the name and address of any such
Agent and the Trustee shall have the right to inspect the Securities Register at all reasonable times to obtain copies thereof, and the Trustee shall have
the right to rely upon such register as to the names and addresses of the Holders and the principal amounts and certificate numbers thereof. If the
Company fails to maintain a Registrar or Paying Agent or fails to give the foregoing notice, the Trustee shall act as such.
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The Company initially appoints the Trustee as Registrar and Paying Agent.
Section 2.04 Paying Agent to Hold Money in Trust.
Each Paying Agent shall hold in trust for the benefit of Securityholders and the Trustee all money held by the Paying Agent for the payment of
principal of or interest on the Securities, and shall notify the Trustee of any default by the Company in making any such payment. If the Company or a
Subsidiary acts as Paying Agent, it shall segregate the money and hold it as a separate trust fund. The Company at any time may require a Paying Agent
to pay all money held by it to the Trustee. Upon doing so the Paying Agent shall have no further liability for the money.
Section 2.05 Securityholder Lists.
The Trustee shall preserve in as current a form as is reasonably practicable the most recent list available to it of the names and addresses of
Securityholders. If the Trustee is not the Registrar, the Company shall furnish to the Trustee at least five (5) Business Days before each semiannual
interest payment date and at such other times as the Trustee may request in writing a list in such form and as of such date as the Trustee may reasonably
require of the names and addresses of Securityholders.
Section 2.06 Transfer and Exchange.
Where a Security is presented to the Registrar or a co-Registrar with a request to register a transfer, the Registrar shall register the transfer as
requested if the other provisions of this Section 2.06 are satisfied. Where Securities are presented to the Registrar or a co-Registrar with a request to
exchange them for an equal principal amount of Securities of other denominations, the Registrar shall make the exchange as requested if the same
requirements are met. To permit transfers and exchanges, the Trustee shall authenticate Securities at the Registrar’s request. The Registrar need not
transfer or exchange any Security selected for redemption or repurchase, except the unredeemed or repurchased part thereof if the Security is redeemed
or repurchased in part, or transfer or exchange any Securities for a period of 15 days before a selection of Securities to be redeemed or repurchased. Any
exchange or transfer shall be without charge, except that the Company may require payment of a sum sufficient to cover any tax or other governmental
charge that may be imposed in relation thereto except in the case of exchanges pursuant to 2.09, 3.06, or 10.05 not involving any transfer.
Any Holder of a Global Security shall, by acceptance of such Global Security, agree that transfers of beneficial interests in such Global Security
may be effected only through a book entry system maintained by the Holder of such Global Security (or its agent), and that ownership of a beneficial
interest in the Security shall be required to be reflected in a book entry.
Section 2.07 Replacement Securities.
If the Holder of a Security claims that the Security has been lost, destroyed, mutilated or wrongfully taken, the Company shall issue and execute a
replacement security and, upon written request of any Officer of the Company, the Trustee shall authenticate such replacement Security. If any such lost,
destroyed, mutilated or wrongfully taken Security shall have matured or shall be about to mature, the Company may, instead of issuing a substitute
Security therefor, pay such Security without requiring (except in the case of a mutilated Security) the surrender thereof. An indemnity bond must be
sufficient in the judgment of the Company and the Trustee to protect the Company, the Trustee and any Agent from any loss which any of them may
suffer if a Security is replaced, including the acquisition of such Security by a bona fide purchaser. The Company and the Trustee may charge for its
expenses in replacing a Security.
Section 2.08 Outstanding Securities.
Securities outstanding at any time are all Securities authenticated by the Trustee except for those cancelled by it and those described in this
Section. A Security does not cease to be outstanding because the Company or one of its Affiliates holds the Security.
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If a Security is replaced pursuant to Section 2.07, it ceases to be outstanding unless the Trustee receives proof satisfactory to the Company that the
replaced Security is held by a “protected purchaser” (as such term is defined in the NYUCC).
If the Paying Agent holds on a redemption date, purchase date or maturity date money sufficient to pay Securities payable on that date, then on
and after that date such Securities cease to be outstanding and interest on them ceases to accrue.
Subject to the foregoing provisions of this Section, each Security delivered under this Indenture upon registration of transfer of or in exchange for
or in lieu of any other Security shall carry the rights to interest accrued and unpaid, and to accrue, which were carried by such other Security.
Section 2.09 Temporary Securities.
Until definitive Securities are ready for delivery, the Company may prepare and the Trustee shall authenticate temporary Securities. Temporary
Securities shall be substantially in the form of definitive Securities but may have variations that the Company considers appropriate for temporary
Securities. Without unreasonable delay, the Company shall prepare and, upon surrender for cancellation of the temporary Security, the Company shall
execute and the Trustee shall authenticate definitive Securities in exchange for temporary Securities. Until so exchanged, the temporary Securities shall
in all respects be entitled to the same benefits under this Indenture as definitive Securities authenticated and delivered hereunder.
Section 2.10 Cancellation.
The Company at any time may deliver Securities to the Trustee for cancellation. The Registrar and Paying Agent shall forward to the Trustee any
Securities surrendered to them for registration of transfer, exchange, redemption, purchase or payment. The Trustee and no one else shall cancel and
dispose of such cancelled or tendered securities, or retain in accordance with its standard retention policy, all Securities surrendered for registration of
transfer, exchange, redemption, purchase, payment or cancellation. Unless the Authorizing Resolution or supplemental indenture so provides, the
Company may not issue new Securities to replace Securities that it has previously paid or delivered to the Trustee for cancellation.
Section 2.11

Defaulted Interest.

If the Company defaults in a payment of interest on the Securities of any Series, it shall pay the defaulted interest plus any interest payable on the
defaulted interest to the persons who are Securityholders of such Series on a subsequent special record date. The Company shall fix such special record
date and a payment date which shall be reasonably satisfactory to the Trustee. At least 15 days before such special record date, the Company shall send
to each Securityholder of the relevant Series a notice that states the record date, the payment date and the amount of defaulted interest to be paid. On or
before the date such notice is sent, the Company shall deposit with the Paying Agent money sufficient to pay the amount of defaulted interest to be so
paid. The Company may pay defaulted interest in any other lawful manner if, after written notice given by the Company to the Trustee of the proposed
payment, such manner of payment shall be deemed practicable by the Trustee.
Section 2.12 Treasury Securities.
In determining whether the Holders of the required principal amount of Securities of a Series have concurred in any direction, waiver, consent or
notice, Securities owned by the Company or any of its Affiliates shall be considered as though they are not outstanding, except that for the purposes of
determining whether the Trustee shall be protected in relying on any such direction, waiver or consent, only Securities which a Trust Officer of the
Trustee actually knows are so owned shall be so considered.
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Section 2.13 CUSIP/ISIN Numbers.
The Company in issuing the Securities of any Series may use a “CUSIP” and/or “ISIN” or other similar number, and if so, the Trustee shall use
the CUSIP and/or ISIN or other similar number in notices of redemption or exchange as a convenience to Holders of such Securities; provided that no
representation is hereby deemed to be made by the Trustee as to the correctness or accuracy of any such CUSIP and/or ISIN or other similar number
printed in the notice or on such Securities, and that reliance may be placed only on the other identification numbers printed on such Securities. The
Company shall promptly notify the Trustee in writing of any change in any CUSIP and/or ISIN or other similar number.
Section 2.14 Deposit of Moneys.
Prior to 11:00 a.m. New York City time on each interest payment date and maturity date with respect to each Series of Securities, the Company
shall have deposited with the Paying Agent in immediately available funds money in the applicable currency sufficient to make cash payments due on
such interest payment date or maturity date, as the case may be, in a timely manner which permits the Paying Agent to remit payment to the Holders of
such Series on such interest payment date or maturity date, as the case may be.
Section 2.15 Book-Entry Provisions for Global Security.
(a) Any Global Security of a Series initially shall (i) be registered in the name of the Depositary or the nominee of such Depositary, (ii) be
delivered to the Trustee as custodian for such Depositary and (iii) bear any required legends.
Members of, or participants in, the Depositary (“Agent Members”) shall have no rights under this Indenture with respect to any Global Security
held on their behalf by the Depositary, or the Trustee as its custodian, or under the Global Security, and the Depositary may be treated by the Company,
the Trustee and any agent of the Company or the Trustee as the absolute owner of the Global Security for all purposes whatsoever. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, nothing herein shall prevent the Company, the Trustee or any agent of the Company or the Trustee from giving effect to any written
certification, proxy or other authorization furnished by the Depositary or impair, as between the Depositary and its Agent Members, the operation of
customary practices governing the exercise of the rights of a Holder of any Security.
(b) Transfers of any Global Security shall be limited to transfers in whole, but not in part, to the Depositary, its successors or their respective
nominees. Interests of beneficial owners in the Global Security may be transferred or exchanged for Definitive Securities in accordance with the rules
and procedures of the Depositary. In addition, Definitive Securities shall be transferred to all beneficial owners in exchange for their beneficial interests
in a Global Security if (i) the Depositary notifies the Company that it is unwilling or unable to continue as Depositary for the Global Security and a
successor depository is not appointed by the Company within 90 days of such notice or (ii) an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing and the
Registrar has received a request from the Depositary to issue Definitive Securities.
(c) In connection with any transfer or exchange of a portion of the beneficial interest in any Global Security to beneficial owners pursuant to
paragraph (b), the Registrar shall (if one or more Definitive Securities are to be issued) reflect on its books and records the date and a decrease in the
principal amount of the Global Security in an amount equal to the principal amount of the beneficial interest in the Global Security to be transferred, and
the Company shall execute, and the Trustee shall authenticate and deliver, one or more Definitive Securities of like Series and amount.
(d) In connection with the transfer of an entire Global Security to beneficial owners pursuant to paragraph (b), the Global Security shall be deemed
to be surrendered to the Trustee for cancellation, and the Company shall execute, and the Trustee shall authenticate and deliver, to each beneficial owner
identified by the Depositary in exchange for its beneficial interest in the Global Security, an equal aggregate principal amount of Definitive Securities of
the same Series in authorized denominations.
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(e) The Holder of any Global Security may grant proxies and otherwise authorize any person, including Agent Members and persons that may
hold interests through Agent Members, to take any action which a Holder is entitled to take under this Indenture or the Securities of such Series.
(f) Unless otherwise provided in the Authorizing Resolution or supplemental indenture for a particular Series of Securities, each Global Security
of such Series shall bear legends in substantially the following forms:
“THIS GLOBAL SECURITY IS HELD BY THE DEPOSITARY (AS DEFINED IN THE INDENTURE GOVERNING THIS
SECURITY) OR ITS NOMINEE IN CUSTODY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE HOLDERS OF BENEFICIAL INTERESTS HEREIN,
AND IS NOT TRANSFERABLE TO ANY PERSON UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES EXCEPT THAT (I) THE TRUSTEE MAY
MAKE ANY SUCH NOTATIONS HEREON AS MAY BE REQUIRED PURSUANT TO THE INDENTURE, (II) THIS GLOBAL
SECURITY MAY BE EXCHANGED IN WHOLE BUT NOT IN PART PURSUANT TO SECTION 2.06 OF THE INDENTURE,
(III) THIS GLOBAL SECURITY MAY BE DELIVERED TO THE TRUSTEE FOR CANCELLATION PURSUANT TO THE
INDENTURE AND (IV) THIS GLOBAL SECURITY MAY BE TRANSFERRED TO A SUCCESSOR DEPOSITARY WITH THE
PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE COMPANY.”
“UNLESS AND UNTIL IT IS EXCHANGED IN WHOLE OR IN PART FOR SECURITIES IN DEFINITIVE FORM, THIS
SECURITY MAY NOT BE TRANSFERRED EXCEPT AS A WHOLE BY THE DEPOSITARY TO A NOMINEE OF THE
DEPOSITARY OR BY A NOMINEE OF THE DEPOSITARY TO THE DEPOSITARY OR TO ANOTHER NOMINEE OF THE
DEPOSITARY OR BY THE DEPOSITARY OR ANY SUCH NOMINEE TO A SUCCESSOR DEPOSITARY OR A NOMINEE OF
SUCH SUCCESSOR DEPOSITARY. UNLESS THIS CERTIFICATE IS PRESENTED BY AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF
THE DEPOSITORY TRUST COMPANY, A NEW YORK CORPORATION (“DTC”), TO ISSUER OR ITS AGENT FOR
REGISTRATION OF TRANSFER, EXCHANGE, OR PAYMENT, ANY CERTIFICATE ISSUED IS REGISTERED IN THE NAME OF
CEDE & CO. OR IN SUCH OTHER NAME AS IS REQUESTED BY AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF DTC (AND ANY
PAYMENT IS MADE TO CEDE & CO. OR TO SUCH OTHER ENTITY AS IS REQUESTED BY AN AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OF DTC), ANY TRANSFER, PLEDGE, OR OTHER USE HEREOF FOR VALUE OR OTHERWISE BY OR TO
ANY PERSON IS WRONGFUL INASMUCH AS THE REGISTERED OWNER HEREOF, CEDE & CO., HAS AN INTEREST
HEREIN.”
Section 2.16 No Duty to Monitor.
The Trustee shall have no obligation or duty to monitor, determine or inquire as to compliance with any restrictions on transfer imposed under this
Indenture or under applicable law with respect to any transfer of any interest in any Security (including any transfers between or among Agent Members
or beneficial owners of interests in any Global Security) other than to require delivery of such certificates and other documentation or evidence as are
expressly required by, and to do so if and when expressly required by the terms of, this Indenture, and to examine the same to determine substantial
compliance as to form with the express requirements hereof.
Neither the Trustee nor any Agent shall have any responsibility for any actions taken or not taken by the Depositary.
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ARTICLE THREE
REDEMPTION
Section 3.01 Notices to Trustee.
Securities of a Series that are redeemable prior to maturity shall be redeemable in accordance with their terms and, unless the Authorizing
Resolution or supplemental indenture provides otherwise, in accordance with this Article Three.
If the Company wants to redeem Securities pursuant to Paragraph 4 of the Securities, it shall notify the Trustee in writing of the redemption date
and the principal amount of Securities to be redeemed. Any such notice may be cancelled at any time prior to notice of such redemption being sent to
Holders. Any such cancelled notice shall be void and of no effect.
If the Company wants to credit any Securities previously redeemed, retired or acquired against any redemption pursuant to Paragraph 5 of the
Securities, it shall notify the Trustee of the amount of the credit and it shall deliver any Securities not previously delivered to the Trustee for cancellation
with such notice.
The Company shall give each notice provided for in this Section 3.01 at least 15 days before the notice of any such redemption is to be delivered
to Holders (unless a shorter notice shall be satisfactory to the Trustee).
Section 3.02 Selection of Securities to be Redeemed.
If fewer than all of the Securities of a Series are to be redeemed, the Securities to be redeemed shall be selected pro rata, by lot, or such other
method the Trustee (or depository, as applicable) considers fair and appropriate and, in the case of Global Securities, in a manner that complies with
applicable requirements of the Depositary. The Trustee (or depository, as applicable) shall make the selection from Securities outstanding not previously
called for redemption and shall promptly notify the Company of the serial numbers or other identifying attributes of the Securities so selected. The
Trustee (or depository, as applicable) may select for redemption portions of the principal of Securities that have denominations larger than the minimum
denomination for the Series. Securities and portions of them it selects shall be in amounts equal to a permissible denomination for the Series. Provisions
of this Indenture that apply to Securities called for redemption also apply to portions of Securities called for redemption.
Unless otherwise provided in the Authorizing Resolution or supplemental indenture relating to a Series, if any Security selected for partial
redemption is converted into or exchanged for Common Stock or other securities, cash or other property in part before termination of the conversion or
exchange right with respect to the portion of the Security so selected, the converted portion of such Security shall be deemed (so far as may be) to be the
portion selected for redemption. Securities which have been converted or exchanged during a selection of Securities to be redeemed shall be treated by
the Trustee as outstanding for the purpose of such selection.
Section 3.03 Notice of Redemption.
At least 30 days but not more than 60 days before a redemption date, the Company shall mail a notice of redemption by first-class mail, postage
prepaid (or in the case of Global Securities, deliver electronically in accordance with the applicable procedures of the Depositary), to each Holder of
Securities to be redeemed.
The notice shall identify the Securities to be redeemed and shall state:
(1)

the redemption date;

(2)

the redemption price or the formula pursuant to which such price will be calculated;

(3)

if any Security is being redeemed in part, the portion of the principal amount of such Security to be redeemed and that, after the
redemption date, upon surrender of such Security, a new Security or Securities in principal amount equal to the unredeemed portion shall
be issued upon cancellation of the original Security;
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(4)

in the case of Securities of a Series that are convertible or exchangeable into shares of the Company’s common stock or other securities,
cash or other property, the conversion or exchange price or rate, the date or dates on which the right to convert or exchange the principal of
the Securities of such Series to be redeemed will commence or terminate and the place or places where such Securities may be surrendered
for conversion or exchange;

(5)

the name and address of the Paying Agent;

(6)

that Securities called for redemption must be surrendered to the Paying Agent to collect the redemption price;

(7)

that interest on Securities called for redemption ceases to accrue on and after the redemption date;

(8)

that the Securities are being redeemed pursuant to the mandatory redemption or the optional redemption provisions, as applicable; and

(9)

the CUSIP number and that no representation is hereby deemed to be made be made by the Trustee as to the correctness or accuracy of any
such CUSIP and/or ISIN or other similar number printed in the notice or on such Securities, and that reliance may be placed only on the
other identification numbers printed on such Securities.

At the Company’s request, the Trustee shall give the notice of redemption in the Company’s name and at its expense; provided, however, that the
Company shall deliver to the Trustee at least 15 days prior to the date on which notice of redemption is to be sent or such shorter period as may be
satisfactory to the Trustee, an Officers’ Certificate requesting that the Trustee give such notice and setting forth the information to be stated in such
notice as provided in the preceding paragraph.
Section 3.04 Effect of Notice of Redemption.
Once notice of redemption is sent, Securities called for redemption become due and payable on the redemption date and at the redemption price as
set forth in the notice of redemption. Upon surrender to the Paying Agent, such Securities shall be paid at the redemption price, plus accrued and unpaid
interest to the redemption date. Notices of redemption may be subject to one or more conditions. In the event that any such conditions are not satisfied
the Company may amend or revoke such notice of redemption by sending notice to Securityholders (with a copy to the Trustee) in accordance with the
applicable procedures of the Depository.
Section 3.05 Deposit of Redemption Price.
On or before the redemption date, the Company shall deposit with the Paying Agent immediately available funds in the applicable currency
sufficient to pay the redemption price of and accrued interest on all Securities to be redeemed on that date.
Section 3.06 Securities Redeemed in Part.
Upon surrender of a Security that is redeemed in part, the Company shall execute and the Trustee shall authenticate for each Holder a new
Security of the same Series equal in principal amount to the unredeemed portion of the Security surrendered.
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ARTICLE FOUR
COVENANTS
Section 4.01 Payment of Securities.
The Company shall pay the principal of and interest on a Series on the dates, in the currency and in the manner provided in the Securities of the
Series. An installment of principal or interest shall be considered paid on the date it is due if the Paying Agent holds on that date money in the applicable
currency designated for and sufficient to pay the installment.
The Company shall pay interest on overdue principal at the rate borne by the Series; it shall pay interest on overdue installments of interest at the
same rate.
Section 4.02 Maintenance of Office or Agency.
The Company shall maintain the office or agency required under Section 2.03. The Company shall give prior written notice to the Trustee of the
location, and any change in the location, of such office or agency. If at any time the Company shall fail to maintain any such required office or agency or
shall fail to furnish the Trustee with the address thereof, such presentations, surrenders, notices and demands may be made or served at the address of the
Trustee.
Section 4.03 Compliance Certificate.
The Company shall deliver to the Trustee within 120 days after the end of each fiscal year of the Company an Officers’ Certificate stating whether
or not the signers know of any continuing Default by the Company in performing any of its obligations under this Indenture. If they do know of such a
Default, the certificate shall describe the Default. In addition, the Company will notify the Trustee within 5 business days upon the Company’s
knowledge of a Default.
Section 4.04 Waiver of Stay, Extension or Usury Laws.
The Company covenants (to the extent that it may lawfully do so) that it will not at any time insist upon, plead, or in any manner whatsoever claim
or take the benefit or advantage of, any stay or extension law or any usury law or other law that would prohibit or forgive the Company from paying all
or any portion of the principal of or interest on the Securities of any Series as contemplated herein, wherever enacted, now or at any time hereafter in
force, or which may affect the covenants or the performance of this Indenture; and (to the extent that it may lawfully do so) the Company expressly
waives all benefit or advantage of any such law, and covenants that it will not hinder, delay or impede the execution of any power herein granted to the
Trustee, but will suffer and permit the execution of every such power as though no such law had been enacted.
ARTICLE FIVE
SUCCESSOR CORPORATION
Section 5.01 Company May Merge, etc.
Nothing contained in this Indenture shall prevent any consolidation or merger of the Company with or into any other Person (whether or not
affiliated with the Company) or successive consolidations or mergers in which the Company or its successor or successors shall be a party or parties, or
shall prevent any sale, conveyance, transfer or other disposition of the property of the Company or its successor or successors as an entirety, or
substantially as an entirety, to any other Person (whether or not affiliated with the Company or its successor or successors); provided, however, the
Company hereby covenants and agrees that, upon any such consolidation or merger (in each case, if the Company is not the survivor of such transaction)
or any such sale, conveyance, transfer or other disposition (other than a sale, conveyance, transfer or other disposition to a Subsidiary of the Company),
the due and punctual payment of the principal of (premium, if any) and interest on all of the Securities of all series in accordance with the terms of each
series, according to their tenor, and the due and punctual performance and observance of all the
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covenants and conditions of this Indenture with respect to each series or established with respect to such series pursuant to Section 2.01 to be kept or
performed by the Company shall be expressly assumed, by supplemental indenture (which shall conform to the provisions of the Trust Indenture Act, as
then in effect) reasonably satisfactory in form to the Trustee executed and delivered to the Trustee by the entity formed by such consolidation, or into
which the Company shall have been merged, or by the entity which shall have acquired such property.
Upon any such consolidation, merger, sale, lease, conveyance or other disposition, the Successor will be substituted for the Company under the
Indenture. The Successor may then exercise every power and right of the Company under this Indenture, and except in the case of a lease, the Company
will be released from all of its liabilities and obligations in respect of the Securities and the Indenture. If the Company leases all or substantially all of its
assets the Company will not be released from its obligations to pay the principal of and interest, if any, on the Securities.
ARTICLE SIX
DEFAULTS AND REMEDIES
Section 6.01 Events of Default.
An “Event of Default” on a Series occurs if, voluntarily or involuntarily, whether by operation of law or otherwise, any of the following occurs:
(1)

the failure by the Company to pay interest on any Security of such Series when the same becomes due and payable and the continuance of
any such failure for a period of 30 days;

(2)

the failure by the Company to pay the principal of any Security of such Series when the same becomes due and payable at maturity, upon
acceleration, redemption or otherwise;

(3)

the failure by the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary to comply with any of its agreements or covenants in, or provisions of, the
Securities of such Series or this Indenture (as they relate thereto) and such failure continues for the period and after the notice specified
below (except in the case of a default with respect to Article Five (or any other provision specified in the applicable supplemental
indenture or Authorizing Resolution), which will constitute Events of Default with notice but without passage of time);

(4)

default under any mortgage, indenture or instrument under which there may be issued or by which there may be secured or evidenced any
Indebtedness (other than Non-Recourse Indebtedness) for money borrowed by the Company or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries (or the
payment of which is guaranteed by the Company or any of its Restricted Subsidiaries), whether such Indebtedness or guarantee now exists
or is created after the Issue Date, if that default:
(A)

is caused by a failure to pay at final stated maturity the principal amount of such Indebtedness prior to the expiration of the grace
period provided in such Indebtedness on the date of such default (a “Payment Default”); or

(B)

results in the acceleration of such Indebtedness prior to its express maturity without such Indebtedness having been discharged or
such acceleration having been cured, waived, rescinded or annulled for the period and after the notice specified below,

and, in each case, the principal amount of any such Indebtedness, together with the principal amount of any other such Indebtedness under which
there has been a Payment Default or the maturity of which has been so accelerated, aggregates $50 million or more;
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(5)

(6)

the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary that is a Significant Subsidiary pursuant to or within the meaning of any Bankruptcy Law:
(A)

commences a voluntary case,

(B)

consents to the entry of an order for relief against it in an involuntary case,

(C)

consents to the appointment of a Custodian of it or for all or substantially all of its Property, or

(D)

makes a general assignment for the benefit of its creditors;

a court of competent jurisdiction enters an order or decree under any Bankruptcy Law that:
(A)

is for relief against the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary that is a Significant Subsidiary as debtor in an involuntary case,

(B)

appoints a Custodian of the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary that is a Significant Subsidiary or a Custodian for all or
substantially all of the Property of the Company, or

(C)

orders the liquidation of the Company or any Restricted Subsidiary that is a Significant Subsidiary, and the order or decree remains
unstayed and in effect for 60 days.

A Default as described in subclause (3) or (4)(B) above will not be deemed an Event of Default until the Trustee notifies the Company, or the
Holders of at least 25 percent in principal amount of the then outstanding Securities of the applicable Series notify the Company and the Trustee, of the
Default and (except in the case of a default with respect to Article Five (or any other provision specified in the applicable supplemental indenture or
Authorizing Resolution)) the Company does not cure the Default within (a) with respect to in subclause (3), 60 days after receipt of the notice and
(b) with respect to subclause (4)(B), 30 days after receipt of the notice. The notice must specify the Default, demand that it be remedied and state that
the notice is a “Notice of Default.” If such a Default is cured within such time period, it ceases to exist, without any action by the Trustee or any other
Person.
The term “Custodian” means any receiver, trustee, assignee, liquidator, custodian or similar official under any Bankruptcy Law.
Section 6.02 Acceleration.
If an Event of Default (other than an Event of Default with respect to the Company resulting from subclause (5) or (6) above), shall have occurred
and be continuing under the Indenture, the Trustee by notice to the Company, or the Holders of at least 25 percent in principal amount of the Securities
of the applicable Series then outstanding by notice to the Company and the Trustee, may declare all Securities of such Series to be due and payable
immediately. Upon such declaration of acceleration, the amounts due and payable on the Securities of such Series will be due and payable immediately.
If an Event of Default with respect to the Company specified in subclauses (5) or (6) above occurs, all amounts due and payable on the Securities of
such Series will ipso facto become and be immediately due and payable without any declaration, notice or other act on the part of the Trustee and the
Company or any Holder.
Holders of a majority in principal amount of the then outstanding Securities of such Series may rescind an acceleration with respect to such Series
and its consequence (except an acceleration due to nonpayment of principal or interest) if the rescission would not conflict with any judgment or decree
and if all existing Events of Default (other than the non-payment of accelerated principal) have been cured or waived.
No such rescission shall extend to or shall affect any subsequent Event of Default, or shall impair any right or power consequent thereon.
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Section 6.03 Other Remedies.
If an Event of Default on a Series occurs and is continuing, the Trustee may pursue any available remedy by proceeding at law or in equity to
collect the payment of principal of or interest on the Series or to enforce the performance of any provision in the Securities or this Indenture applicable
to the Series.
The Trustee may maintain a proceeding even if it does not possess any of the Securities or does not produce any of them in the proceeding. A
delay or omission by the Trustee or any Securityholder in exercising any right or remedy accruing upon an Event of Default shall not impair the right or
remedy or constitute a waiver of or acquiescence in the Event of Default. No remedy is exclusive of any other remedy. All available remedies are
cumulative.
Section 6.04 Waiver of Existing Defaults.
Subject to Section 10.02, the Holders of a majority in principal amount of the outstanding Securities of a Series on behalf of all the Holders of the
Series by written notice to the Trustee may waive an existing Default on such Series and its consequences. When a Default is waived, it is cured and
stops continuing, and any Event of Default arising therefrom shall be deemed to have been cured; but no such waiver shall extend to any subsequent or
other Default or impair any right consequent thereon.
Section 6.05 Control by Majority.
The Holders of a majority in principal amount of the outstanding Securities of a Series may direct the time, method and place of conducting any
proceeding for any remedy available to the Trustee or exercising any trust or power conferred on it with respect to such Series. The Trustee, however,
may refuse to follow any direction (i) that conflicts with law or this Indenture, (ii) that, subject to Section 7.01, the Trustee determines is unduly
prejudicial to the rights of other Securityholders, (iii) that would involve the Trustee in personal liability, or (iv) if the Trustee shall not have been
provided with indemnity satisfactory to it.
Section 6.06 Limitation on Suits.
A Securityholder of a Series may not pursue any remedy with respect to this Indenture or the Series unless:
(1)

the Holder gives to the Trustee written notice of a continuing Event of Default on the Series;

(2)

the Holders of at least a majority in principal amount of the outstanding Securities of the Series make a written request to the Trustee to
pursue the remedy;

(3)

such Holder or Holders offer to the Trustee indemnity satisfactory to the Trustee against any loss, liability or expense;

(4)

the Trustee does not comply with the request within 60 days after receipt of the request and the offer of indemnity; and

(5)

no written request inconsistent with such written request shall have been given to the Trustee pursuant to this Section 6.06.

A Securityholder may not use this Indenture to prejudice the rights of another Holder of Securities of the same Series or to obtain a preference or
priority over another Holder of Securities of the same Series (it being understood that the Trustee does not have an affirmative duty to ascertain whether
or not such actions or forbearances by such Holder are unduly prejudicial to another Holder).
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Section 6.07 Rights of Holders to Receive Payment.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Indenture, the right of any Holder to receive payment of principal of and interest on any Security, on
or after the respective due dates expressed in the Security, or to bring suit for the enforcement of any such payment on or after such respective dates, is
absolute and unconditional and shall not be impaired or affected without the consent of the Holder.
Section 6.08 Collection Suit by Trustee.
If an Event of Default in payment of interest or principal specified in Section 6.01(1) or (2) occurs and is continuing, the Trustee may recover
judgment in its own name and as trustee of an express trust against the Company for the whole amount of principal and interest remaining unpaid.
Section 6.09 Trustee May File Proofs of Claim.
The Trustee may file such proofs of claim and other papers or documents as may be necessary or advisable in order to have the claims of the
Trustee (including any claim for the reasonable compensation, expenses, disbursements, and advances of the Trustee, its agents and counsel) and the
Securityholders allowed in any judicial proceedings relative to the Company or its creditors or Property, and unless prohibited by applicable law or
regulation, may vote on behalf of the Holders in any election of a Custodian, and shall be entitled and empowered to collect and receive any moneys or
other Property payable or deliverable on any such claims and to distribute the same and any Custodian in any such judicial proceeding is hereby
authorized by each Securityholder to make such payments to the Trustee. Nothing herein shall be deemed to authorize the Trustee to authorize or
consent to or vote for or accept or adopt on behalf of any Securityholder any plan of reorganization, arrangement, adjustment or composition affecting
the Securities or the rights of any Holder or to authorize the Trustee to vote in respect of the claim of any Securityholder except as aforesaid for the
election of the Custodian.
Section 6.10 Priorities.
If the Trustee collects any money pursuant to this Article with respect to Securities of any Series, it shall pay out the money in the following order:
First:

to the Trustee for amounts due under Section 7.07;

Second:

to Securityholders of the Series for amounts due and unpaid on the Series for principal and interest, ratably, without preference or
priority of any kind, according to the amounts due and payable on the Series for principal and interest, respectively; and

Third:

to the Company or as a court of competent jurisdiction shall direct.

The Trustee may fix a record date and payment date for any payment to Securityholders pursuant to this Section 6.10.
Section 6.11

Undertaking for Costs.

In any suit for the enforcement of any right or remedy under this Indenture or in any suit against the Trustee for any action taken or omitted by it
as Trustee, a court in its discretion may require the filing by any party litigant in the suit of an undertaking to pay the costs of the suit, and the court in its
discretion may assess reasonable costs, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses, against any party litigant in the suit, having the due regard to
the merits and good faith of the claims or defenses made by the party litigant. This Section does not apply to a suit by the Trustee, a suit by a Holder
pursuant to Section 6.07 or a suit by Holders of more than 10% in principal amount of the Series.
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ARTICLE SEVEN
TRUSTEE
Section 7.01 Duties of Trustee.
(a) If an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing with respect to Securities of any Series, the Trustee shall exercise its rights and powers
and use the same degree of care and skill in their exercise as a prudent man would exercise or use under the circumstances in the conduct of his own
affairs.
(b) Except during the continuance of an Event of Default:
(1) The Trustee need perform only those duties that are specifically set forth in this Indenture and no others and no implied covenants or
obligations shall be read into this Indenture against the Trustee.
(2) In the absence of bad faith on its part, the Trustee may conclusively rely, as to the truth of the statements and the correctness of the
opinions expressed therein, upon certificates or opinions furnished to the Trustee and conforming to the requirements of this Indenture. The Trustee,
however, in the case of certificates or opinions specifically required by any provision hereof to be furnished to it, shall examine the certificates and
opinions to determine whether or not they conform to the requirements of this Indenture but need not confirm or investigate the accuracy of
mathematical calculations or other facts or matters stated therein.
(c) The Trustee may not be relieved from liability for its own negligent action, its own negligent failure to act or its own willful misconduct,
except that:
(1) This paragraph does not limit the effect of paragraph (b) of this Section.
(2) The Trustee shall not be liable for any error of judgment made in good faith by a Trust Officer, unless it is proved that the Trustee was
negligent in ascertaining the pertinent facts.
(3) The Trustee shall not be liable with respect to any action it takes or omits to take in good faith in accordance with a direction received
by it pursuant to Section 6.05 or any other direction of the Holders permitted hereunder.
(d) Every provision of this Indenture that in any way relates to the Trustee is subject to paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of this Section.
(e) The Trustee may refuse to perform any duty or exercise any right or power unless it receives indemnity satisfactory to it against any loss,
liability or expense.
(f) The Trustee shall not be liable for interest on any money received by it except as the Trustee may agree with the Company. Money held in trust
by the Trustee need not be segregated from other funds except to the extent required by law.
(g) None of the provisions contained in this Indenture shall require the Trustee to expend or risk its own funds or otherwise incur financial liability
in the performance of any of its duties or in the exercise of any of its rights or powers, if there shall be reasonable grounds for believing that the
repayment of such funds or adequate indemnity against such liability is not reasonably assured to it.
Section 7.02 Rights of Trustee.
Subject to Section 7.01:
(a) The Trustee may conclusively rely and shall be fully protected in acting or refraining from acting on any document, resolution, certificate,
instrument, report, or direction believed by it to be genuine and to have been signed or presented by the proper person. The Trustee need not investigate
any fact or matter stated in the document, resolution, certificate, instrument, report, or direction.
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(b) Before the Trustee acts or refrains from acting, it may require an Officers’ Certificate or an Opinion of Counsel or both, which shall conform
to Sections 12.04 and 12.05 hereof and containing such other statements as the Trustee reasonably deems necessary to perform its duties hereunder. The
Trustee shall not be liable for any action it takes or omits to take in good faith in reliance on the Officers’ Certificate, Opinion of Counsel or any other
direction of the Company permitted hereunder.
(c) The Trustee may act through agents and shall not be responsible for the misconduct or negligence of any agent appointed with due care.
(d) The Trustee shall not be liable for any action taken, suffered or omitted by it in good faith and believed by it to be authorized or within the
discretion or rights or powers conferred upon it by this Indenture.
(e) The Trustee may consult with counsel of its selection, and the advice of such counsel or any Opinion of Counsel as to matters of law shall be
full and complete authorization and protection in respect of any action taken, omitted or suffered by it hereunder in good faith and in accordance with
the advice or opinion of such counsel.
(f) Unless otherwise specifically provided in the Indenture, any demand, request, direction or notice from the Company shall be sufficient if
signed by an Officer of the Company.
(g) For all purposes under this Indenture, the Trustee shall not be deemed to have notice or knowledge of any Event of Default unless written
notice of any Event of Default is received by the Trustee at its address specified in Section 12.02 hereof and such notice references the Securities
generally, the Company and this Indenture.
(h) The Trustee shall be under no obligation to exercise any of the rights or powers vested in it by this Indenture at the request or direction of any
of the Holders pursuant to this Indenture, unless such Holders shall have offered to the Trustee security or indemnity reasonably satisfactory to the
Trustee against the costs, expenses and liabilities which might be incurred by it in compliance with such request or direction.
(i) The Trustee shall not be bound to make any investigation into the facts or matters stated in any resolution, certificate, statement, instrument,
opinion, report, notice, request, direction, consent, order, bond, debenture, note, other evidence of indebtedness or other paper or document, but the
Trustee, in its discretion, may make such further inquiry or investigation into such facts or matters as it may see fit, and, if the Trustee shall determine to
make such further inquiry or investigation, it shall be entitled to examine the books, records and premises of the Company, personally or by agent or
attorney at the sole cost of the Company and shall incur no liability or additional liability of any kind by reason of such inquiry or investigation.
(j) In no event shall the Trustee be responsible or liable for special, indirect, punitive or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever
(including, but not limited to, loss of profit) irrespective of whether the Trustee has been advised of the likelihood of such loss or damage and regardless
of the form of action.
(k) The rights, privileges, protections, immunities and benefits given to the Trustee, including, without limitation, its right to be indemnified, are
extended to, and shall be enforceable by, the Trustee in each of its capacities hereunder, and each agent, custodian and other Person employed to act
hereunder.
(l) The Trustee may request that the Company deliver a certificate setting forth the names of individuals and/or titles of officers authorized at such
time to take specified actions pursuant to this Indenture.
(m) In no event shall the Trustee be responsible or liable for any failure or delay in the performance of its obligations hereunder arising out of or
caused by, directly or indirectly, forces beyond its control, including, without limitation, strikes, work stoppages, accidents, acts of war or terrorism, civil
or military disturbances, nuclear
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or natural catastrophes or acts of God, and interruptions, loss or malfunctions of utilities, communications or computer (software and hardware)
services; it being understood that the Trustee shall use reasonable efforts which are consistent with accepted practices in the banking industry to resume
performance as soon as practicable under the circumstances.
Section 7.03 Individual Rights of Trustee.
The Trustee in its individual or any other capacity may become the owner or pledgee of Securities and may otherwise deal with the Company or
its affiliates with the same rights it would have if it were not Trustee. Any Agent may do the same with like rights. The Trustee, however, must comply
with Sections 7.10 and 7.11.
Section 7.04 Trustee’s Disclaimer.
The Trustee makes no representation as to the validity or adequacy of this Indenture, the Securities or of any prospectus used to sell the Securities
of any Series; it shall not be accountable for the Company’s use of the proceeds from the Securities; it shall not be accountable for any money paid to the
Company, or upon the Company’s direction, if made under and in accordance with any provision of this Indenture; it shall not be responsible for the use
or application of any money received by any Paying Agent other than the Trustee; and it shall not be responsible for any statement of the Company in
this Indenture or in the Securities other than its certificate of authentication.
Section 7.05 Notice of Defaults.
If a Default on a Series occurs and is continuing and if a responsible officer of the Trustee has actual knowledge of such Default, the Trustee shall
deliver to each Securityholder of the Series notice of the Default (which shall specify any uncured Default known to it) within 90 days after the Trustee
obtains such knowledge. Except in the case of a default in payment of principal of or interest on a Series, the Trustee may withhold the notice if and so
long as the board of directors of the Trustee, the executive or any trust committee of such directors and/or responsible officers of the Trustee in good
faith determine(s) that withholding the notice is in the interests of Holders of the Series.
Section 7.06 Reports by Trustee to Holders.
Within 60 days after each May 15 beginning with the May 15 following the date of this Base Indenture, the Trustee shall mail to each
Securityholder a brief report dated as of such May 15 that complies with TIA § 313(a) (but if no event described in TIA § 313(1) through (8) has
occurred within the twelve months preceding the reporting date no report in relation thereto need be transmitted). The Trustee also shall comply with
TIA § 313(b).
A copy of each report at the time of its mailing to Securityholders shall be delivered to the Company and filed by the Trustee with the SEC and
each national securities exchange on which the Securities are listed. The Company agrees to notify the Trustee of each national securities exchange on
which the Securities are listed.
Section 7.07 Compensation and Indemnity.
The Company shall pay to the Trustee from time to time reasonable compensation for its services subject to any written agreement between the
Trustee and the Company (which compensation shall not be limited by any provision of law in regard to the compensation of a trustee of an express
trust). The Company shall reimburse the Trustee upon request for all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred by it. Such expenses shall include the
reasonable compensation and expenses of the Trustee’s agents and counsel. The Company shall indemnify the Trustee, its officers, directors, employees
and agents and hold it harmless against any loss, liability, claim, damage or expense incurred or made by or on behalf of it in connection with the
administration of this Indenture or the trust hereunder and its duties hereunder including the costs and expenses of defending itself against or
investigating any claim in the premises. The Trustee shall notify the Company promptly of any claim of which it has received written notice and for
which it may seek indemnity. The Company need not reimburse any expense or indemnify against any loss or liability incurred by the Trustee through
the Trustee’s, or its officers’, directors’, or employees’ negligence or willful misconduct.
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Unless otherwise provided in any supplemental indenture or Authorizing Resolution relating to any Series, to ensure the Company’s payment
obligations in this Section, the Trustee shall have a lien prior to the Securities of all Series on all money or Property held or collected by the Trustee,
except that held in trust to pay principal of or interest on particular Securities. When the Trustee incurs expenses or renders services in connection with
an Event of Default specified in Section 6.01 or in connection with Article Six hereof, the expenses (including the reasonable fees and expenses of its
counsel) and the compensation for services in connection therewith are to constitute expenses of administration under any Bankruptcy Law. Section 7.07
shall survive the discharge of the Indenture or resignation or removal of Trustee.
Section 7.08 Replacement of Trustee.
The Trustee may resign with respect to Securities of any or all Series by so notifying the Company. The Holders of a majority in principal amount
of the outstanding Securities (or of the relevant Series) may remove the Trustee by so notifying the removed Trustee in writing (at any time when the
Trustee holds funds on behalf of the Company, upon 30 days’ prior written notice) and may appoint a successor trustee with the Company’s consent.
Such resignation or removal shall not take effect until the appointment by the Securityholders of the relevant Series or the Company as hereinafter
provided of a successor trustee and the acceptance of such appointment by such successor trustee. The Company (at any time when the Trustee holds
funds on behalf of the Company, upon 30 days’ prior written notice) may remove the Trustee and any Securityholder may petition any court of
competent jurisdiction for the removal of the Trustee and the appointment of a successor trustee for any or no reason, including if:
(1)

the Trustee fails to comply with Section 7.10 after written request by the Company or any bona fide Securityholder who has been a
Securityholder for at least six months;

(2)

the Trustee is adjudged a bankrupt or an insolvent;

(3)

a receiver or other public officer takes charge of the Trustee or its Property; or

(4)

the Trustee becomes incapable of acting.

If the Trustee resigns or is removed or if a vacancy exists in the office of Trustee for any reason, the Company shall promptly appoint a successor
trustee with respect to the Securities of the relevant Series. If a successor trustee does not take office within 30 days after the retiring Trustee resigns or
is removed, the retiring Trustee at the expense of the Company, the Company or any Holder may petition any court of competent jurisdiction for the
appointment of a successor trustee.
A successor trustee shall deliver a written acceptance of its appointment to the retiring Trustee and to the Company. Immediately after that, the
retiring Trustee shall, upon payment of its fees and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable fees and expenses of counsel) hereunder, transfer
all Property held by it as Trustee to the successor trustee, the resignation or removal of the retiring Trustee shall become effective, and the successor
trustee shall have all the rights, powers and duties of the Trustee under this Indenture. A successor trustee shall mail notice of its succession to each
Securityholder.
Section 7.09 Successor Trustee by Merger, etc.
If the Trustee consolidates with, merges with or into or converts into, or transfers all or substantially all of its corporate trust business to, another
corporation, the successor corporation without any further act shall be the successor trustee.
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Section 7.10 Eligibility; Disqualification.
This Indenture shall always have a Trustee who satisfies the requirements of TIA § 310(a)(1). The Trustee shall have a combined capital and
surplus of at least $10,000,000 as set forth in its most recent published annual report of condition. The Trustee shall comply with TIA § 310(b).
Section 7.11 Preferential Collection of Claims Against Company.
The Trustee shall comply with TIA § 311(a), excluding any creditor relationship listed in TIA § 311(b). A Trustee who has resigned or been
removed shall be subject to TIA § 311(a) to the extent indicated therein.
ARTICLE EIGHT
DISCHARGE OF INDENTURE
Section 8.01 Defeasance upon Deposit of Moneys or Government Obligations.
(a) The Company may, at its option and at any time, elect to have either paragraph (b) or paragraph (c) below be applied to the outstanding
Securities of any Series upon compliance with the applicable conditions set forth in paragraph (d).
(b) Upon the Company’s exercise under paragraph (a) of the option applicable to this paragraph (b) with respect to any Series, the Company shall
be deemed to have been released and discharged from its obligations with respect to the outstanding Securities of the Series on the date the applicable
conditions set forth below are satisfied (hereinafter, “Legal Defeasance”). For this purpose, such Legal Defeasance means that the Company shall be
deemed to have paid and discharged the entire Indebtedness represented by the outstanding Securities of a Series, which shall thereafter be deemed to be
“outstanding” only for the purposes of the Sections and matters under this Indenture referred to in (i) and (ii) below, and the Company shall be deemed
to have satisfied all its other obligations under such Securities and this Indenture insofar as such Securities are concerned, except for the following
which shall survive until otherwise terminated or discharged hereunder: (i) the rights of Holders of outstanding Securities of a Series to receive solely
from the trust fund described in paragraph (d) below and as more fully set forth in such paragraph, payments in respect of the principal of and interest on
such Securities when such payments are due and (ii) obligations listed in Section 8.02, subject to compliance with this Section 8.01. The Company may
exercise its option under this paragraph (b) with respect to a Series notwithstanding the prior exercise of its option under paragraph (c) below with
respect to the Securities of the Series.
(c) Upon the Company’s exercise under paragraph (a) of the option applicable to this paragraph (c) with respect to a Series, the Company shall be
released and discharged from the obligations under any covenant contained in Articles Four and Five and any other covenant contained in or referenced
in the Authorizing Resolution or supplemental indenture relating to such Series (to the extent such release and discharge shall not be prohibited thereby),
on and after the date the conditions set forth below are satisfied (hereinafter, “Covenant Defeasance”), and the Securities of such Series shall thereafter
be deemed to be not “outstanding” for the purpose of any direction, waiver, consent or declaration or act of Holders (and the consequences of any
thereof) in connection with such covenants, but shall continue to be deemed “outstanding” for all other purposes hereunder. For this purpose, such
Covenant Defeasance means that, with respect to the outstanding Securities of a Series, the Company may omit to comply with and shall have no
liability in respect of any term, condition or limitation set forth in any such covenant, whether directly or indirectly, by reason of any reference
elsewhere herein to any such covenant or by reason of any reference in any such covenant to any other provision herein or in any other document and
such omission to comply shall not constitute a Default or an Event of Default under Section 6.01(3) or otherwise, but, except as specified above, the
remainder of this Indenture and such Securities shall be unaffected thereby.
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(d) The following shall be the conditions to application of either paragraph (b) or paragraph (c) above to the outstanding Securities of the
applicable Series:
(1) The Company shall have irrevocably deposited in trust with the Trustee (or another qualifying trustee), money in the currency in which
the Securities of such Series are payable or Government Obligations or a combination thereof in such amounts and at such times as are sufficient, in the
opinion of a nationally recognized firm of independent public accountants, to pay the principal of and interest on the outstanding Securities of such
Series to maturity or redemption; provided, however, that the Trustee (or other qualifying trustee) shall have received an irrevocable written order from
the Company instructing the Trustee (or other qualifying trustee) to apply such money or the proceeds of such Government Obligations to said payments
with respect to the Securities of such Series to maturity or redemption;
(2) No Default or Event of Default (other than a Default or Event of Default resulting from non-compliance with any covenant from which
the Company is released upon effectiveness of such Legal Defeasance or Covenant Defeasance pursuant to paragraph (b) or (c) hereof, as applicable)
shall have occurred and be continuing on the date of such deposit or result therefrom;
(3) Such deposit will not result in a breach or violation of, or constitute a default under, any other material instrument or agreement to
which the Company or any of any of its Restricted Subsidiaries is a party or by which it or any of their Property is bound;
(4) (i) In the event the Company elects paragraph (b) hereof, the Company shall deliver to the Trustee an Opinion of Counsel in the United
States, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the Trustee, to the effect that (A) the Company has received from, or there has been published
by, the Internal Revenue Service a ruling or (B) since the Issue Date pertaining to such Series, there has been a change in the applicable federal income
tax law, in either case to the effect that, and based thereon such Opinion of Counsel shall state that, or (ii) in the event the Company elects paragraph
(c) hereof, the Company shall deliver to the Trustee an Opinion of Counsel in the United States, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to the
Trustee, to the effect that, in the case of clauses (i) and (ii), and subject to customary assumptions and exclusions, Holders of the Securities of such
Series will not recognize income, gain or loss for federal income tax purposes as a result of such deposit and the defeasance contemplated hereby and
will be subject to federal income tax in the same amounts and in the same manner and at the same times as would have been the case if such deposit and
defeasance had not occurred;
(5) The Company shall have delivered to the Trustee an Officers’ Certificate, stating that the deposit under clause (1) was not made by the
Company with the intent of preferring the Holders of the Securities of such Series over any other creditors of the Company or with the intent of
defeating, hindering, delaying or defrauding any other creditors of the Company or others; and
(6) The Company has delivered to the Trustee an Officers’ Certificate and an Opinion of Counsel, each stating that all conditions precedent
specified herein relating to the defeasance contemplated by this Section 8.01 have been complied with.
In the event all or any portion of the Securities of a Series are to be redeemed through such irrevocable trust, the Company must make
arrangements satisfactory to the Trustee, at the time of such deposit, for the giving of the notice of such redemption or redemptions by the Trustee in the
name and at the expense of the Company.
(e) In addition to the Company’s rights above under this Section 8.01, the Company may terminate all of its obligations under this Indenture with
respect to a Series, when:
(1) All Securities of such Series theretofore authenticated and delivered (other than Securities which have been destroyed, lost or stolen
and which have been replaced or paid as provided in Section 2.07 and Securities for whose payment money has theretofore been deposited in trust or
segregated and held in trust by the Company and thereafter repaid to the Company or discharged from such trust) have been delivered to the Trustee for
cancellation or all such Securities not theretofore delivered to the Trustee for cancellation (A) have become due and payable, (B) will become due and
payable at maturity within one year or (C) are to be called for redemption within one year under arrangements satisfactory to the Trustee for the giving
of notice of redemption by the Trustee in the name, and at the expense, of the Company, and in each such case, the Company has irrevocably deposited
or caused to be deposited with the Trustee (or another qualifying trustee) as trust funds in trust solely for that purpose an amount of money in the
currency in which the Securities of such Series are payable or Government Obligations or a combination thereof sufficient, in the opinion of a nationally
recognized firm of independent public accountants, to pay and discharge the entire Indebtedness on the Securities of such Series not theretofore
delivered to the Trustee for cancellation, for principal of and interest on the Securities of such Series, on the date of such deposit or to the maturity or
redemption date, as the case may be;
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(2) The Company has paid or caused to be paid all other sums payable hereunder by the Company;
(3) The Company has delivered irrevocable instructions to the Trustee (or such other qualifying trustee), to apply the deposited money
toward the payment of the Securities of such Series at maturity or redemption, as the case may be; and
(4) The Company has delivered to the Trustee an Officers’ Certificate and an Opinion of Counsel, stating that all conditions precedent
specified in this Section 8.01(e) relating to the satisfaction and discharge of this Indenture have been complied with.
Section 8.02 Survival of the Company’s Obligations.
Notwithstanding the satisfaction and discharge of this Indenture under Section 8.01, the Company’s obligations in Paragraph 8 of the Securities
and Sections 2.03 through 2.07, 4.01, 7.07, 7.08, 8.04 and 8.05, however, shall survive until the Securities of an applicable Series are no longer
outstanding. Thereafter, the Company’s obligations in Paragraph 8 of the Securities of such Series and Sections 7.02, 7.07, 8.04 and 8.05 shall survive
(as they relate to such Series) such satisfaction and discharge.
Section 8.03 Application of Trust Money.
The Trustee shall hold in trust money or Government Obligations deposited with it pursuant to Section 8.01. It shall apply the deposited money
and the money from Government Obligations in accordance with this Indenture to the payment of principal of and interest on the Securities of the
defeased Series.
Section 8.04 Repayment to the Company.
The Trustee and the Paying Agent shall promptly pay to the Company upon request any excess money or securities held by them at any time. The
Trustee and the Paying Agent shall pay to the Company upon request any money held by them for the payment of principal or interest that remains
unclaimed for two years, provided, however, that the Trustee or such Paying Agent, before being required to make any such repayment, may at the
expense of the Company cause to be published once in a newspaper of general circulation in the City of New York or send to each such Holder notice
that such money remains unclaimed and that, after a date specified therein, which shall not be less than 30 days from the date of such publication or
mailing, any unclaimed balance of such money then remaining will be repaid to the Company. After payment to the Company, Securityholders entitled
to the money must look to the Company for payment as general creditors unless applicable abandoned property law designates another person and all
liability of the Trustee or such Paying Agent with respect to such money shall cease.
Section 8.05 Reinstatement.
If the Trustee is unable to apply any money or Government Obligations in accordance with Section 8.01 by reason of any legal proceeding or by
reason of any order or judgment of any court or governmental authority enjoining, restraining or otherwise prohibiting such application, the Company’s
obligations under this Indenture and the Securities relating to the Series shall be revived and reinstated as though no deposit had occurred pursuant to
Section 8.01 until such time as the Trustee is permitted to apply all such money or Government Obligations in accordance with Section 8.01; provided,
however, that (a) if the Company has made any payment of interest on or principal of any Securities of the Series because of the reinstatement of its
obligations hereunder, the Company shall be subrogated to the rights of the Holders of such Securities to receive such payment from the money or
Government Obligations held by the Trustee and (b) unless otherwise required by any legal proceeding or any order or judgment of any court or
governmental authority, the Trustee shall return all such money or Government Obligations to the Company promptly after receiving a written request
therefor at any time, if such reinstatement of the Company’s obligations has occurred and continues to be in effect.
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ARTICLE NINE
RESERVED
ARTICLE TEN
AMENDMENTS, SUPPLEMENTS AND WAIVERS
Section 10.01 Without Consent of Holders.
The Company and the Trustee may amend or supplement this Indenture or the Securities of a Series without notice to or consent of any
Securityholder of such Series:
(1)

to cure any ambiguity, omission, defect or inconsistency;

(2)

to comply with Article Five;

(3)

to provide that specific provisions of this Indenture shall not apply to a Series not previously issued or to make a change to specific
provisions of this Indenture that only applies to any Series not previously issued or to additional Securities of a Series not previously
issued;

(4)

to create a Series and establish its terms;

(5)

to provide for uncertificated Securities in addition to or in place of certificated Securities;

(6)

to release a guarantor in respect of any Series which, in accordance with the terms of this Indenture applicable to the particular Series,
ceases to be liable in respect of its guarantee;

(7)

to add a guarantor in respect of any Series;

(8)

to secure any Series;

(9)

to comply with requirements of the SEC in order to effect or maintain the qualification of this Indenture under the TIA;

(10)

to make any other change that does not adversely affect the rights of Securityholders; and

(11)

to conform the provisions of the Indenture to the final offering memorandum in respect of any Series.

After an amendment under this Section 10.01 becomes effective, the Company shall deliver notice of such amendment to the Securityholders.
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Section 10.02 With Consent of Holders.
The Company and the Trustee may amend or supplement this Indenture or the Securities of a Series without notice to any Securityholder of such
Series but with the written consent of the Holders of at least a majority in principal amount of the outstanding Securities of each Series affected by the
amendment (including consents obtained in connection with a purchase of, or tender offer or exchange offer for, Securities of such Series). Each such
Series shall vote as a separate class. The Holders of a majority in principal amount of the outstanding Securities of any Series may waive compliance by
the Company with any provision of the Securities of such Series or of this Indenture relating to such Series without notice to any Securityholder
(including any waiver granted in connection with a purchase of, or tender offer or exchange offer for, Securities of such Series). Without the consent of
each Holder of a Security affected thereby, however, an amendment, supplement or waiver, including a waiver pursuant to Section 6.04, may not:
(1) reduce the amount of Securities of the relevant Series whose Holders must consent to an amendment, supplement or waiver;
(2) reduce the rate of or extend the time for payment of interest, including defaulted interest, on any Security;
(3) reduce the principal of or extend the fixed maturity of any Security or alter the provisions (including related definitions) with respect to
redemption of any Security pursuant to Article Three hereof or with respect to any obligations on the part of the Company to offer to purchase or to
redeem Securities of a Series pursuant to the Authorizing Resolution or supplemental indenture pertaining to such Series (it being understood that only
the consent of the Holders of a majority of the principal amount of the applicable Series of Securities will be required in connection with the waiver or
modification of any obligation by the Company to make an offer to purchase the Securities of such Series as a result of a change of control prior to the
occurrence of a change of control);
(4) make any change that adversely affects any right of a Holder to convert or exchange any Security into or for shares of the Company’s
common stock or other securities, cash or other property in accordance with the terms of such Security;
(5) modify the ranking or priority of the Securities of the relevant Series or any guarantee thereof;
(6) release any guarantor of any Series from any of its obligations under its guarantee or this Indenture otherwise than in accordance with
the terms of this Indenture;
(7) make any change in Sections 6.04, 6.07 or this Section 10.02;
(8) waive a continuing Default or Event of Default in the payment of the principal of or interest on any Security; or
(9) make any Security payable at a place or in money other than that stated in the Security, or impair the right of any Securityholder to
bring suit as permitted by Section 6.07.
An amendment of a provision included solely for the benefit of one or more Series does not affect the interests of Securityholders of any other
Series.
It shall not be necessary for the consent of the Holders under this Section to approve the particular form of any proposed supplement, but it shall
be sufficient if such consent approves the substance thereof.
Section 10.03 Compliance with Trust Indenture Act.
Every amendment to or supplement of this Indenture or any Securities shall comply with the TIA as then in effect.
Section 10.04 Revocation and Effect of Consents.
A consent to an amendment, supplement or waiver by a Holder shall bind the Holder and every subsequent Holder of a Security or portion of a
Security that evidences the same debt as the consenting Holder’s Security, even if notation of the consent is not made on any Security. Unless otherwise
provided in the consent or the consent solicitation statement or other document describing the terms of the consent, any Holder or subsequent Holder
may revoke the consent as to its Security or portion of a Security. Any revocation of a consent by the Holder of a Security or any such subsequent
Holder shall be effective only if the Trustee receives the notice of revocation before the date on which the Trustee receives an Officers’ Certificate from
the Company certifying that the requisite number of consents have been received.
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The Company may, but shall not be obligated to, fix a record date for the purpose of determining the Holders of Securities of any Series entitled to
consent to any amendment, supplement or waiver, which record date shall be at least 10 days prior to the first solicitation of such consent. If a record
date is fixed, and if Holders otherwise have a right to revoke their consent under the consent or the consent solicitation statement or other document
describing the terms of the consent, then notwithstanding the second to last sentence of the immediately preceding paragraph, those Persons who were
Holders at such record date (or their duly designated proxies), and only those Persons, shall be entitled to revoke any consent previously given, whether
or not such Persons continue to be Holders after such record date. No such consent shall be valid or effective for more than 90 days after such record
date.
An amendment, supplement or waiver with respect to a Series becomes effective upon the (i) receipt by the Company or the Trustee of the
requisite consents, (ii) satisfaction of any conditions to effectiveness as set forth in this Indenture or any indenture supplemental hereto containing such
amendment, supplement or waiver and (iii) execution of such amendment, supplement or waiver (or the related supplemental indenture) by the
Company and the Trustee. After an amendment, supplement or waiver with respect to a Series becomes effective, it shall bind every Holder of such
Series, unless it makes a change described in any of clauses (1) through (9) of Section 10.02, in which case, the amendment, supplement or waiver shall
bind a Holder of a Security who is affected thereby only if it has consented to such amendment, supplement or waiver and every subsequent Holder of a
Security or portion of a Security that evidences the same debt as the consenting Holder’s Security; provided that no such waiver shall impair or affect the
right of any Holder to receive payment of principal of and interest on a Security, on or after the respective due dates expressed in such Security, or to
bring suit for the enforcement of any such payment on or after such respective dates without the consent of such Holder.
Section 10.05 Notation on or Exchange of Securities.
If an amendment, supplement or waiver changes the terms of a Security, the Company may require the Holder of the Security to deliver it to the
Trustee, at which time the Trustee shall place an appropriate notation on the Security about the changed terms and return it to the Holder. Alternatively,
if the Company or the Trustee so determines, the Company in exchange for the Security shall issue and the Trustee shall authenticate a new Security that
reflects the changed terms.
Section 10.06 Trustee to Sign Amendments, etc.
Subject to Section 7.02(b), the Trustee shall sign any amendment, supplement or waiver authorized pursuant to this Article if the amendment,
supplement or waiver does not adversely affect the rights, duties, liabilities or immunities of the Trustee. If it does, the Trustee may but need not sign it.
In signing or refusing to sign such amendment or supplemental indenture, the Trustee shall be provided with and shall be fully protected in relying upon,
an Officers’ Certificate and an Opinion of Counsel as conclusive evidence that such amendment, supplement or waiver is authorized or permitted by this
Indenture, and (solely with respect to such Opinion of Counsel) that it will be valid and binding upon the Company and enforceable in accordance with
its terms.
ARTICLE ELEVEN
SECURITIES IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES
Section 11.01 Applicability of Article.
Whenever this Indenture provides for (i) any action by, or the determination of any of the rights of, Holders of Securities of any Series in which
not all of such Securities are denominated in the same currency, or (ii) any distribution to Holders of Securities, in the absence of any provision to the
contrary pursuant to this Indenture or the Securities of any particular Series, any amount in respect of any Security denominated in a Foreign Currency
shall be treated for any such action or distribution as that amount of Dollars that could be obtained for such amount on
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such reasonable basis of exchange and as of the record date with respect to Securities of such Series (if any) for such action, determination of rights or
distribution (or, if there shall be no applicable record date, such other date reasonably proximate to the date of such action, determination of rights or
distribution) as the Company may specify in a written notice to the Trustee or, in the absence of such written notice, as the Trustee may determine.
ARTICLE TWELVE
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 12.01 Trust Indenture Act Controls.
If any provision of this Indenture limits, qualifies or conflicts with another provision which is required to be included in this Indenture by the TIA,
the required provision shall control.
Section 12.02 Notices.
Any order, consent, notice or communication shall be sufficiently given if in writing and delivered in person or mailed by first class mail, postage
prepaid, or delivered by commercial courier service, addressed as follows:
if to the Company:
Urovant Sciences, Inc.
5151 California Avenue, Suite 250
Irvine, CA 92617
(949) 226-6029
Attention: Chief Accounting Officer
if to the Trustee:
[
[
[

]
]
]

The Company or the Trustee by notice to the other may designate additional or different addresses for subsequent notices or communications.
Any notice or communication mailed to a Securityholder shall be mailed to him by first class mail, or delivered by commercial courier service, at
his address as it appears on the registration books of the Registrar, or, in the case of Global Securities sent electronically in accordance with the
procedures of the Depositary, and shall be sufficiently given to him if so sent within the time prescribed.
Failure to send a notice or communication to a Securityholder or any defect in it shall not affect its sufficiency with respect to other
Securityholders. If a notice or communication is sent in the manner provided above, it is duly given, whether or not the addressee receives it except that
notice to the Trustee shall only be effective upon receipt thereof by the Trustee.
If the Company sends notice or communications to the Securityholders, it shall send a copy to the Trustee at the same time.
In addition to the foregoing, the Trustee agrees to accept and act upon notice, instructions or directions pursuant to this Indenture sent by
unsecured e-mail, facsimile transmission or other similar unsecured electronic methods. If the party elects to give the Trustee e-mail or facsimile
instructions (or instructions by a similar electronic method) and the Trustee in its discretion elects to act upon such instructions, the Trustee’s
understanding of such instructions shall be deemed controlling. The Trustee shall not be liable for any losses, costs or expenses arising directly or
indirectly from the Trustee’s reliance upon and compliance with such instructions notwithstanding such instructions conflict or are inconsistent with a
subsequent written instruction. The party providing electronic instructions agrees to assume all risks arising out of the use of such electronic methods to
submit instructions and directions to the Trustee, including without limitation the risk of the Trustee acting on unauthorized instructions, and the risk of
interception and misuse by third parties.
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Notwithstanding any other provision of this Indenture or any Security, where this Indenture or any Security provides for notice of any event to a
Holder of a Global Security (whether by mail or otherwise), such notice shall be sufficiently given if given to the Depositary (or its designee) pursuant
to the standing instructions from the Depositary or its designee.
Section 12.03 Communications by Holders with Other Holders.
Securityholders may communicate pursuant to TIA § 312(b) with other Securityholders with respect to their rights under this Indenture or the
Securities. The Company, the Trustee, the Registrar and anyone else shall have the protection of TIA § 312(c).
Section 12.04 Certificate and Opinion as to Conditions Precedent.
Upon any request or application by the Company to the Trustee to take any action under this Indenture, the Company shall furnish to the Trustee:
(1)

an Officers’ Certificate (which shall include the statements set forth in Section 12.05) stating that, in the opinion of the signers (who may
rely upon an Opinion of Counsel with respect to matters of law), all conditions precedent, if any, provided for in this Indenture relating to
the proposed action have been complied with; and

(2)

an Opinion of Counsel (which shall include the statements set forth in Section 12.05) stating that, in the opinion of such counsel (who may
rely upon an Officers’ Certificate or certificates of public officials as to matters of fact), all such conditions precedent and covenants,
compliance with which constitutes a condition precedent, if any, provided for in this Indenture relating to the proposed action or inaction,
have been complied with.

Section 12.05 Statements Required in Certificate or Opinion.
Each certificate or opinion with respect to compliance with a condition or covenant provided for in this Indenture shall include:
(1)

a statement that the person making such certificate or opinion has read such covenant or condition;

(2)

a brief statement as to the nature and scope of the examination or investigation upon which the statements or opinions contained in such
certificate or opinion are based;

(3)

a statement that, in the opinion of such person, he has made such examination or investigation as is necessary to enable him to express an
informed opinion as to whether or not such covenant or condition has been complied with; and

(4)

a statement as to whether or not, in the opinion of such person, such condition or covenant has been complied with.

Section 12.06 Rules by Trustee and Agents.
The Trustee may make reasonable rules for action by or a meeting of Securityholders. The Registrar or Paying Agent may make reasonable rules
for its functions.
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Section 12.07 Legal Holidays.
A “Legal Holiday” is a Saturday, a Sunday, a legal holiday or a day on which banking institutions in New York, New York or in the place of
payment are not required to be open. If a payment date is a Legal Holiday, payment may be made on the next succeeding day that is not a Legal Holiday,
and no interest shall accrue for the intervening period. If this Indenture provides for a time period that ends or requires performance of any non-payment
obligation by a day that is not a Business Day, then such time period shall instead be deemed to end on, and such obligation shall instead be performed
by, the next succeeding Business Day. A “Business Day” is any day other than a Legal Holiday.
Section 12.08 Governing Law.
The laws of the State of New York shall govern this Indenture and the Securities of each Series.
Section 12.09 No Adverse Interpretation of Other Agreements.
This Indenture may not be used to interpret another indenture, loan or debt agreement of the Company or a Subsidiary. Any such indenture, loan
or debt agreement may not be used to interpret this Indenture.
Section 12.10 No Recourse Against Others.
All liability described in Paragraph 12 of the Securities of any director, officer, employee or stockholder, as such, of the Company is, to the fullest
extent permitted by applicable law, waived and released.
Section 12.11 Successors and Assigns.
All covenants and agreements of the Company in this Indenture and the Securities shall bind its successors and assigns. All agreements of the
Trustee in this Indenture shall bind its successors and assigns.
Section 12.12 Duplicate Originals.
The parties may sign any number of copies of this Indenture. Each signed copy shall be an original, but all of them together represent the same
agreement. Signatures of the parties hereto transmitted by facsimile or other electronic transmission shall be deemed to be their original signatures for
all purposes.
Section 12.13 Severability.
In case any one or more of the provisions contained in this Indenture or in the Securities of a Series shall for any reason be held to be invalid,
illegal or unenforceable in any respect, such invalidity, illegality or unenforceability shall not affect any other provisions of this Indenture or of such
Securities.
Section 12.14 Waiver of Jury Trial.
EACH OF THE COMPANY AND THE TRUSTEE (AND EACH HOLDER BY ITS ACCEPTANCE OF ANY NOTE) HEREBY
IRREVOCABLY WAIVES, TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY AND ALL RIGHT TO TRIAL BY JURY IN
ANY LEGAL PROCEEDING ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS INDENTURE, THE SECURITIES OR THE TRANSACTION
CONTEMPLATED HEREBY.
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SIGNATURES
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Indenture to be duly executed, all as of the date first above written.
UROVANT SCIENCES LTD.
By:
Name:
Title:
[
]
By:
Name:
Title:

EXHIBIT A
No. ___________

CUSIP/ISIN No.: ________
[Title of Security]
UROVANT SCIENCES LTD.
an exempted limited company incorporated under the laws of Bermuda

promises to pay to __________________________________________________ or registered assigns the principal sum of
________________________________________________ [Dollars]* on ___________________________.
Interest Payment Dates: _____________________________ and _____________________________
Record Dates: _____________________________ and _____________________________
Authenticated: _____________________________ Dated: _____________________________
UROVANT SCIENCES LTD.
By:
Name:
Title:
[___________________],
as Trustee, certifies that this is one of the Securities
referred to in the within mentioned Indenture.
By:
Authorized Signatory
* Or other currency. Insert corresponding provisions on reverse side of Security in respect of foreign currency denomination or interest payment
requirement.
A-1

UROVANT SCIENCES LTD.
[Title of Security]
UROVANT SCIENCES LTD., an exempted limited company incorporated under the laws of Bermuda (together with its successors and assigns,
the “Company”), issued this Security under an Indenture dated as of __________________, (as amended, modified or supplemented from time to time
in accordance therewith, the “Base Indenture”), as supplemented by the Supplemental Indenture dated as of _____________________, (the
“Supplemental Indenture” and together with the Base Indenture, the “Indenture”), by and among the Company and
__________________________________, as trustee (in such capacity, the “Trustee”), to which reference is hereby made for a statement of the
respective rights, obligations, duties and immunities thereunder of the Company, the Trustee and the Holders and of the terms upon which the Securities
are, and are to be, authorized and delivered. All terms used in this Security that are defined in the Indenture shall have the meanings assigned to them
therein.
1. Interest. The Company promises to pay interest on the principal amount of this Security at the rate per annum shown above. The Company will
pay interest semiannually on _____________________ and _____________________ of each year, commencing _____________________, ______,
until the principal is paid or made available for payment. Interest on the Securities will accrue from the most recent date to which interest has been paid
or duly provided for or, if no interest has been paid, from _____________________, ________, provided that, if there is no existing default in the
payment of interest, and if this Security is authenticated between a record date referred to on the face hereof and the next succeeding interest payment
date, interest shall accrue from such interest payment date. Interest will be computed on the basis of a 360-day year of twelve 30-day months.
2. Method of Payment. The Company will pay interest on the Securities (except defaulted interest, if any, which will be paid on such special
payment date to Holders of record on such special record date as may be fixed by the Company or otherwise in accordance with the Indenture) to the
persons who are registered Holders of Securities at the close of business on the [Insert record dates] immediately preceding the interest payment date.
Holders must surrender Securities to a Paying Agent to collect principal payments. The Company will pay principal and interest in money of [Insert
applicable country or currency] that at the time of payment is legal tender for payment of public and private debts.
3. Paying Agent and Registrar. Initially, the Trustee will act as Paying Agent and Registrar. The Company may change or appoint any Paying
Agent, Registrar or co-Registrar without notice. The Company or any of its Subsidiaries or any of their Affiliates may act as Paying Agent, Registrar or
co-Registrar.
4. Optional Redemption.1 The Company may redeem the Securities at any time on or after _____________________, in whole or in part, at the
following redemption prices (expressed as a percentage of their principal amount) together with interest accrued and unpaid to the date fixed for
redemption:
If redeemed during the twelve-month period
commencing on_______________ and ending on
_______________ in each of the following years

Percentage

[Insert provisions relating to redemption at option of Holders, if any]
Notice of redemption will be sent at least 30 days but not more than 60 days before the redemption date to each Holder of Securities to be
redeemed at its registered address. Securities in denominations larger than _____________________2 may be redeemed in part. On and after the
redemption date interest ceases to accrue on Securities or portions of them called for redemption, provided that if the Company shall default in the
payment of such Securities at the redemption price together with accrued interest, interest shall continue to accrue at the rate borne by the Securities.
1
2

If applicable.
Insert applicable denominations and multiples.
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5. Mandatory Redemption.3 The Company shall redeem [________]% of the aggregate principal amount of Securities originally issued under
the Indenture on each of [________________], which redemptions are calculated to retire [_____]% of the Securities originally issued prior to maturity.
Such redemptions shall be made at a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal amount thereof, together with accrued interest to the redemption
date. The Company may reduce the principal amount of Securities to be redeemed pursuant to this Paragraph 5 by the principal amount of any Securities
previously redeemed, retired or acquired, otherwise than pursuant to this Paragraph 5, that the Company has delivered to the Trustee for cancellation and
not previously credited to the Company’s obligations under this Paragraph 5. Each such Security shall be received and credited for such purpose by the
Trustee at the redemption price and the amount of such mandatory redemption payment shall be reduced accordingly.
6. Denominations, Transfer, Exchange. The Securities are in registered form only without coupons in denominations of ________________4
and integral multiples of ________________ in excess thereof.5 A Holder may transfer or exchange Securities by presentation of such Securities to the
Registrar or a co-Registrar with a request to register the transfer or to exchange them for an equal principal amount of Securities of other denominations.
The Registrar may require a Holder, among other things, to furnish appropriate endorsements and transfer documents and to pay any taxes and fees
required by law or permitted by the Indenture. The Registrar need not transfer or exchange any Security selected for redemption or purchase, except the
unredeemed or unpurchased part thereof if the Security is redeemed or purchased in part, or transfer or exchange any Securities for a period of 15 days
before a selection of Securities to be redeemed or purchased.
7. Persons Deemed Owners. The registered Holder of this Security shall be treated as the owner of it for all purposes.
8. Unclaimed Money. Subject to any applicable abandoned property law, the Trustee and the Paying Agent shall pay to the Company upon
written request any money held by them for the payment of principal or interest that remains unclaimed for two years, and thereafter, Holders entitled to
the money must look to the Company for payment as general creditors.
9. Amendment, Supplement, Waiver. Subject to certain exceptions, the Indenture or the Securities may be amended or supplemented with the
consent of the Holders of at least a majority in principal amount of the outstanding Securities of each Series affected by the amendment and any past
default or compliance with any provision relating to any Series of the Securities may be waived in a particular instance with the consent of the Holders
of a majority in principal amount of the outstanding Securities of such Series.6 Without the consent of any Securityholder, the Company and the Trustee
may amend or supplement the Indenture or the Securities in certain respects as specified in the Indenture.
10. Successor Corporation. When a successor corporation assumes all the obligations of its predecessor under the Securities and the Indenture,
the predecessor corporation will be released from those obligations.
11. Trustee Dealings With Company. Subject to certain limitations imposed by the TIA, the Trustee under the Indenture, in its individual or any
other capacity, may make loans to, accept deposits from, and perform services for the Company or its affiliates, and may otherwise deal with the
Company or its affiliates, as if it were not Trustee, including owning or pledging the Securities.
3
4
5
6

If applicable.
Insert applicable denominations and multiples.
Insert applicable denominations and multiples.
If different terms apply, insert a brief summary thereof.
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12. No Recourse Against Others. A director, officer, employee or stockholder, as such, of the Company shall not have any liability for any
obligations of the Company under the Securities or the Indenture or for any claim based on, in respect of or by reason of, such obligations or their
creation. Each Holder by accepting a Security waives and releases all such liability. The waiver and release are part of the consideration for the issue of
the Securities. The waiver may not be effective to waive liabilities under the federal securities laws.
13. Discharge of Indenture. The Indenture contains certain provisions pertaining to defeasance and discharge, which provisions shall for all
purposes have the same effect as if set forth herein.
14. Authentication. This Security shall not be valid until an authorized signatory of the Trustee signs the certificate of authentication on the other
side of this Security.
15. Abbreviations. Customary abbreviations may be used in the name of a Holder or an assignee, such as: TEN COM (= tenants in common),
TEN ENT (= tenants by the entireties), JT TEN (= joint tenants with right of survivorship and not as tenants in common), CUST (= custodian), and
U/G/M/A (= Uniform Gift to Minors Act).
16. GOVERNING LAW. THIS SECURITY SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH, THE LAWS OF
THE STATE OF NEW YORK.
17. CUSIP and ISIN Numbers. Pursuant to a recommendation promulgated by the Committee on Uniform Security Identification Procedures,
the Company has caused CUSIP and ISIN numbers to be printed on the Securities and has directed the Trustee to use CUSIP and ISIN numbers in
notices of repurchase as a convenience to Holders. No representation is made as to the accuracy of such numbers either as printed on the Securities or as
contained in any notice of repurchase and reliance may be placed only on the other identification numbers placed thereon.
18. Copies. The Company will furnish to any Holder upon written request and without charge a copy of the Indenture and the applicable Authorizing
Resolution or supplemental indenture. Requests may be made to: Urovant Sciences Ltd., 5151 California Avenue, Suite 250 Irvine, CA 92617 (949)
226-6029, Attention: Chief Financial Officer.
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ASSIGNMENT FORM
If you the Holder want to assign this Security, fill in the form below:
I or we assign and transfer this Security to ___________________________________________ (insert assignee’s social security or tax ID
number)

(Print or type assignee’s name, address, and zip code)
and irrevocably appoint _________________________________________________________________________ agent to transfer this Security on the
books of the Company. The agent may substitute another to act for him.

Date: _______________________________

Your signature
(Sign exactly as your name appears on the other side of this Security)

Signature Guarantee:
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November 8, 2019
Matter No.:357253
Doc Ref: 16277003
+1 441 298 7861
robert.alexander@conyersdill.com
Urovant Sciences Ltd.
Suite 1, 3rd Floor
11-12 St James’s Square
London SW1Y 4LB
United Kingdom
Dear Sirs,
Urovant Sciences Ltd. (the “Company”)
We have acted as special legal counsel in Bermuda to the Company in connection with a shelf registration statement on Form S-3 filed with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) on November 8, 2019 (the “Registration Statement”, which term does not include any other
document or agreement whether or not specifically referred to therein or attached as an exhibit or schedule thereto) relating to the shelf registration
under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, (the “Securities Act”) of the Company’s common shares, par value US$0.000037453 each
(“Common Shares”), preference shares (“Preference Shares” and, together with Common Shares, “Equity Securities”, which term includes any
Common Shares or Preference Shares to be issued pursuant to the conversion, exchange or exercise of any other Securities), debt securities, and
warrants to purchase Common Shares, Preference Shares or debt securities (collectively, the “Securities”).
For the purposes of giving this opinion, we have examined a copy of the Registration Statement. We have also reviewed the memorandum of association
and the bye-laws of the Company (together, the “Constitutional Documents”), each certified by the Secretary of the Company on November 8, 2019, a
copy of minutes of a meeting of the board of directors of the Company (the “Board”) held on October 3, 2019 (the “Minutes”), and an officer’s
certificate dated as of the date hereof confirming that the Minutes were passed at one or more duly convened, constituted and quorate meetings, or by
unanimous written resolutions, remain in full force and effect and have not been rescinded or amended, and such other documents and made such
enquiries as to questions of law as we have deemed necessary in order to render the opinion set forth below.
We have assumed (a) the genuineness and authenticity of all signatures and the conformity to the originals of all copies (whether or not certified)
examined by us and the authenticity and completeness of the originals from which such copies were taken; (b) that where a document has been
examined by us in draft form, it will be or has been executed and/or filed in the form of that draft, and where a number of drafts of a document have
been examined by us all changes thereto have been marked or otherwise drawn to our attention; (c) the accuracy and completeness of all factual
representations made in the Registration Statement and other documents reviewed by us; (d) that the resolutions contained in the Minutes were passed at
one or more duly convened, constituted and quorate meetings or by unanimous written resolutions, remain in full force and effect and have not been, and
will not be, rescinded or amended; (e)

that the Constitutional Documents will not be amended in any manner that would affect the opinions expressed herein; (f) that there is no provision of
the law of any jurisdiction, other than Bermuda, which would have any implication in relation to the opinions expressed herein; (g) that the Company
will have sufficient authorized capital to effect the issue of any of the Equity Securities at the time of issuance, whether as a principal issue or on the
conversion, exchange or exercise of any Securities; (h) that the Company’s shares will be listed on an appointed stock exchange, as defined in the
Companies Act 1981, as amended, which includes Nasdaq; (i) that the form and terms of any and all Preference Shares will not violate the
Constitutional Documents nor any applicable law, regulation, order or decree in Bermuda; (j) that all necessary corporate action will be taken to
authorise and approve any issuance of Securities (including, if Preference Shares are to be issued, all necessary corporate action to establish one or more
series of Preference Shares and fix the designation, powers, preferences, rights, qualifications, limitations and restrictions thereof), the terms of the
offering thereof and related matters, and that the applicable definitive purchase, underwriting or similar agreement will be duly approved, executed and
delivered by or on behalf of the Company and all other parties thereto; (k) that the issuance and sale of and payment for the Securities will be in
accordance with the applicable definitive purchase, underwriting or similar agreement duly approved by the Board and the Registration Statement
(including the prospectus set forth therein and any applicable supplement thereto); (l) that, upon the issue of any Equity Securities, the Company will
receive consideration for the full issue price thereof which shall be equal to at least the par value thereof.
“Non-assessability” is not a legal concept under Bermuda law, but when we describe the Common Shares and/or Preference Shares herein as being
“non-assessable” we mean, subject to any contrary provision in any agreement between the Company and any one of its members holding any of the
Common Shares and Preference Shares (but only with respect to such member), that no further sums are payable with respect to the issue of such shares
and no member shall be bound by an alteration in the Constitutional Documents after the date upon which it became a member if and so far as the
alteration requires such member to take or subscribe for additional Common Shares or Preference Shares or in any way increases its liability to
contribute to the share capital of, or otherwise pay money to, the Company.
We have made no investigation of and express no opinion in relation to the laws of any jurisdiction other than Bermuda. This opinion is to be governed
by and construed in accordance with the laws of Bermuda and is limited to and is given on the basis of the current law and practice in Bermuda. This
opinion is issued solely for the purposes of the filing of the Registration Statement and the issuance of the Securities by the Company as described in the
Registration Statement and is not to be relied upon in respect of any other matter.
On the basis of and subject to the foregoing, we are of the opinion that:
1.

The Company is duly incorporated and existing under the laws of Bermuda in good standing (meaning solely that it has not failed to make any
filing with any Bermuda governmental authority or pay any Bermuda government fee or tax which would make it liable to be struck off the
Register of Companies and thereby cease to exist under the laws of Bermuda).

2.

Upon the due issuance of Common Shares and/or Preference Shares and payment of the consideration therefor, such Common Shares and/or
Preference Shares will be validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable.
2

We hereby consent to the filing of this opinion as an exhibit to the Registration Statement and to the reference to our firm under the caption “Legal
Matters” in the prospectus forming a part of the Registration Statement. In giving this consent, we do not hereby admit that we are experts within the
meaning of Section 11 of the Securities Act or that we are in the category of persons whose consent is required under Section 7 of the Securities Act or
the Rules and Regulations of the Commission promulgated thereunder.
Yours faithfully,
/s/ Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited
3
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Client: 93846-00008
November 8, 2019
Urovant Sciences Ltd.
1 Suite 1, 3rd Floor
11-12 St. James’s Square
London SW1Y 4LB, United Kingdom
Re:

Urovant Sciences Ltd.
Registration Statement on Form S-3

Ladies and Gentlemen:
We have acted as counsel to Urovant Sciences Ltd., an exempted limited company incorporated under the laws of Bermuda (the “Company”), in
connection with the preparation and filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) of a Registration Statement on Form S-3
(the “Registration Statement”) under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), relating to the registration under the Securities Act
and the proposed issuance and sale from time to time pursuant to Rule 415 under the Securities Act, together or separately and in one or more series (if
applicable) of:
(i) the Company’s unsecured debt securities, which may either be senior debt securities (“Senior Debt Securities”), senior subordinated
debt securities (“Senior Subordinated Debt Securities”) or junior subordinated debt securities (the “Junior Subordinated Debt Securities” and,
collectively with the Senior Debt Securities and the Senior Subordinated Debt Securities, the “Debt Securities”);
(ii) the Company’s common shares, par value $.000037453 per share (the “Common Shares”);
(iii) the Company’s preference shares, par value $.000037453 per share (the “Preference Shares”); and
(iv) warrants for the purchase of Common Shares, Preference Shares or Debt Securities (the “Warrants”).
The Debt Securities and Warrants are collectively referred to herein as the “Securities.” The Senior Debt Securities are to be issued under an
indenture to be entered into between the Company and a financial institution to be named at the time such indenture is executed (the “Trust Company”),
as indenture trustee (the “Senior Base Indenture”). The Senior Subordinated Debt Securities are to be issued under an indenture
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to be entered into between the Company and the Trust Company, as indenture trustee (the “Senior Subordinated Base Indenture”). The Junior
Subordinated Debt Securities are to be issued under an indenture to be entered into between the Company and the Trust Company, as indenture trustee
(the “Junior Subordinated Base Indenture,” and together with the Senior Base Indenture and the Senior Subordinated Base Indenture, the “Base
Indentures”).
In arriving at the opinions expressed below, we have examined originals, or copies certified or otherwise identified to our satisfaction as being true
and complete copies of the originals, of such documents, corporate records, certificates of officers of the Company and of public officials and other
instruments as we have deemed necessary or advisable to enable us to render these opinions. In our examination, we have assumed the genuineness of
all signatures, the legal capacity and competency of all natural persons, the authenticity of all documents submitted to us as originals and the conformity
to original documents of all documents submitted to us as copies. As to any facts material to these opinions, we have relied to the extent we deemed
appropriate and without independent investigation upon statements and representations of officers and other representatives of the Company and others.
We have assumed without independent investigation that:
(i) at the time any Securities are sold pursuant to the Registration Statement (the “Relevant Time”), the Registration Statement and any
supplements and amendments thereto (including post-effective amendments) will be effective and will comply with all applicable laws;
(ii) at the Relevant Time, a prospectus supplement will have been prepared and filed with the Commission describing the Securities
offered thereby and all related documentation and will comply with all applicable laws;
(iii) all Securities will be issued and sold in the manner stated in the Registration Statement and the applicable prospectus supplement;
(iv) at the Relevant Time, all corporate or other action required to be taken by the Company or any Trust to duly authorize each proposed
issuance of Securities and any related documentation and (ii) the execution (in the case of certificated Securities), delivery and performance of the
Securities and any related documentation referred to in paragraphs 1 through 2 below) shall have been duly completed and shall remain in full force and
effect;
(v) in the case of Debt Securities, at the Relevant Time, the relevant trustee shall have been qualified under the Trust Indenture Act of
1939, as amended (the “TIA”), a Statement of Eligibility of the Trustee on Form T-1 shall have been properly filed with the Commission and the
relevant Base Indenture shall have been duly executed and delivered by the Company and all other parties thereto and duly qualified under the TIA;
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(vi) each of the Trusts has been duly created and is validly existing in good standing as a statutory trust under the Delaware Statutory Trust
Act; and
(vii) at the Relevant Time, a definitive purchase, underwriting or similar agreement and any other necessary agreement with respect to any
Securities offered or issued will have been duly authorized by all necessary corporate or other action of the Company any Trust and duly executed and
delivered by the Company or any Trust and the other parties thereto.
Based on the foregoing and in reliance thereon, and subject to the assumptions, exceptions, qualifications and limitations set forth herein, we are of the
opinion that:
1. With respect to any Debt Securities, when:
a.

the terms and conditions of such Debt Securities have been duly established by supplemental indenture or officers’ certificate in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the relevant Base Indenture,

b.

any such supplemental indenture has been duly executed and delivered by the Company and the relevant trustee (together with the
relevant Base Indenture, the “Indenture”), and

c.

such Debt Securities have been executed (in the case of certificated Debt Securities), delivered and authenticated in accordance with
the terms of the applicable Indenture and issued and sold for the consideration set forth in the applicable definitive purchase,
underwriting or similar agreement,

such Debt Securities will be legal, valid and binding obligations of the Company, enforceable against the Company in accordance
with their respective terms.
2. With respect to any Warrants, when:
a.

the warrant agreement relating to such Warrants (the “Warrant Agreement”), if any, has been duly executed and delivered by the
Company and each other party thereto,
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b.

the terms of the Warrants have been established in accordance with the Warrant Agreement, if any, and the applicable definitive
purchase, underwriting or similar agreement, and

c.

the Warrants have been duly executed (in the case of certificated Warrants) and delivered in accordance with the Warrant Agreement,
if any, and the applicable definitive purchase, underwriting or similar agreement for the consideration provided for therein,

such Warrants will be legal, valid and binding obligations of the Company, enforceable against the Company in accordance with their
terms.
The opinions expressed above are subject to the following exceptions, qualifications, limitations and assumptions:
A. We render no opinion herein as to matters involving the laws of any jurisdiction other than the State of New York and the United States
of America. This opinion is limited to the effect of the current state of the laws of the State of New York, the United States of America and the facts as
they currently exist. We assume no obligation to revise or supplement this opinion in the event of future changes in such laws or the interpretations
thereof or such facts.
B. The opinions above with respect to the Indenture, the Debt Securities, the Warrants and the Warrant Agreement (collectively, the
“Documents”) are each subject to (i) the effect of any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium, arrangement or similar laws affecting the
rights and remedies of creditors’ generally, including without limitation the effect of statutory or other laws regarding fraudulent transfers or preferential
transfers and (ii) general principles of equity, including without limitation concepts of materiality, reasonableness, good faith and fair dealing and the
possible unavailability of specific performance, injunctive relief or other equitable remedies regardless of whether enforceability is considered in a
proceeding in equity or at law.
C. We express no opinion regarding the effectiveness of (i) any waiver of stay, extension or usury laws, (ii) any provision in any Document
waiving the right to object to venue in any court; (ii) any agreement to submit to the jurisdiction of any Federal court; (vi) any waiver of the right to jury
trial or vii) any provision to the effect that every right or remedy is cumulative and may be exercised in addition to any other right or remedy or that the
election of some particular remedy does not preclude recourse to one or more others.
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D. To the extent relevant to our opinion in paragraph 2 and not covered by our opinion in paragraph 1, we have assumed that any
securities, currencies or commodities underlying, comprising or issuable upon exchange, conversion or exercise of any Warrants are validly issued, fully
paid and non-assessable (in the case of an equity security) or a legal, valid and binding obligation of the issuer thereof, enforceable against such issuer in
accordance with its terms.
You have informed us that you intend to issue Securities from time to time on a delayed or continuous basis, and we understand that prior to issuing any
Securities pursuant to the Registration Statement (i) you will advise us in writing of the terms thereof, and (ii) you will afford us an opportunity to
(x) review the operative documents pursuant to which such Securities are to be issued or sold (including the applicable offering documents), and (y) file
such supplement or amendment to this opinion (if any) as we may reasonably consider necessary or appropriate.
We consent to the filing of this opinion as an exhibit to the Registration Statement, and we further consent to the use of our name under the caption
“Legal Matters” in the Registration Statement and the prospectus that forms a part thereof. In giving these consents, we do not thereby admit that we are
within the category of persons whose consent is required under Section 7 of the Securities Act or the rules and regulations of the Commission
promulgated thereunder.
Very truly yours,
/s/ Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
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+1 441 278 7861
robert.alexander@conyersdill.com
Urovant Sciences Ltd.
Suite 1, 3rd Floor
11-12 St James’s Square
London SW1Y 4LB
United Kingdom
Dear Sirs,
Urovant Sciences Ltd. (the “Company”)
We have acted as special Bermuda legal counsel to the Company in connection with a shelf registration statement on Form S-3 filed with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) on November 8, 2019 (the “Registration Statement”, which term does not include any other
document or agreement whether or not specifically referred to therein or attached as an exhibit or schedule thereto), as supplemented by the prospectus
supplement dated November 8, 2019 (the “Prospectus Supplement” and together with the base prospectus included in the Registration Statement, the
“Prospectus”, which term does not include any other document or agreement whether or not specifically referred to therein or attached as an exhibit or
schedule thereto), and filed by the Company in accordance with Rule 424(b) promulgated under the Securities Act of 1933, relating to the registration
and sale under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, (the “Securities Act”) of that number of the Company’s common shares, par value
US$0.000037453 each, having an aggregate gross sales price of up to $50,000,000 (the “Common Shares”), such Common Shares to be sold through
Jefferies LLC as sales agent and/or principal of the Company pursuant to an Open Market Sale Agreement dated November 8, 2019 between the
Company and Jefferies LLC.
For the purposes of giving this opinion, we have examined the following documents:
(i)

the Registration Statement; and

(ii)

the Prospectus.

We have also reviewed the memorandum of association and the bye-laws of the Company (together, the “Constitutional Documents”), each certified by
the Secretary of the Company on November 8, 2019, a copy of minutes of a meeting of the board of directors of the Company held on October 3, 2019
(collectively, the “Minutes”), and an officer’s certificate dated as of the date hereof confirming that the Minutes were passed at one or more duly
convened, constituted and quorate meetings, or by unanimous written resolutions, remain in full force and effect and have not been rescinded or
amended, and such other documents and made such enquiries as to questions of law as we have deemed necessary in order to render the opinion set
forth below.

We have assumed (a) the genuineness and authenticity of all signatures and the conformity to the originals of all copies (whether or not certified)
examined by us and the authenticity and completeness of the originals from which such copies were taken; (b) that where a document has been
examined by us in draft form, it will be or has been executed and/or filed in the form of that draft, and where a number of drafts of a document have
been examined by us all changes thereto have been marked or otherwise drawn to our attention; (c) the accuracy and completeness of all factual
representations made in the Registration Statement and the Prospectus, and any other documents reviewed by us; (d) that the resolutions contained in the
Minutes were passed at one or more duly convened, constituted and quorate meetings or by unanimous written resolutions, remain in full force and
effect and have not been, and will not be, rescinded or amended; (e) that the Constitutional Documents will not be amended in any manner that would
affect the opinions expressed herein; (f) that there is no provision of the law of any jurisdiction, other than Bermuda, which would have any implication
in relation to the opinions expressed herein; (g) that the Company will have sufficient authorized capital to effect the issue of any of the Common Shares
at the time of issuance; (h) that the Company’s Common Shares will be listed on an appointed stock exchange, as defined in the Companies Act 1981, as
amended, which includes the Nasdaq, at the time of the issuance of any Common Shares; and (i) that, upon the issue of any Common Shares, the
Company will receive consideration for the issue price thereof which shall be equal to at least the par value thereof.
We have made no investigation of and express no opinion in relation to the laws of any jurisdiction other than Bermuda. This opinion is to be governed
by and construed in accordance with the laws of Bermuda and is limited to and is given on the basis of, the current law and practice in Bermuda. This
opinion is issued solely for your benefit and use in connection with the matter described herein and is not to be relied upon by any other person, firm or
entity or in respect of any other matter.
On the basis of and subject to the foregoing, we are of the opinion that:
1.

The Company is duly incorporated and existing under the laws of Bermuda in good standing (meaning solely that it has not failed to make any
filing with any Bermuda governmental authority or pay any Bermuda government fee or tax which would make it liable to be struck off the
Register of Companies and thereby cease to exist under the laws of Bermuda).

2.

When issued and paid for in accordance with the Registration Statement and the Prospectus Supplement, the Common Shares to be sold by the
Company will be validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable (which term means when used herein that no further sums are required to be paid
by the holders thereof in connection with the issue of such Common Shares).
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We hereby consent to the filing of this opinion as an exhibit to the Registration Statement and to the references to our firm under the caption “Legal
Matters” in the Registration Statement and the Prospectus Supplement. In giving this consent, we do not hereby admit that we are experts within the
meaning of Section 11 of the Securities Act or that we are within the category of persons whose consent is required under Section 7 of the Securities Act
or the Rules and Regulations of the Commission promulgated thereunder.
Yours faithfully,
/s/ Conyers Dill & Pearman Limited
3

Exhibit 23.1
Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
We consent to the reference to our firm under the caption “Experts” in this Registration Statement (Form S-3) and related Prospectus of Urovant
Sciences, Ltd. for the registration of common shares, preferred shares, debt securities, and warrants and to the incorporation by reference therein of our
report dated June 14, 2019, with respect to the consolidated financial statements of Urovant Sciences, Ltd. included in its Annual Report (Form 10-K)
for the year ended March 31, 2019, filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
/s/ Ernst & Young LLP
Irvine, California
November 8, 2019

